
KVEA Quarterly Issues Report
Length Date Start Category Notes

04:27 Thu 4/2/09 6:00:38 PM Neighborhoods

Mexico lost to Honduras yesterday. Mexican coach Sven 

Goran Eriksson was fired as a result. PC; Sven Goran 

Eriksson, says he understands. PC; Justino Compezn, 

president of FEMEXFUT, commented on the match and 

moving forward. V; Coca Cola, Banamex, Adidas, 

Movistar logos, soccer highlights. Eriksson will be paid 7 

million dollars. V; radio DJ in his studio. I; Celso Gaspar, 

sports commentator, say this is humiliating for Mexico. V; 

soccer fans. I; fans, commented on what they think went 

wrong. I; Armando Aguayo, ESPN radio commentator, 

commented on the match. V; street vendor. Diana 

Alvarado and Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:24 Thu 4/2/09 6:05:05 PM Neighborhoods

Many people believe that the fatal accident which occurred 

yesterday in La Canada could have been prevented. A tow 

truck hit 5 vehicles and crashed into a building. A man and 

his 12 year old daughter were killed. V; picture of one 

victim, scene of crash, picture of driver who caused the 

accident. La Canada mayor says Caltrans have ignored 

complaints about the dangers in that area. A similar 

accident occurred in that area in September. I; Alberto 

Duarte, works in La Canada, says trucks should be 

prevented from entering the area. V; Caltrans press 

conference. Caltrans has denies any neglect. I; Laura 

Olhasso, La Canada mayor, says if Caltrans had 

prohibited trucks from entering that area, the accident 

never would have happened. I; witness, says something 

could have been done. Mariate Ramos reporting.

02:23 Thu 4/2/09 6:07:29 PM Neighborhoods

Census workers are in training. V; workers training. I; 

Antonio Gallo, 2010 census, commented on the tradition of 

the census. V; picture of back when census started, man 

riding on horse which is how the census was carried out 

back then, people out walking. Every workers will have to 

verify house addresses. V; htc computer which will be 

used to record house addresses. I; Matilde Luna, census 

supervisor, commented on how the HHAC computerized 

system will help them to verify addresses. V; people filling 

out questionnaire. Gr; more information.
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03:31 Thu 4/2/09 6:11:57 PM Children's Issues

It is common to find children living on the streets in 

Colombia. Many young girls work as prostitute in Bogota. 

V; young prostitutes, young drug users on the street. I; 

Claudia Cordoba, social worker, says some of these kids 

feel safer on the streets and it's hard to convince them to 

leave that lifestyle behind. V; homeless kids, volunteers 

out trying to rescue these kids. I; Alex Quinche, 

psychologist, works with Rescue Patrol, says many of 

these kids use drugs. I; street kids, commented on selling 

drugs. V; police arresting a street child, children receiving 

medical care, kids eating. Once these kids agree to get off 

the streets, the Rescue Patrol provides medical care for 

them. V; kids playing, young woman singing. Marilis 

Llanos reporting.

00:24 Thu 4/2/09 6:15:28 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A group of immigrants have accused immigration 

authorities of keeping them detained in deplorable 

conditions. The ACLU has filed a lawsuit to stop this 

practice. V; official press conference, immigrants.

00:26 Thu 4/2/09 6:20:25 PM Crime & Gangs

Mexican authorities captured Vicente Carillo Leiva, second 

in command of the Juarez drug cartel. V; young man in 

custody, official press conference.

01:46 Thu 4/2/09 6:20:51 PM Crime & Gangs

Compton police are looking for the man who murdered his 

roommate earlier this year. V; picture of suspect, mobile 

home park where crime occurred. I; Det. Jose Romero, 

Los Angeles county sheriff, says people are afraid to talk. 

V; investigators at mobile home park. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:26 Thu 4/2/09 6:22:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Today is world autism day. The UN has called for unity in 

dealing with the ill. V; children playing at park, autistic 

children.

00:43 Thu 4/2/09 6:31:05 PM Culture

A group of British fans watched the match between 

Ukraine and England under water. V; fans watching 

soccer match under water, images courtesy HUTC.

00:30 Fri 4/3/09 6:00:31 PM Crime & Gangs

A man opened fire at the American Civic Association 

center killing 13 people today in Binghamton, New York. V; 

transporting victims from scene, police at scene.
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06:33 Fri 4/3/09 6:01:01 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Los Angeles police department has admitted that one of its 

officers informed immigration agents of the arrests of 

several immigrant street vendors. The question is wether 

this violated Special Order 40 which prohibits Los Angeles 

police from questioning arrestees about their immigration 

status. V; police at scene where the immigrants were 

arrested. I; Sergio Diaz, asst LAPD chief, says notifying 

immigration agents was an error on the officer's part. V; 

immigration lawyer talking to a group of immigrants. I; Luis 

Carillo, immigration attorney, says the vendors were not 

read their rights and were questioned without having a 

lawyer present. I; Alba Rosa Mancilla, arrested Honduran 

immigrant, says immigration questioned her over the 

phone. I; Mateo Francisco, arrested Guatemalan 

immigrant, says he was not informed of his rights. V; 

police out on patrol. I; Antonio Villaraigosa, LA's mayor, 

says they will keep training officers. SI; Luis Alvarado, 

Republican party spokesperson, says special order 40 is 

complicated. Alvarado says there is a need for an 

immigration reform. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:22 Fri 4/3/09 6:09:36 PM Neighborhoods

Authorities have announced that cargo trucks will not be 

allowed to travel on Angeles crest highway in La Canada 

for a 90 day period. The decision comes after an out of 

control tow truck caused a fatal accident a few days ago. 

V; scene of accident.

03:53 Fri 4/3/09 6:09:58 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police arrested the driver who killed a 19 year 

old USC student. V; picture of victim, flowers and candles 

left at scene of crime. I; Carmen Bachan, victim's mother, 

commented on the tragedy. The other teen involved in the 

accident is in critical condition. V; picture of surviving 

victim, students crossing the street. I; Antonio Lee, transit 

detective, says the suspect was driving an Infiniti I30. The 

driver's husband and infant child were travelling in the 

vehicle as well. Gr; more information. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

00:22 Fri 4/3/09 6:16:24 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A wildfire is burning in Palm Springs. V; smoke coming 

from fire.
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03:51 Fri 4/3/09 6:18:10 PM Neighborhoods

Papa Jaime is what the children call the man who rescued 

them from the streets in Colombia. The Los Andes 

Children Foundation has rescued thousands of children 

through out the years. V; children on the streets, man 

handing out clothing to street kids. I; Jaime Jaramillo, Los 

Andes Children Foundation, commented on the incident 

which made him decide to work for these kids. V; child 

receiving medical care, Jaime with the children, images of 

other street kids, children in the center. I; unidentified 

woman, commented on where these kids come from. 

Some of these children are rescued from their own parents 

who abuse them. V; young woman suffering from Down 

Syndrome who was abused by her parents. I; Gonzalo, 

used drugs and stole while living on the street. V; more 

images of children, kids eating. I; Andrea, commented on 

her life now. I; unidentified woman, says Papa Jaime 

healed her. V; children dancing. Marilys Llanos reporting.

00:07 Fri 4/3/09 6:22:10 PM Neighborhoods

Viewers can download images and information on 

celebrities who have adopted children. V; picture of 

Madonna and her daughter and adopted son.

01:45 Fri 4/3/09 6:29:55 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Free exams will be available this weekend at a health fair 

in Santa Ana. I; Rosa Maria Luna, is sick but cannot afford 

medical care. I; Elda Hernandez, says she uses home 

remedies. V; people at health fair. I; Lou Correa, state 

senator, says people need to be healthy. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

02:40 Mon 4/6/09 6:04:37 PM Crime & Gangs

A pregnant woman was hit by a car and lost the baby. The 

driver was the partner of the victim's actual boyfriend. I; 

Neighbors, say the victim started to bleed, I; Rosario 

Herrera, officer, says they continue the investigations, they 

still don't know if the women argued before the incident, V; 

Towne Av, where incident took place. V; Emergency 

Trauma Services. Roberto Lacayo reporting

03:09 Mon 4/6/09 6:07:17 PM Education

April 14 is the day when the state will decide how many 

teachers receive lay off. Teachers are using this time to 

present more proposals in Congress and prevent more cut 

backs. I; Teachers, are willing to negotiate, they want to 

prevent more cut backs in the education system, 

administrators continue to spend a lot of money and 

teachers pay the consequences, teachers prefer to work 4 

days in a week that don't work at all. V; Children, students. 

Mariate Ramos reporting

00:49 Mon 4/6/09 6:12:29 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A strong earthquake destroyed large part of Italy. More 

than 150 are the victims, and 3500 people got injured. V; 

Victims, rescue teams, damages. GR; telemundo52.com 

for more info.
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02:03 Mon 4/6/09 6:17:44 PM Crime & Gangs

Hispanic woman Zelenne Cardenas dedicates her life to 

help young adolescents get through their adolescence 

years away from alcohol and drugs, V; Adolescents in the 

streets. I; Cardenas, says the school system doesn't really 

help them, they don't provide them with school materials, 

police is too harsh with homeless. V; Officer shot a 

homeless.

02:00 Mon 4/6/09 6:19:47 PM Neighborhoods

Singer Flex will attend the Billboard show. I; Flex, has 13 

nominations for this musical event, appreciates all the 

support. V; Musical video.

00:34 Mon 4/6/09 6:30:32 PM Neighborhoods
The world's oldest woman celebrates her 15th birthday. V; 

Birthday girl.

02:27 Tue 4/7/09 6:00:40 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The number of people who feel like the economy is getting 

better is on the rise. V; people in restaurant. I; Luis Lazo, 

economist, says spending money will only benefit the 

economy. Gr; percentage of optimists courtesy The New 

York Times. I; Miguel Verduzco Madrazo, restaurant 

owner, believes things are getting better. I; resident, is still 

spending. I; residents, do not think things are getting 

better. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

01:58 Tue 4/7/09 6:03:07 PM Neighborhoods

Viewers are invited to send in their comments on wether 

they are optimistic about the economy getting better. V; 

website. Gr; question to viewers.

01:45 Tue 4/7/09 6:05:05 PM Minority Concerns

The Los Angeles supervisors' council has approved a 

motion to allow residents who are not necessarily low 

income, to get help from social services. V; couple in 

social service office, people out walking. I; Alfredo 

Morales, needs help, says he's the head of his household. 

V; meeting, family waiting in social service office. I; Gloria 

Molina, Los Angeles supervisor, commented on these 

families. I; Luz Huerta, social service dept., says they've 

received at least 900 new applications for help. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

00:17 Tue 4/7/09 6:06:50 PM Neighborhoods
Two teenagers were killed in a car accident in Orange 

County. V; scene of crash.

00:17 Tue 4/7/09 6:07:07 PM Crime & Gangs

The body of an 8 year old missing Tracy, CA girl has been 

found. V; pictures of child, CCTV footage of child on the 

day she went missing.

00:23 Tue 4/7/09 6:09:32 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

ICE authorities deported 2 former members of the Mexican 

police. V; suspects in police custody. The men had been 

imprisoned in the US after they were found in possession 

of a large sum of money authorities believe was gotten 

from drug trafficking. V; suspects in custody.

00:25 Tue 4/7/09 6:09:55 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Five million people in Mexico city will have to do without 

water for 4 days. V; people out walking.

00:19 Tue 4/7/09 6:10:20 PM Neighborhoods
Urban beaches have been created in parts of Mexico City. 

V; people on beach, in water, child being buried in sand.
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01:52 Tue 4/7/09 6:14:49 PM Neighborhoods

The Anahuak Sports Association helps children in many 

different ways. I; Jose Luis Garcia, plays soccer, says the 

club has helped him become more disciplined. I; Raul 

Macias, founder, says kids learn to socialize and become 

more confident. V; kids playing soccer. I; Marco Molina, 

parent, says the club keeps the kids active and out of 

trouble. Gr; more information.

02:37 Tue 4/7/09 6:16:41 PM Neighborhoods

A Downey teenager is one of the finalist on Fox's 

American Idol. V; fans waiting to see American idol, Allison 

Iraheta performing on American Idol. I; Nora Clayton, fan, 

is a fan. I; Wendy Arteaga, likes Allison's voice. V; CBS 

studio where the show is filmed. I; fans, commented on 

their favorite. Dinorah Perez reporting.

01:46 Tue 4/7/09 6:19:18 PM Latino Issues

Telemundo is a part of the campaign Hazte Contar to bring 

awareness to the Hispanic community of the importance of 

being counted in the 2010 census. V; people out walking. 

I; resident, commented on being counted. V; person filling 

out questionnaire. I; Ligia Jaguez, asst. director of census, 

says its easy and quick. V; census worker going door to 

door. I; Jesus Galvis, activist, is urging everyone to be 

counted. Luis Alejandro Medina reporting.

00:28 Tue 4/7/09 6:30:14 PM Crime & Gangs

A memorial service to remember a USC student killed by a 

driver last week will take place tonight. V; picture of 

suspect, interior of church.

00:34 Tue 4/7/09 6:30:42 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Over 25,000 Simplicity play pens are being recalled. V; 

picture of play pen. Babies R US, Target and Kohl's.

03:38 Wed 4/8/09 6:00:34 PM Crime & Gangs

Criminologists are questioning wether the recent rash of 

murders have anything to do with the recession. V; police 

conducting a training. I; Alvaro Ancheta, Glendora police, 

says it's important for the police to be prepared. A 

Vietnamese man killed 13 people in Binghamton, NY. V; 

police at scene, picture of suspect. Evidently the man was 

frustrated over loosing his job. Four people were shot at a 

religious camp in Temecula. V; police at scene of 

Temecula shooting. An Alabama man killed his wife, their 

child, 2 relatives and then himself. V; police at scene of 

murders suicide. Sixty people have died over the past 

month in killing sprees. Gr; statement from criminologist 

James Alan Fox courtesy the Washington Post. I; Raul 

Hinojosa, UCLA professor, says millions of people are 

under unprecedented levels of stress which may be 

causing the violence. V; people out walking. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

00:25 Wed 4/8/09 6:04:12 PM Employment

Thousands of people stood in line today at a job fair in 

Rancho Cucamonga. V; long line of job seekers, people 

inside job fair.
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01:50 Wed 4/8/09 6:04:37 PM Employment

Many Santa Ana homeowners are trying to rent out rooms 

in their homes. V; people posting information for rentals. I; 

Giovanni Penalosa, renting a room, says the cost of 

renting a room has fallen, because of a lack of people 

interested in renting. I; Oscar Cruz, looking for tenants, 

commented on renting rooms in his home. I; immigrant, is 

looking to rent a room. V; for rent signs. I; Sergio Bonilla, 

owner of El Toro Market, says sometimes homeowners 

who rent rooms end up being robbed. V; people out 

walking. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:21 Wed 4/8/09 6:08:56 PM International Affairs

Former Mexican president Vicente Fox is visiting southern 

California. He spoke at the University of Irvine today on 

Latin American issues. V; Fox speaking. Gabriel Huerta 

reporting.

01:23 Wed 4/8/09 6:13:24 PM Crime & Gangs

A man sexually assaulted a 12 year old girl a few days ago 

in Northridge. V; children out walking in area, sketch of 

suspect. I; neighbor, commented on the crime. V; 

apartment complex near the area, traffic. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

02:09 Wed 4/8/09 6:18:56 PM Children's Issues

Greta is a 12 year old girl looking for a home. I; Greta, 

wants to be a singer. Greta is a fan of Beyonce. V; Greta 

and anchorwoman Azalea Iniguez at mall, Beyonce 

performing, Greta at Universal Studios, Beetle Juice, 

Greta getting her face painted, Woody Wood Pecker 

characters at park. Gr; more information.

01:52 Wed 4/8/09 6:21:05 PM Neighborhoods

The band El Recodo has a new member. V; band 

performing. I; Joel Lizarraga, El Recodo, sent greetings to 

California fans. The band will perform at the Billboard 

awards later this month at the Bank United Center in 

Miami. I; Luis Alfonso Parada, El Yaqui, is thankful for the 

support.

00:45 Wed 4/8/09 6:31:01 PM Neighborhoods

The Japanese have invented fancy cell phones covered 

with gems each costing 10,000 dollars each. V; gem 

covered cell, cell phone made in the shape of a handbag, 

cell made in the shape of a dog.
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09:23 Thu 4/9/09 6:00:42 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

White house officials say President Obama will initiate the 

immigration reform debate this year. Critics say doing 

something like this in the middle of a recession is a 

mistake. V; new citizens at a swearing in ceremony. I; new 

citizens, are excited. V; president speaking. Gr; statement 

made to the New York Times by white house assistant 

Cecilia Munoz. Millions of immigrants are naturalizing, the 

majority of them are Hispanics. I; Julio Giron, Fuerza 

Latina Legal, says this is a bad time for a reform, because 

there's not even enough jobs for legal immigrants and 

Americans. V; immigration march. I; Alma Rosa Nieto, 

immigration lawyer, believes an immigration reform is 

possible. V; Obama in a meeting with legislators. I; 

immigrants, believe illegal immigrants contribute to the 

country. I; Julio Giron, www.llfusa@yahoo.com, says 

Obama will do this to gain political favor. I; Jorge Mario 

Cabrera, CHIRLA, says immigrants will be able to 

contribute more when they are legalized. Viewers have 

sent in their views on an immigration reform. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

03:14 Thu 4/9/09 6:12:10 PM Neighborhoods

Anaheim Angels player Nick Adenhart was killed in a 

traffic accident in Los Angeles. Authorities say a drunk 

driver caused the crash which killed 2 others beside 

Adenhart. V; fans leaving flowers and messages. I; fans, 

commented on the tragedy. V; Nick pitching, scene of 

accident, pictures of 2 other fatal victims, picture of 1 

survivor, picture of driver. I; fans, are sad. An Angels fan 

was murdered earlier this week as well. V; picture of 

murdered fan. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:01 Thu 4/9/09 6:19:09 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The city of Los Angeles is buying foreclosed homes 

through the Neighborhood Stabilization program. The 

mayor of Los Angeles is committed to purchasing over 300 

of these homes using federal funds. V; homes for sale, 

housing secretary touring a foreclosed home in California. 

I; Antonio Villaraigosa, Los Angeles' mayor, commented 

on the number of foreclosed homes. The homes will be re-

sold to low income families. V; homes for sale. I; Gerardo 

Ascencio, Mission Real Estate, commented on abandoned 

homes. V; interior of homes. Gr; more information. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:27 Thu 4/9/09 6:21:10 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Millions of people in Mexico city have no water due to a 

restriction place on the city because of very low water 

reserves. V; water plant, resident, barrels of water, trucks 

transporting water.

00:19 Thu 4/9/09 6:29:25 PM Minority Concerns

Hundreds of Los Angeles supermarket housekeeping 

workers protested today against unsafe working 

conditions. V; protestors dressed as fruit and vegetable.
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04:42 Fri 4/10/09 6:00:33 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The housing crisis has left many Californians on the street. 

V; family in homeless shelter. I; Aura Guzman, homeless, 

never thought she'd end up in a homeless shelter. 

Thousands of people live on the streets in California. V; 

homeless on the street. Gr; more information. I; Sandra 

Alvarado, 2010 census spokesperson, says this census 

will register the most homeless people. I; Carlos Gonzalez, 

La Mission spokesperson, commented on the increase in 

the number of people turning to them for shelter. V; family 

in shelter. A report shows that the majority of homeless 

people are African Americans. V; homeless on the streets 

at night. Dunia Elvir reporting.

04:23 Fri 4/10/09 6:05:15 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles Mission served Easter dinner today to 

thousands of homeless people. V; homeless lined up for 

food. I; Ricardo Martinez, homeless, commented on his 

situation. I; Fabiola Duenas, volunteer, commented on the 

importance of not forgetting the needy. V; Easter baskets 

for kids. I; homeless mother, says this is a blessing. The 

staff of channel 52 and the city mayor worked as 

volunteers today during the event. V; Telemundo staff and 

mayor serving food. I; Antonio Villaraigosa, Los Angeles' 

mayor, commented on the importance of helping people. 

V; people eating, feet washing event, kids playing with 

their toys. I; Jose Perez, homeless, lost his job and ended 

up on the street. Emilia Jimenez reporting.

03:41 Fri 4/10/09 6:11:44 PM Crime & Gangs

Santa Ana police working together with the highway patrol 

arrested 12 gang members today. V; kids playing. I; Maria, 

is planning on moving. I; parent, is concerned with the 

gang violence in the area. V; police press conference. Sgt. 

Lorenzo Carrillo, gang expert, commented on trying to 

prevent gang crimes. V; police conducting gang operation. 

I; Jose Solorio, assemblyman, commented on working 

together to prevent gang crimes. I; Rafael Reynoso, CHP 

official, commented on working with the police. V; police 

arresting suspects. I; Sgt. Lorenzo Carrillo, gang expert, 

commented on how they are working to prevent kids from 

falling into gangs. V; gang members. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:31 Fri 4/10/09 6:18:15 PM Crime & Gangs

Irvine police shot and killed a woman who led them on a 

chase. V; police at scene. A child was removed from the 

vehicle.

02:08 Fri 4/10/09 6:18:46 PM Crime & Gangs

The drunk driver who killed Angels pitcher Nick Adenhart 

and 2 other people say he does not remember the 

accident. V; picture of suspect, MLB footage, scene of 

crash. I; residents, commented on the tragedy and what 

punishment they think the suspect should get. Viewers 

have sent in their comments.

00:35 Fri 4/10/09 6:30:25 PM Culture
An Ohio man makes religious sand sculptures every Good 

Friday at Riverside Park. V; man creating sculptures.
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10:22 Mon 4/13/09 6:00:37 PM Crime & Gangs

Fraudulent actions are very common during the mortgage 

crisis in United States. A family from LA has been a victim 

of fraud as they tried to re finance their house. I; Maria 

Flores, says they wanted to refinance their house. I; Arturo 

Flores, says he lost all his saved money while trying to 

refinance his house. V; documents. I; Alexa Arrellano, loan 

center, says families must look for professional help before 

making any step. V; houses for sale. I; unidentified 

investigator, says the company is unable to refinance a 

house. I; unidentified man, says everyone must contact a 

loan office before doing anything else. GR; more info. SI; 

Veronica Kilpatrick, loan center, says the fraudulent 

company will be punished by the Loan Department to stop 

its operations. SI; Carlos Cobarrubias, says there is an 

Internet site available to give information about the 

process of refinancing a house. GR; Internet site.

00:19 Mon 4/13/09 6:12:59 PM Crime & Gangs

A shooting took place today in Los Angeles and the 

suspect fled from scene. V; shooting, scene. V; police at 

scene. A teen was injured during the shooting and taken to 

the hospital.

00:35 Mon 4/13/09 6:13:18 PM Neighborhoods

LA Senator Gil Cedillo is facing a controversy for spending 

his campaign's funds on personal issues. V; Cedillo 

speaking.

04:49 Mon 4/13/09 6:17:31 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The federal government has announced new regulations 

against undocumented immigrants. V; people in work 

places. I; Antonio Garcia, says he is unable to find a job 

because he does not have legal papers. I; Aidee Alfaro, 

says she has her legal papers and is able to work. I; 

unidentified woman, says all green cards or employment 

cards must be up to the date, the expired ones will not be 

accepted. SI; Victor Hugo Niebla, immigration lawyer, says 

all ilegal immigrants have rights that must be respected 

even if they don't have legal papers. Martin Plascencia 

Reporting.

00:23 Mon 4/13/09 6:22:20 PM International Affairs

President Obama will be visiting Mexico this week to 

discuss over the drug trafficking actions. V; President 

Obama walking. V; President Calderon speaking.

00:50 Mon 4/13/09 6:30:35 PM Crime & Gangs

A police chase took place today in Los Angeles and ended 

up in an accident. V; images of police chase. GR; more 

info.
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06:53 Tue 4/14/09 6:00:37 PM Neighborhoods

Golden Boy Oscar De La Hoya has announced his 

retirement from the boxing world. PC; Oscar De La Hoya, 

says he's no longer the same, so though he loves boxing 

he will retire. V; pictures of De La Hoya, boxer at press 

conference, De La Hoya Boxing. I; Millie Corretjer, Oscar's 

wife, says Oscar's will dedicate himself to promoting other 

boxers. I; fan, was hoping for one more fight before Oscar 

retired. I; Mario Solis, KNBC sports reporter, says Oscar 

has many things going on in his life, so he may not return 

to boxing. I; Jose Armando Ronstadt, reporter, says De La 

Hoya should have retired a few years ago. V; Golden Boy 

logo, boxing footage, mayor at press conference. De La 

Hoya is the owner of Golden Boy Promotions. Diana 

Alvarado reporting.

00:23 Tue 4/14/09 6:09:32 PM Crime & Gangs

The woman accused of killing 8 year old Sandra Cantu 

has been charged with murder, rape and kidnapping. V; 

suspect in court, CCTV image of victim.

03:58 Tue 4/14/09 6:09:55 PM
Government, 

Politics

Los Angeles' mayor gave his state of the city speech 

today. The event took place at a plant where electric cars 

are made. V; interior of plant, mayor at event. The mayor 

talked about the state of the economy and environmental 

issues among others. Gr; more information. I; Antonio 

Villaraigosa, LA's mayor, commented on cleaning the air 

through the use of electric cars. The mayor also talked 

about helping the poor and creating jobs. Gr; more 

information. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:23 Tue 4/14/09 6:17:24 PM Crime & Gangs

Mexican police arrested a woman in Sonora who was 

travelling with an arsenal. V; suspect in custody, 

confiscated weapons and ammunition.

03:23 Tue 4/14/09 6:17:47 PM Crime & Gangs

The level of violence in Mexico is threatening the country's 

tourism industry. V; tourists out in the city, people on jet 

skis, group rafting, diver. I; Carlos Bensen, executive 

director of tourism, says Mexico is safe. V; Bensen at 

press conference, confiscated weapons and packages of 

drugs. I; unidentified official, says some places in Mexico 

are violent. V; tourists playing on beach, surfing, woman 

reading on beach. Gr; more information. I; residents, 

commented on their impression of the level of violence in 

Mexico. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:40 Tue 4/14/09 6:23:55 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The AFL-CIO and Change to Win unions have joined 

forces to support an immigration reform. V; immigrants in 

immigration office, construction workers. I; Ben 

Monterroso, SEIU, commented on working together. V; 

immigration march.

00:25 Tue 4/14/09 6:24:35 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Hundreds of people protested today in California over the 

water shortage. V; people protesting. The march started 

today and will end Friday at the San Luis reservoir.
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08:26 Wed 4/15/09 6:00:52 PM International Affairs

President Obama is scheduled to visit Mexico starting 

tomorrow. Some 4,000 police officers have been assigned 

as part of the security team. V; security officers in the city, 

hotel where the president will be staying, President 

Obama. Meanwhile, the protests have started. Police 

stopped a group of Green Peace members from hanging 

up a huge banner demanding that something be done to 

stop global warming. V; detained Green Peace members, 

banner. I; Mexican resident, says Obama is worried about 

the drug violence crossing into the US, so he's coming to 

shake Calderon up over it. V; people making tacos. I; taco 

vendor, did not know President Obama is visiting Mexico. 

V; man shining shoe. I; shoe shiner, says it does not 

matter to him. I; Mexican resident, wants Mexico to be 

equal to the US. SB; President Calderon, says Obama 

visit will mark the beginning of a new era for the 

relationship between Mexico and the US. I; Alfredo Jalife, 

political analyst, says this a high profile public relations 

tour for Obama. V; Obama and Calderon shaking hands 

during Calderon's US visit, Mexican soldiers. Gr; question 

to viewers. Ruben Luengas reporting.

03:51 Wed 4/15/09 6:11:33 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The AFL-CIO and Change To Win labor unions have 

joined forces to advocate for an immigration reform. V; 

union protest, immigration march. I; Luis Alvarado, 

Republican party spokesperson, says he's taking the news 

with measured optimism. SI; Jorge Mario Cabrera, 

CHIRLA, says an immigration reform is good for everyone 

including Republicans and unions.

02:09 Wed 4/15/09 6:19:12 PM  

A Mexican businessman has started his own radio station 

in Los Angeles. V; DJ inside the Exitos 93.9 FM radio 

station. I; Carlos Aguirre, Mexican businessman, 

commented on starting his station. Jose Armando 

Ronstadt reporting.

00:26 Wed 4/15/09 6:24:21 PM Crime & Gangs
One of the most wanted drug traffickers was captured in 

Colombia. V; suspect in police custody.

02:43 Wed 4/15/09 6:24:47 PM Children's Issues

Rene is a 14 year old boy looking for a home. V; Rene 

playing soccer, lucha libre match. One of Rene's dreams 

came true today when he got to interview Chvias USA 

player Mariano Trujillo. V; soccer footage, Trujillo signing 

Rene's jersey. I; Mariano Trujillo, Chivas USA, says he 

started playing soccer at the age of 4. V; Rene wearing an 

Adidas jersey with Comex logo. Gr; more information.

00:23 Wed 4/15/09 6:31:18 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People all across California protested against taxes today. 

V; people protesting against tax.
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06:44 Thu 4/16/09 6:00:42 PM International Affairs

President Obama is in Mexico visiting President Calderon. 

The president is staying at the Presidential Continental 

Hotel in Mexico City. V; president de-boarding plane, 

Obama and Calderon together. A group of activists were 

there to try and let their voices be heard. I; priest, 

commented on the deportation of immigrants. I; Elvira 

Arellano, activist, wants the deportation to stop. V; Elvira 

while she lived in the US, armed Marine officer. I; Mexican 

resident, says Obama's visit will only make things worst. I; 

Sergio Aguayo, international analyst, says Obama's visit is 

meaningless. PC; President Calderon, commented on the 

immigration issue. PC; President Obama, acknowledges 

the US part in the weapons trafficking. V; presidents in a 

meeting. Ruben Luengas reporting.

04:04 Thu 4/16/09 6:09:22 PM International Affairs

President Obama is in Mexico today. SI; Dr. Alfredo Jalife, 

political analyst, says Obama's visit is important. V; 

presidents together. Jalife says this is a new era as far as 

security goes.

00:26 Thu 4/16/09 6:16:43 PM Crime & Gangs

A man opened fire killing 2 people at the Long Beach 

Memorial Medical Center. V; ambulance leaving scene of 

shooting, police and residents at scene.

05:45 Thu 4/16/09 6:17:09 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The complaints by immigrants of inhumane conditions in 

California's detention centers have only gotten worst over 

the years. I; Abelardo Chavez, immigrant, claims he slept 

on the floor and was never given any medication when he 

was sick. V; immigration officers, ACLU headquarters, 

chained up detainees. I; Marisol Orihuela, ACLU attorney, 

says immigrants are denied basic items like soap and 

sanitary napkins. V; detained immigrants, processing 

detained immigrants. I; Juan Gutierrez Gonzalez, Mexican 

consulate office in LA, commented on visiting the 

detention center. Gr; statement from ICE. SI; Alma Rosa 

Nieto, immigration attorney, says hundreds of clients have 

told her of the abuse in the center. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.
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08:21 Fri 4/17/09 6:00:48 PM International Affairs

President Obama left Mexico today. Many are wondering 

what was accomplished during his overnight visit. V; 

Obama in Mexico. PC; President Obama, says he shares 

Mexico's determination to win the war on drugs. v; man 

selling newspapers. I; Tono Vocero, newspaper salesman, 

sold more papers today, but says Mexicans have lost their 

humanity to the love of money. V; elderly laborer. I; 

Pascuale Rosales, farmer, says all politicians are alike. V; 

drug trafficking suspect in custody, confiscated weapons. 

Mr. Rosales belive that Obama did not get to see the real 

Mexico. V; Obama surrounded by politicians, reporters, 

private school kids and executives. The new Mexican 

coach said it best when he told reporters. PC; Javier 

Aguirre, coach, says it's only hard that will move us 

forward. V; young Mexican boy. SI; Laura Carson, director 

of Center for International Policy, says the president's visit 

was disappointing, because nothing new was said. V; 

picture of President Chavez and President Obama 

greeting each other, dead bodies at scene of crimes, 

presidents speaking, confiscated weapons, suspects in 

custody. Ruben Luengas reporting.

02:47 Fri 4/17/09 6:11:10 PM  

A man opened fire at the Long Beach Medical Center 

killing 2 people and then himself. V; picture of suspect, 

suspect's neighbors, ambulance at scene. I; Antonio and 

Irma, neighbors, are shock. V; pictures of victims, exterior 

of hospital. V; police at scene. Some experts are worried 

that the economic crisis will lead to more of these types of 

killings. V; scene of a shooting in New York. I; Mindla 

Fajtlowicz, psychologist, says something had changed in 

the man's life. V; unidentified people. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

01:08 Fri 4/17/09 6:16:56 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Telemundo 52 and NBC are hosting their annual job fair. 

V; people at prior events, residents getting tests, kids 

playing. Elizabeth Flores star of the soap El Rostro de 

Analia will attend the event. Dr. Polo will also be at the 

event. V; Dr. Polo.

04:16 Fri 4/17/09 6:18:04 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A large percentage of Hispanic teenage girls who have 

babies leave their studies aside. I; Arias Bautista, teen 

mother, commented on taking care of her baby. V; teen 

entering City of Angels School. The Prevent Teen 

Pregnancy campaign reports that 80 percent of the fathers 

do not marry their teenage girlfriends when they get 

pregnant. V; teen and her baby in classroom. Gr; more 

information. V; conference. I; unidentified woman, 

commented on independent studies available to the girls. 

SI; Nancy Garcia, youth counselor, says many factors can 

lead a teenage girl to get pregnant. V; exterior of Planned 

Parenthood clinic, people at a health fair. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

00:25 Fri 4/17/09 6:22:20 PM Neighborhoods

The Capistrano Art Club honored Telemundo reporter 

Martin Plascencia with an award for his good reporting. V; 

Martin accepting award.
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03:54 Mon 4/20/09 6:00:30 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People talk about the case of a Salvadorian mother trying 

to get custody of her son. Reporter talks about a 

Salvadorian woman who paid a human trafficker to bring 

his son to the US. Reporter talks about the dangers many 

illegal immigrants expose their kids to when hiring a 

human smuggler. V; Woman crying, photos. I; Woman, 

says if she knew the dangers she would have never done 

that. The police had found her son with a drug addict in 

Houston. Woman has not seen her son since 2006. The 

Houston police has custody of woman's son. I; Woman, 

says she had no other choice than to send for her son. I; 

Woman, talks about her beating back in her country. I; 

Man, says they are trying to get an attorney for the boy's 

mom so she can get her son back. I; Rosa Alma Nieto, 

Immigration Attorney, talks about the process of a court 

hearing of woman's case. I; Attorney, talks about the 

possibility the woman may be eligible for the U visa. 

Reporters comment on this case. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

00:25 Mon 4/20/09 6:04:24 PM
Government, 

Politics

The Los Angeles mayor announced the new 2009/10 state 

budget and his plans to help the states deficit. V; Keep LA 

Working.com, Antonio Villaraigosa, Saving Jobs, 

Maintaining Services. Reporter talks about the new state 

budget. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:18 Mon 4/20/09 6:04:49 PM Crime & Gangs

In Bellflower, the police are looking for a rapist.V; Photo. 

Reporter talks about the rapist and its victims. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

03:14 Mon 4/20/09 6:07:06 PM Crime & Gangs

A man talks about his experience of being abused by a 

catholic priest. Reporter talks about the cases of abusive 

catholic priests. Reporter talks about a priest who was 

abuse by a catholic priest. V; Photo. I; Ben Rodriguez, Ex 

Priest, talks about a catholic priest who sexually abused 

him for four years. V; Photo. Reporter talks about the 

archdiocese of Orange County. I; Ben, says he finally 

realize he had to press charges against the priest who 

abuse him. Ben met his abuser at the Our Lady of 

Guadalupe. V; Our Lady of Guadalupe. I; Ben, says the 

priest destroyed his life. V; Declaration by Ryan Lilyengres-

Spokesman of the archdiocese of Orange. Reporter talks 

about the reaction of the archdiocese of Orange County. 

V; 2005 Agreement. I; Ben, says there are many cases of 

priests who abused of many kids. I; Ben, says those men 

are like wolves who like to destroy lives. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.
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03:25 Mon 4/20/09 6:13:43 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People talk about the May 1 rally in 2006. Reporter talks 

about the May 1 rally in 2006. V; Scenes of the May 1 

rally. I; Gloria Saucedo, Hermandad Mexicana, talks about 

immigration issues. V; El Piolin Sotelo-Radio Announcer. I; 

Saucedo, talks about the support of several radio stations 

in 2006. V; Flyers, Legalization Yes Deportation No sign, 

Legalization banner. I; Jorge Mario Cabrera, CHIRLA-

coalition of human immigrant rights at Los Angeles, talks 

about the purpose of the May 1 rally in 2006. V; Scenes of 

the US congress and senate. V; Olympic street sign, 

Broadway street sign. I; Cabrera, says the strategies used 

by immigrants has to change to get an approved 

immigration reform. Reporter talks about other strategies 

immigrants should use. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

04:54 Mon 4/20/09 6:17:08 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Men talk about immigration issues and a rally on May 1. 

SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, says several immigration 

organizations don't get along. V; Scenes of a rally. SI; 

Analyst, says the rallies and marches are not effective 

because there is not much unity among the Hispanic 

organizations. SI; Luis Alvarado, Republican Spokesman, 

says talks about importance of laws. V; Scenes of a rally. 

SI; Alvarado, talks about the democratic and the 

republican parties which support an immigration reform. 

SI; Alvarado, talks about the program president Obama 

promised. SI; Alvarado, talks about the democrat party. SI; 

Analyst, says the republicans senators denied to an 

immigration reform in past years. SI; Alvarado, talks about 

the unions. SI; Analyst, talks about the number on a 

statistic report. SI; Alvarado, tries to argue with the analyst 

about republicans and democrats response over an 

immigration reform. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:24 Mon 4/20/09 6:22:02 PM International Affairs

Mexico news, highlights. In Michoacan, the police arrest 

several members of a cartel during a baptism. V; Scenes 

of people arrested. Reporter talks about the arrest. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

01:17 Mon 4/20/09 6:29:45 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Man talks about ecological issues on Telemundo's web 

page. SB; Roberto Inigo, Producer of Telemundo, tells 

viewers abotu their web page and a segment on how to 

save our earth. V; Telemundo web. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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04:56 Tue 4/21/09 6:01:06 PM Education

College Board, an organization comprised of 

representatives of 5,000 higher education institutions is 

supporting the Dream Act. The Dream Act would allow 

undocumented students to pay in state college tuition. V; 

students working on computer. I; Nancy, undocumented 

student, will not have enough money to continue her 

studies. V; students on campus. I; Luis, undocumented 

students, fears he will not be able to get employment after 

university. V; congress in session. I; Lourdes Ponce, 

UCLA, commented on the Dream Act. V; Sen. Gil Cedillo 

in his office. SB; Sen. Gil Cedillo, says this is a victory for 

them. V; Collegeboard website, Fair website. I; Adriana 

Flores, College Board, commented on how educating 

undocumented students can benefit the country. SI; Cora 

Cervantes, undocumented student, is excited that College 

Board has gotten aboard on the issue. V; preparing for 

protest in CHIRLA office, youth forum. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

00:19 Tue 4/21/09 6:06:02 PM Crime & Gangs

Covina police are looking for an 18 year old man for 

questioning in the death of his girlfriend. V; home where 

the woman's body was found.

00:22 Tue 4/21/09 6:06:21 PM Children's Issues

The Los Angeles Department of Child Protection is under 

the microscope after reports revealed that 14 children died 

in the state's custody. V; meeting.

03:48 Tue 4/21/09 6:08:53 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Velasquez family is struggling to beat the recession. 

V; picture of Velasquez family, family at home. I; Cecilia 

Velasquez, mother, commented on finally getting her own 

home. V; grandkids arriving at the home. Just when the 

Velasquez thought things were getting easier, the 

recession hit and they lost their jobs. I; Mr. Velasquez, 

commented on their hardships. V; Cecilia sewing, stuff for 

yard sale, collecting cans to sell, Cecilia taking care of 

children at her home. Dunia Elvir reporting.

05:10 Tue 4/21/09 6:16:26 PM Crime & Gangs

The husband of the driver who killed a USC student a few 

weeks ago is speaking out on the night the accident 

happened. V; victim's mother weeping, people at scene of 

accident. I; Josue Luna, arrested, says they were scared 

so they decided to run. V; pictures of the victims, USC 

student out walking, area where crime occurred, students 

crossing the street, police press conference. The driver is 

facing murder charges. Her husband was arrested as he 

tried to re-enter the US through San Isidro. V; San Isidro 

border. Luna wants the victim's mother to forgive his 

family. I; Carmen Bachan, fatal victim's mother, hopes that 

justice will be done.

00:38 Tue 4/21/09 6:21:36 PM Crime & Gangs

The Durango archbishop says he now fears for his life 

after saying in public that he knew where drug lord El 

Chapo Guzman lives. V; archbishop, priest at press 

conference. Priests in Durango have been threatened by 

criminal organizations. V; newspaper headlines.
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00:16 Tue 4/21/09 6:26:55 PM Neighborhoods
The Billboard award ceremony will take place this 

Thursday. V; footage from previous award show.

06:18 Wed 4/22/09 6:00:55 PM Education

A Standford, UC Davis study found that the high school 

exit exam is causing many Hispanics and ethnic minority 

students not to graduate. V; students on campus, students 

taking exam. Experts say that minority and women feel 

threatened when taking the exam because they feel they 

are not good at math and science. V; students on campus. 

I; Judith Vanderbok, Van Nuys high school principal, says 

the exam is beneficial. I; Jack Molina, Van Nuys high 

school asst. principal, says the test makes the students 

study harder. I; students, commented on the exam. SI; 

David Tokofsky, former member of the LA school board, 

commented on the exam and how students see it. V; 

students in class room, picture of child development 

psychologist. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:23 Wed 4/22/09 6:07:13 PM Crime & Gangs

The husband of the woman who hit 2 USC students killing 

one of them appeared in court again today. V; man 

speaking, area where the crime occurred, picture of 

surviving victim.

00:29 Wed 4/22/09 6:07:36 PM Crime & Gangs
A woman and her 12 year old daughter was killed in an 

accident in Pasadena. V; emergency crew at scene.

01:37 Wed 4/22/09 6:10:08 PM Neighborhoods

The mail man stopped delivering letters in one El Sereno 

neighborhood because of the dogs. V; dog barking, 

mailman delivering letter. I; resident, says his dogs tried to 

bite the mailman and since that day he stopped delivering 

mail. I; Jonas Eneberg, mailman, says they have the right 

to stop delivering mail. Dozens of relatives have not gotten 

any mail in a few days. The dog's owner hasn't gotten any 

mail in over 2 years. V; mailman delivering mail. Dunia 

Elvir reporting.

00:25 Wed 4/22/09 6:11:45 PM
Government, 

Politics

Los Angeles mayor is supporting Judy Chu who is running 

for Rep. Hilda Solis' vacant seat. V; Mayor Villaraigosa 

and Chu at press conference. Gil Cedillo is also running 

for the seat.

02:38 Wed 4/22/09 6:15:40 PM Education

The Market Place Education Center in Santa Ana is 

closing. V; students in classroom. I; Antonio Cortez, 

student, learned to read and write at the center. V; 

students in computer class. I; Agustin Ramirez, student, is 

concerned. Gr; more information. The Santa Ana 

Community College which operates the center says the 

education cuts are to blame. V; man in his office. I; Dr. 

Sergio Sotelo, dean, says they do not own the building the 

center is in. Gr; more information. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

02:12 Wed 4/22/09 6:18:18 PM Neighborhoods

Jose, Graciela and Anita are looking for a home. V; kids at 

a magic show. I; Jose, 11 years old, is a good cook. I; 

Graciela, 10 years old, wants to be a teacher. I; Anita 8 

years old, wants to live in a big house. Gr; more 

information. A free magic show will take place at the 

Million Dollar Theater for families interested in adoption.
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00:34 Wed 4/22/09 6:20:30 PM Neighborhoods

Hundreds of diary producers protested today by throwing 

bags of milk. V; protestors filling bags with milk, riot police 

out.

00:10 Wed 4/22/09 6:26:16 PM Neighborhoods
The Billboard awards will take place on Thursday. V; 

performance from prior show.

00:20 Wed 4/22/09 6:29:14 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The FDA will now allow girls as young as 17 years old to 

be able to purchase the Plan B pill without a prescription. 

V; teenage girl, drug store.

00:51 Wed 4/22/09 6:30:45 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A series of events marked earth day today in California. V; 

people planting trees.

07:19 Thu 4/23/09 6:00:53 PM Crime & Gangs

There are concerns that extremist groups are on the rise. 

V; video of extremists online attempting to recruit young 

members, images courtesy National Geographic. PC; 

Erick Ogas, investigator, says these groups belive the 

country is heading down the wrong path and that Whites 

need to unite to stop it. Seven members of the Inland 

Empire Skinhead gang were arrested in Riverside and San 

Bernardino just recently. V; confiscated items from hate 

groups, pictures of suspects, swastika spray painted on a 

church sign, suspect in police custody. Authorities in Santa 

Monica found the statue of the Virgin Mary decapitated on 

Easter morning. V; decapitated statue. The statue has 

since been restored, but authorities are still investigating 

the attack as a hate crime. V; restored statue, extremist 

protestors. The department of state says that the 

economic crisis, the election of the first Black president 

and talks of an immigration reform are all contributing to 

acts of hatred. V; President Obama, immigrant field 

workers. I; Jorge Mario Cabrera, CHIRLA, says hate 

groups are made up of people who believe that minorities 

are the cause of the problems in the country. The 

Southern Poverty Law Center reports over 900 hate 

groups in the US. Gr; more information. Two Ecuadorian 

men were murdered in racially motivated attacks earlier 

this year in New York. V; pictures of victims, woman 

leaving flowers at makeshift alter, suspects in custody, 

immigrant laborers waiting for work. I; Francisco, 

immigrant laborers, says he's noticed an increase in 

racism since the start of the year. I; unidentified immigrant, 

says people have hurled racist insults at him. I; 

unidentified immigrant, says he moved from Santa Ana, 

because of the amount of racism he felt. I; Lupe Moreno, 

member of Minutemen, says the Minutemen is not anti 
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02:39 Thu 4/23/09 6:08:12 PM Neighborhoods

The Billboard awards ceremony will take place today in 

Coral Gables, FL. V; crew setting up for the event, security 

workers at venue, rolling out red carpet. Actress Carmen 

Villalobos, star of the soap Sin Senos No Hay Paraiso, 

arrived early. V; Villalobos taking pictures with fans. I; 

Carmen Villalobos, is happy to be at the event. V; 

unidentified stars rehearsing. The event will take place at 

the Bank United Center at the University of Miami. V; 

production team setting up. Enrrique Iglesias will 

participate in the event via satellite. Daddy Yankee will be 

honored with a special award and Ruben Blades will 

perform. The event is sponsored by State Farm. Arly 

Alfaro reporting.

00:19 Thu 4/23/09 6:12:52 PM Crime & Gangs
The remains of a local soldier arrived home today from 

Iraq. V; officer arriving at airport with remains.

00:24 Thu 4/23/09 6:13:11 PM Children's Issues

Redondo Beach residents are concerned for their 

children's safety because of police practice in the area. V; 

area where police practice, shards of lead left behind from 

practice. Authorities are investigating.

00:21 Thu 4/23/09 6:13:35 PM Crime & Gangs

The FBI is investigating how bottles of poisoned water got 

into a vending machine at La Meza high school in 

California. V; authorities at scene. Twelve students 

became ill.

00:23 Thu 4/23/09 6:13:56 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

President Obama is asking for changes that protects 

consumers from credit card companies. The president met 

today with representatives of some of the most important 

credit card companies at the white house. V; president in 

meeting. Gr; Bank of America, American Express, Visa, 

Citi, JP Morgan Chase, MasterCard, Wells Fargo logos.

02:58 Thu 4/23/09 6:18:06 PM Education

A very wealthy woman is offering a 100,000 dollars to the 

student who writes the best essay on why he should win 

the money. V; students on campus. I; students, 

commented on the opportunity. V; benefactor speaking to 

students. I; Sherry Heijkoop, benefactor, says this is a gift 

not a scholarship. The woman grew up poor in Malaysia, 

but made millions of dollars in the US. The idea for the 

essay came while Sherry was visiting Cal State Fullerton 

and saw so many needy students. V; students doing 

homework. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:21 Thu 4/23/09 6:21:04 PM Culture

One of the members of the Arellano Felix drug cartel was 

arrested in Mexico along with 6 others. V; suspects in 

custody.

00:19 Thu 4/23/09 6:29:24 PM Neighborhoods

Dozens of passengers were hospitalized for smoke 

inhalation after a bus crash on highway 101. V; 

transporting victims from scene of accident.

00:16 Thu 4/23/09 6:29:43 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Heavy winds knocked over a cargo truck in Nevada. V; 

truck tipping over.

01:07 Thu 4/23/09 6:29:59 PM Latino Issues

Allison is the only Hispanic contestant on American Idol. V; 

Allison performing. Viewers can download more 

information and performances at telemundo52.com.
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09:29 Fri 4/24/09 6:00:43 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Dozens of people have died from a new strain of influenza 

in Mexico. The virus was spread from pigs. V; people 

wearing protective masks, President Calderon meeting. 

PC; Jose Angel Cordoba Villalobos, health secretary, 

commented on the outbreak. Gr; more information. PC; 

unidentified official, says no travel restriction has been 

issued. I; residents, are concerned. The CDC announced 

that 8 people in the US has contracted the flu. V; exterior 

of CDC headquarters, official press conference. I; 

unidentified CDC spokesperson, says 6 cases were 

detected in California and 2 in Texas. V; researchers 

working in lab, pigs, woman buying protective mask. Gr; 

more information. SB; Ana Lilia Perez, reporter for 

Contralinea, says schools have been shut down. V; 

students out walking, pigs, people wearing protective 

masks. SI; Dr. Daisy Dodd, Kaiser Permanente, 

commented on the symptoms and how the virus may have 

been spread. Gr; more information. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

05:04 Fri 4/24/09 6:12:06 PM
Government, 

Politics

Some Americans are opposed to the children of 

undocumented immigrants benefiting from social services. 

V; people out walking. I; Juventino Gomez, supervisor 

Michael Antonovich's office, says this service would go to 

legal residents if it weren't being used on undocumented 

immigrants. Twenty four percent of food stamp services go 

to the children on undocumented immigrants. V; food 

stamp coupons, kids playing. I; Fatima Mezeta, receives 

benefits, feels that some people take advantage of the 

system. Gr; more information. V; printing bills. I; Harry 

Pachon, Tomas Rivera Institute professor, says the 

government spends more on refugees than it does on 

undocumented immigrants. V; immigrants out. SI; Joseph 

Villela, CHIRLA, says the children of undocumented 

immigrants are protected by the constitution. V; people in 

social service office. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:26 Fri 4/24/09 6:20:20 PM Culture

Threats against Jewish students were found written on 

bathroom walls at Hamilton high school. V; police at 

school.

03:13 Fri 4/24/09 6:20:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Many experts say that doctors are misdiagnosing Brown 

Recluse spider bites. V; pictures of spider bite, spider. I; 

Guillermo Soza, victim, says the doctor told him that a 

Brown Recluse spider had bitten him. V; website, pictures 

of bite. I; Brent Karner, National History Museum expert, 

says the possibilities that Brown Recluse have been biting 

people in California is almost non existent. V; Karner 

holding spider. Karner says that the Brown Recluse is not 

native to California, and neither have they created a 

habitat there. V; hairy spiders. These spider bites can lead 

to gangrene in the infected area. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.
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09:02 Sun 4/26/09 6:00:42 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The US delcared code emergency due to the swine virus 

that is rapidly becoming an epidemic. The flu started in 

Mexico, and now a few cases in the US are known. PC; 

Janet Napolitano, Secretary of internal security, declares 

health emergency throughout the whole country, the US is 

doing this as a way to prevent any infections, V; Tamiflu 

medication, patients, people wearing masks. 7 cases have 

bene reported in CA, in San Diego, and San Cramento, 8 

in NYC, 2 in Kansas, in Texas, one in Ohio. GR; Map. A 

woman in Spain was also reported to have the flu. Other 

countries that have experienced this epidemic is France, 

Canada, and Israel. V; Airports. Many other countries are 

advising everyone to postpone their trips to Mexico. 

Airports are taking caution methods, specially airports in 

Mexico. I; Residents, are worried this virus might expand 

in the US, passengers from Mexico continue to arrive, 

residents in Mexico are extremely scared, they try not to 

go outside, airports should be closed down. V; Planes. PC; 

Felipe Calderon, Mexican president, says this is a new 

virus they are facing, asks everyone to prevent going to 

public and closed places, this is a serious threat, V; 

Images of Mexico city. Raymond Mesa and Emilia 

Jimenez reporting

05:23 Sun 4/26/09 6:12:38 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Continued coverage on the Swine flu epidemic. I; Dr. Imad 

el Asmar, says the symptoms of this flu are the same as 

the refular flu, cough, fever, sore throat, headaches and 

muscle pain, this flu was passed from porks, this infection 

is specially bad in Mexico, the infection is passed on from 

secretion, coughing. GR; Symptoms and prevention of flu, 

there's not a specific vaccine for this flu, 85 people have 

died in Mexico due to the virus. V; Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, laboratory. Spain government has 

confirmed 3 cases of the Swine flu. V; Press conference.

02:24 Mon 4/27/09 6:01:04 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Influenza Epidemic, highlights. Reporters talk about the 

latest news on the influenza epidemic. V; Scenes of 

people in a lab, Summary of the Latest News on the 

Influenza Epidemic. Reporter talks about the latest report 

on the Influenza Epidemic. V; Map of the US. Several 

states in the US have reported cases of influenza. V; 

Security Measures in the US. Authorities recommend 

people not to travel to Mexico, New York, Texas, South 

Carolina and Ohio. The international security said the 

influenza epidemic has raised to a level four out of six 

levels. Ruben Luengas reporting.
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02:17 Mon 4/27/09 6:03:28 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about influenza and prevention. V; Governor 

Schwarzenegger, Cases in California. I; Silvia Prieto, 

Health Department of the Los Angeles County, talks about 

examining two cases in Santa Clarita. V; Video, scenes of 

a lab, Jack O'Connell. The superintendent, said parents 

should not be afraid of sending kids to school. V; Kids. I; 

Anne Monk, School District in Los Angeles, talks about 

having a good healthcare at schools. I; Woman, says 

she's afraid of the influenza epidemic. V; Advice to 

Prevent on Getting Influenza, sign. Reporter talks about 

the influenza precautions. I; Man, says people have to be 

alert to what's coming. Mariate Ramos reporting.

02:17 Mon 4/27/09 6:05:45 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Reporter talks about the case of a girl who is infected with 

influenza in Los Angeles. V; Woman running. I; Woman, 

says she's afraid about the influenza epidemic. V; Our 

Lady of the Assumption School. Reporter talks about a girl 

who has symptoms of influenza. The girl has just returned 

from Mexico. I; Jennie Negrete, Worried Grandmother, 

says her grand daughter called her to tell her a student at 

her school was infected with influenza. I; Girl, talks about 

what they told her at school due to a student being 

infected with influenza. GR; School Alert, source 

Archdiocese of Los Angeles. Reporter talks about the 

precautions at schools. Reporter makes a comment on 

this segment. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:32 Mon 4/27/09 6:08:02 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Travelers talk about the measures they're taking due to 

the influenza epidemic. I; Kenny, Los Electricos, says they 

just found out about the influenza epidemic in Mexico. V; 

Aero Mexico Airlines, Mexicana airlines. I; Igancio 

Gonzalez, Bough Medication, but is still traveling to 

Mexico. V; Scenes of an airport. Airport personnel have to 

have lots of precautions. V; Restroom sign, cleaning signs, 

people walking. I; Alejandro Monfort, Came From Mexico, 

talks about the questionnaire made in the US once he 

arrived from Mexico. I; Lissete Tautfest, Escaped from the 

Influenza, says there are lots of people in Mexico. 

Reporter says several airlines are not charging due to 

canceling a flight. Maria Garcia reporting.
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02:23 Mon 4/27/09 6:12:24 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about the influenza issue at the US/Mexico 

border cities. Reporter talks about the security measures 

at the US/Mexico border cities. V; People crossing a 

bridge, Mexico border inspection station. In Tijuana, many 

people are taking precaution due to the influenza 

epidemic. V; I; Man, talks about the precautions at the 

US/Mexico inspection stations. V; US Department of 

Homeland Security logo. US custom agents are also 

taking precautions. I; Man, says the US customs agents 

need to be more cautious. I; Man, talks about the schools 

being closed till May due to the influenza epidemic in 

Mexico. Reporter says no one has been denied to enter 

the US. I; Woman, says she had to go to Tijuana due to a 

family emergency. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:19 Mon 4/27/09 6:17:58 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Mexico was victim of an earthquake. SB; Jose Cordoba, 

Secretary of Public Health, makes a comment about 

feeling the earth move. V; People in line. Reporter having 

problems to communicate with a reporter in Mexico. 

Reporter says there was no destruction due to the 

earthquake. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:37 Mon 4/27/09 6:23:09 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A doctor talks about influenza. SI; Dr. Daisy Dodd, Kaiser 

Permanent, says most young people are being victims of 

influenza. V; People with mouth covers. V; Symptoms. 

Reporter talks about the symptoms when having influenza 

among teens. V; Newspapers. I; Dr., talks about the origin 

of influenza. V; Video. I; Dr., talks about the difference in 

the symptoms of a cold and influenza. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.

01:47 Mon 4/27/09 6:25:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Reporter talks about the latest news on the deaths and the 

cases of influenza in Mexico. Schools will be closed till 

further notice. People are asked not to go to public parks 

or events. V; Video, people with mouth covers, map. The 

category range level of the influenza raised to a level four. 

V; Beach. Agustin Olais reporting.
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07:55 Tue 4/28/09 6:00:51 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Over 200 people have died in Mexico, but only 20 have 

been linked directly to the swine flu. V; people out walking, 

empty restaurant. Gr; more information. Sixty eight people 

in the US are infected. Thirteens cases have been 

confirmed in California, but New York has the most cases. 

V; official press conference. Gr; area map. V; people at 

airport. Cuba has prohibited travel to Mexico. Gov. 

Schwarzenegger has declared a state of emergency in 

California. V; people in front of coroner's office, 

supervisors meeting. I; Gloria Molina, LA supervisor, says 

the county is prepared for an emergency. V; researchers in 

lab, official press conference. Los Angeles authorities are 

investigating wether 2 men's death was caused by the flu. 

V; legislators meeting. I; Pablo Garcia Saenz, Guatemalan 

consulate, commented on decimating information. I; Vivian 

Pantin, Honduran consulate, is asking for Honduran 

immigrants in Mexico not to be deported. V; pigs. I; Evelyn 

Rodriguez De Candel, Salvadorian consulate, says people 

should not travel to Mexico if possible. V; people out 

walking in Mexico. PC; Jose Angel Cordova, health 

secretary, commented on the outbreak. V; people wearing 

masks over their mouths and nose. PC; Marcelo Ebrard, 

Mexico city's mayor, commented on the closure of 

entertainment places. V; handing out masks and gloves to 

drivers. I; driver, commented on wearing the mask. V; 

parliament meeting, closed school, Marine officer handing 

out mask at airport, vehicles going over border. Over 700 

million pesos are being lost daily because of the outbreak. 

Gr; more information. V; Mexican restaurant workers. I; 

Mexicans, commented on how the outbreak is affecting 

the country financially. Roberto Lacayo and Agustin Olais 

reporting.

00:29 Tue 4/28/09 6:10:54 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

US agricultural officials are asking for the swine flu to be 

renamed because people may mistakenly belive that the 

flu is associated with pork meat. V; pigs.

02:22 Tue 4/28/09 6:11:23 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

California hospitals are overcrowded because many 

people are going to the hospital at the first sign of a cold. 

V; mothers with their children in clinic waiting room. I; 

Yasmin Villa, sick child, wants to make sure her child does 

not have the swine flu. V; I; unidentified health official, 

says they are seeing more patients and taking more calls 

since the outbreak. I; Isabel, Orange County community 

clinics coalition director, says they are seeing all patients 

regardless of immigration status. The Santa Ana School 

District has sent out letters to students with the 

government's recommendations. V; letter. PC; Jack 

O'Connell, California education superintendent, 

commented on closing schools. V; students. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.
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00:23 Tue 4/28/09 6:13:45 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Clairmont authorities say that a woman and her daughter 

are not infected with the swine flu. The woman and her 

child had recently travelled to Mexico. V; Our Lady of the 

Assumption School, kids playing. The school where the 

child attends was closed, but will reopen tomorrow.

02:35 Tue 4/28/09 6:17:23 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Many people are concerned that the government is not 

releasing all the facts surrounding the swine flu. PC; 

president Obama, says the flu is not a cause for alarm. I; 

Gerardo Lawrence, Radio W DJ, commented on the 

president's reaction. V; official press conference. I; 

resident, does not believe the government is saying 

everything. V; Red Cross workers looking at breathing 

mask. I; Andres Altamirano, American Red Cross, says 

people should not panic. I; resident, says the media is 

exaggerating. V; newspaper headlines, people out 

walking. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:27 Tue 4/28/09 6:27:18 PM
Government, 

Politics

California state attorney confirmed that Maywood police 

did used excessive force against civilians. V; attorney at 

press conference.

02:24 Wed 4/29/09 6:00:36 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The World Health Organization has elevated its swine flu 

alert to a 5. V; WHO members meeting, people wearing 

breathing mask, person getting a vaccine. A 23 month old 

child died from swine flu Monday at Texas Children's 

Hospital. The child was brought across the border for 

treatment. V; exterior of Texas Children's Hospital, traffic. 

Gr; more information. A Cal State Long Beach student 

may be infected, but no cases have been reported in LA 

county. V; researcher in lab. The CDC has reported 91 

cases. Gr; more information. Mobile health units are 

traveling Mexico to find more infected people. V; press 

conference, doctors wearing protective gear.

02:35 Wed 4/29/09 6:03:00 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Los Angeles authorities are advising people to take 

precautions and not to self medicate. V; press conference. 

PC; Silvila Prieto, Los Angeles county health department, 

commented on monitoring the outbreak. The May 1 

immigration march and Cinco de Mayo festivities have not 

been cancelled. V; immigration march footage. I; Gloria 

Saucedo, Hermandad Mexicana, commented on the 

concern over the outbreak. I; Los Angeles residents, are 

still attending events. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:50 Wed 4/29/09 6:05:35 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Viewers have sent in many questions on the swine flu. SI; 

Dr. Arturo Lopez, CareMore, commented on the ways the 

virus is spread. V; official press conference, person selling 

newspapers, people wearing breathing mask, exterior of a 

Starbucks coffee shop. The doctor does not recommend 

that people cross the border to purchase flu medication 

without a prescription. V; doctors wearing protective gear.
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03:51 Wed 4/29/09 6:09:31 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Many people are wondering why so many people have 

died from the flu in Mexico, but not in the US and other 

countries. V; flowers at a grave, researchers in lab, people 

wearing breathing mask, passengers at airport. Gr; more 

information. People may be dying in Mexico for several 

reasons including poverty and not enough access to 

healthcare. V; patients in clinic. I; Melanie, does not like 

going to the doctor. Many immigrants in Los Angeles are 

not seeking healthcare because of their immigration 

status. I; Marco Dubon, Romero Clinic patient, says 

there's always the fear that they will be turned away 

because of immigration status. I; Laura Llosa, Romero 

Clinic nurse, says everybody is welcomed at the clinic. Gr; 

more information. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:37 Wed 4/29/09 6:13:22 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Many people are not sure wether to go to a clinic or an 

emergency room if they start suffering from flu symptoms. 

V; mother and children in hospital waiting room. I; Imelda 

Garcia, child is sick, is concerned. I; Dr. Cecilia Florio, UCI 

Hospital, commented on the symptoms people should be 

concerned about. Dr. Florio advises people not to go to the 

emergency room, but to seek medical care. Mrs. Campos 

has had a cold for some time now, but is just now seeking 

medical care after hearing about the flu. I; Edita Campos, 

prefers home remedies. Gr; more information. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

07:14 Thu 4/30/09 6:00:39 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The World Health Association elevated the alert scale to a 

5. 84 people have died, and more than 260 are infected 

with the virus, GR; Statistics. V; Airports, people wearing 

masks. The airports in Mexico are using new devices that 

detect the body temperature of a person. PC; Juan Molinar 

Horcasitas, says these devices are cameras that detect 

the temperature in a body, this method is very efficient. 

The Center for Disease Control reported more than 109 

cases of infection, and by far one death. More than 300 

schools were closed. V; Students. GR; Ventura, Orange, 

San Bernardino, Riverside, counties. I; Residents, are 

extremely worried, this epidemic is affecting their pockets, 

they take caution, they use masks and sanitizers, a few 

social events have been cancelled. V; Pharmacies. Maria 

Garcia reporting

02:54 Thu 4/30/09 6:09:53 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Continued coverage on the Swine flu virus. The Swine flu 

virus was transmitted through pigs to humans. This virus 

has always lived in the pigs' system, but for some reason 

is extremely harmful in our bodies. Scientists are still 

investigating how the virus was transmitted. V; Pork. I; 

Romaldo Castro, says the meat of the pig is not infected, 

the sales of pigs have decreased more than a 50 percent, 

I; Dr. Antonio Carbayo, says the virus won't be transmitted 

by eating pork meat, this has caused a lot of confusion. 

Martin Placencia reporting
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06:40 Thu 4/30/09 6:15:58 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigrants continue with their plans of marching in CA for 

a migratory reform, and not even the Swine virus will stop 

them. V; Pro immigrant organizations, people marching. I; 

Illegal alliens, say the purpose of the march is a migratory 

reform, they want raids to stop, the president needs to do 

what he promised, V; Police at the scene, I; Norma 

Eisenman, officer, says there will be a high level of police 

surveillance to make sure everything goes out well. I; 

Daisy Dodd, Kaiser Permanente, invited everyone to 

participate in the marches tomorrow, if someone is feeling 

ill they should stay at home, keep a good hygiene. I; Ben 

Monterroso, SEIU, says the marches will be a success, a 

lot of people are willing to march for a migratory reform, 

the president will push for a reform no later than this year. 

Dunia Elvir reporting

02:05 Thu 4/30/09 6:29:34 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A new shirt about the Swine flu is on sale on the Internet. 

This shirt is a joke and an insult to every Mexican, V; Shirt, 

saying I went to Mexico and only brought Swine flu. V; 

Web site. Roberto Inigo reporting

08:02 Fri 5/1/09 6:01:03 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Thousands of people came out today to march for an 

immigration reform in Los Angeles. V; people out on the 

street, releasing white doves, people marching. I; Sen. Gil 

Cedillo, commented on the immigration reform. I; Sandra, 

street vendor, says she did not do anymore business than 

usual. V; police officers on patrol. I; Sergio Diaz, assistant 

police chief, commented on the security. I; Ricardo 

Moreno, political analyst, commented on uniting for the 

cause. The turn out in Santa Ana was poor. V; people 

marching. I; protestors, commented on the event and the 

reform. I; Mike Gonzalez, organized the event, is calling 

for an immigration reform. I; protestor, wants the president 

to keep his promise to legalize immigrants. V; police on 

patrol. A few members of the Minuteman came out to 

protest as well. V; Minutemen protestors. I; Raymond 

Herrera, Minutemen, commented on the drug problem in 

Mexico. Maria Garcia and Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:23 Fri 5/1/09 6:09:05 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigrants marched across the country today. V; people 

marching.

00:22 Fri 5/1/09 6:09:28 PM Crime & Gangs

Violence erupted during labor day events in some Latin 

American countries. V; police using water and tear gas to 

control protestors.

01:35 Fri 5/1/09 6:09:50 PM
Government, 

Politics

The labor day holiday started with the 1984 American 

Federation of Labor event in Chicago. The US does not 

celebrate labor day on May 1. V; pictures of labor marches 

in the US.
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01:58 Fri 5/1/09 6:13:30 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The swine flu scare did not stop people from coming out to 

march for an immigration reform. V; people marching, 

protestor wearing a breathing mask. I; unidentified 

protestor, says he is afraid of contracting the flu. Many 

more wore breathing masks, but not out of fear of the flu. 

V; man wearing mask. I; Andres, wore the mass to send a 

message to stop immigration raids. I; marcher, says she's 

not afraid of the flu. I; marcher, says he does not fear the 

flu, only ICE. V; protestors on the ground. I; marcher, says 

immigration persecution is like the flu. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

01:29 Fri 5/1/09 6:15:28 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Over 155 cases of the H1N1 flu have been confirmed in 

the US. V; empty classroom. Gr; more information. The 

Mexican government has cancelled more events. V; plane 

on runway, man wearing mask, medical personnel wearing 

protective gear. I; Ana, resident, says no one has been 

able to help her. Families protested the cancellation of 

visits to a Mexican prison because of the flu. V; people 

trying to break prison gate down, riot police out, 

transporting injured person from the scene.

03:07 Fri 5/1/09 6:20:07 PM Crime & Gangs

Covina police arrested 2 students after they uncovered a 

plot to massacre schoolmates. V; exterior of Covina High 

School. I; parent, is concerned. I; student, says many 

students did not show up at school today. V; students, 

confiscated weapons and ammunition. I; unidentified 

official, says these kids were not victims of bullies. I; 

Mindla Fajtlowicz, psychologist, says these kids are angry. 

Last month was the ninth anniversary of the Columbine 

shooting. V; pictures of students at a vigil, CCTV footage 

of shooters at Columbine, injured student, police on 

campus. Gr; computer generated image of a person 

shooting. The sales of guns have increased by almost 10 

percent. V; guns. I; Manuel Fernandez, says access to 

guns do not cause violence. He blames violent video 

games and the like. V; XBox video game. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

00:24 Fri 5/1/09 6:25:50 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A 4.4 magnitude earthquake shook the Westlake Village. 

V; seismography sketch.

00:46 Fri 5/1/09 6:30:18 PM Neighborhoods

Viewers can download images of People en Espanol's 

most beautiful women at telemundo52.com. V; images on 

website.
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03:17 Mon 5/4/09 6:01:01 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

H1N1 Influenza in California, highlights. People talk about 

a school closing down due to the H1N1 influenza. V; CDC-

center for disease. Sixty nine cases of the H1N1 have 

been reported in California. Reporter talks about the 

closing of a school due to H1N1. V; Frend Moiola School 

Fountain Valley School District. I; Dr. Laura Salazar, 

Health Department, says they're trying to avoid to have 

large groups of kids together. V; Scenes of a school 

building. I; Erin Bains, School Principal of Miola, says they 

had to notify every parent early in the morning to not bring 

their kids to school. I; Dr., talks why they decided to close 

down the school. V; Map. Reporter talks about the cases 

of H1N1 reported in Orange County. Miola School is the 

first school to close in Orange county. I; Ginny Aragon, 

Neighbor, says everyone is worried due to influenza. V; 

Kids playing wearing mouth covers. I; Aragon, talks about 

her concern her child may get infected with the virus. 

Repoter says people just have to be cautious. Azalea 

Iniguez and Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:47 Mon 5/4/09 6:04:18 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

In Mexico, the phase level of the H1N1 influenza dropped 

a phase. Restaurants and businesses re open their doors. 

V; Man working, logo. The schools will re open their doors 

on May 7. V Corona logo. SB; Jose Angel Cordoba, 

Secretary of Health, says people have to be cautious 

although the alert has dropped a phase. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

03:13 Mon 5/4/09 6:05:05 PM Latino Issues

Mexicans are being discriminated world wide due to the 

H1N1 influenza. In China, seventy Mexicans were taken 

out of hotels and taken to hospitals. President Calderon 

said, its not fair for Mexicans to be discriminated due to 

H1N1 influenza. PI; Alfredo Jalife, Political Analyst, says 

the world sees Mexico as carriers of the worst epidemic. 

V; People wearing mouth masks, president Calderon. V; 

Video. PI; Jalife, says people exaggerate the way 

Mexicans are treated. V; Fight Against Pandemic, Mexican 

flag. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:25 Mon 5/4/09 6:10:16 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Entertainment, highlights. In Venezuela, the concert of 

Mexican singer Vicente Fernandez was canceled to avoid 

the spread of the H1N1 influenza. V; Vicente Fernandez. 

Fernandez private jet went through a series of inspections. 

Venezuela denied access to Fernandez. Costa Rica also 

canceled Vicente Fernandez concert. Azalae Iniguez 

reporting.
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02:37 Mon 5/4/09 6:10:41 PM Latino Issues

Mexicans are being victims of discrimination around the 

world. V; Scenes of a cook. I; Juan Caceres, Mexican 

Community Center, talks about a scene where Mexicans 

are discriminated. In Boston, a radio announcer said via 

radio Mexicans are transporters of diseases. The radio 

station suspends the radio announcer. I; Manuel Espita, 

Mexican, talks about racism. V; People wearing mouth 

masks, telemundo.com., comment. Reporter talks about 

comments made at telemundo.com against Mexicans. V; 

Swine flu Bacon's Revenge. Reporter says Mexican 

businesses are being affected by discriminating issues. I; 

Caceres, says Mexicans are being victims of 

discrimination world wide. Isolda Peguero reporting.

00:47 Mon 5/4/09 6:13:18 PM Crime & Gangs

A three year old boy was kidnapped from his house. 

Reporter talks about the kidnap. V; Video, AMBER Alert. I; 

Rosalina Mulan, Mother of Boy Kidnap, cry's says she just 

wants her son back. V; Photo. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:32 Mon 5/4/09 6:17:09 PM
Government, 

Politics

People talk about the candidates for the elections of 

district 32. Reporter talks about district 32. I; Ignacio 

Rodriguez, Business Owner, talks about the importance of 

speaking Spanish. v; Scenes of businesses. V; Judy Chu, 

Antonio Villaraigosa, Hilda Solis. I; Hilda Solis, Secretary 

of Labor, talks about the candidates for her the 

representative of district 32. V; Union logos. V; Gil Cedillo, 

William J. Bratton. Cedillo is running for the representative 

of district 32. V; Judy Chu, Rafael Nadal, Manuel Pleites. 

Reporter talks about the candidates. V; California District 

32. Reporter talks about the cities which are part of district 

32. Antonio Gonzalez, William Velazquez Institute, talks 

about public education. I; Velazquez, talks about the job of 

the person replacing district 32. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:42 Mon 5/4/09 6:30:00 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

In Mexico a H1N1 influenza doll is now in stores. V; Photo 

of the H1N1 doll. The doll's name is Achufy . Reporter 

talks about the doll. Ruben Luengas reporting.
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02:42 Tue 5/5/09 6:00:40 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The president of the federal reserve says things will slowly 

get better. Meanwhile, the housing crisis seems to not be 

getting any better. V; heavy machinery picking up debris 

from homes. A bank in Victorville has started demolishing 

17 new homes, after the falling cost of a house reached a 

new low. I; Enrique Villegas, worker, says they've never 

demolished new homes before. MDA Dataquick reports 

that the average cost of a home in San Bernardino has 

fallen to 160,000 dollars. Based on this data Warranty 

Bank in Texas decided it would be cheaper to demolish 

the homes than finish constructing them. I; Ivonne Hester, 

Victorville city spokesperson, says she's surprised by this 

decision. The city of Victorille had fined the bank for not 

maintaining houses up to standard with municipal codes. 

There were also complaints from neighbors that the 

interior of the homes were being rummaged by criminals. 

V; resident at pump. I; resident, commented on the 

decision to demolish new homes. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

04:12 Tue 5/5/09 6:03:22 PM Employment

The Los Angeles mayor's office announced that it will be 

laying off 1,600 workers. V; road workers, mayor 

speaking. I; Victor Flores, park employee, says there's 

another way to solve the deficit problem. The Los Angeles 

union coalition will present several options and alternative 

in an attempt to stop the lay offs. V; garbage collector, city 

council meeting. I; Jose Huizar, Los Angeles councilman, 

says they will offer early retirement. V; workers repairing 

road, traffic, residents in city offices.

00:23 Tue 5/5/09 6:07:34 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles authorities have released the sketches of the 

men who kidnapped a 3 year old boy. V; mother crying, 

sketches of suspects.

00:22 Tue 5/5/09 6:10:06 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Texas authorities have confirmed the death of the first US 

citizen to die of the swine flu. V; unidentified people.

00:31 Tue 5/5/09 6:10:28 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Mexican government has a plan to stimulate the 

economy after the swine flu caused it to loose over 30 

million pesos. V; people getting off train, man spraying 

disinfectant, more people out.

00:24 Tue 5/5/09 6:10:59 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

China has sent a plane to Tijuana, Mexico to pick up 

Chinese residents stranded in Mexico and other Latin 

American countries during the flu outbreak. V; people at 

airport. The Mexicans who were quarantined in China 

have also returned to Mexico.
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04:37 Tue 5/5/09 6:15:32 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The closing of car dealerships in El Monte has really 

affected that city's economic backbone. V; people out 

walking. I; resident, says there's no work in El Monte. V; 

workers in restaurant. I; restaurant owner, thinks El Monte 

will pull out of the recession by next year. V; empty 

restaurant. I; unidentified official, says 8 businesses have 

closed in Valley Mall. I; resident, says the city is cutting her 

child's day care hours. V; closed Chevrolet car dealership, 

kids playing at park. I; Virginia, resident, says the 

neighborhood has lots of gang violence. I; Ernest 

Gutierrez, El Monte's mayor, says El Monte has some of 

the best programs in California. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:45 Tue 5/5/09 6:20:09 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Mexican senate has approved a bill seeking the 

legalization of small amounts of marijuana and other drugs 

for personal use. V; parliament meeting. Gov. 

Schwarzenegger says California should study the 

experiences of other countries that have legalized drugs. 

V; Gov. Schwarzenegger speaking, bags of pot.

00:49 Tue 5/5/09 6:20:54 PM Neighborhoods

TV Notas magazine has published photos showing Father 

Alberto Cutie with a woman on the beach in Miami. V; 

pictures of priest with woman in bathing suit. The priest 

has asked for forgiveness while the Miami archbishop has 

relieved him of his duties as a priest.

00:26 Tue 5/5/09 6:29:33 PM Culture

Cinco de Mayo festivities took place at City Walk. V; 

people taking part in an eating contest in Camacho's 

Restaurant. USC and UCLA took part in several contests. 

V; picture of Puebla battle.

08:18 Wed 5/6/09 6:01:47 PM Education

Half of all students in California are dropping out according 

to a recent study conducted by the University of California. 

V; kids playing at park. I; Veronica, single mom, says the 

state is building more prisons than schools. Gr; more 

information courtesy California Dropout Research Project. 

V; students at school. The study shows that students who 

drop out earn less money through out their lives and have 

more tendencies to break the law. I; Dr. Harry Pachon, 

Tomas Rivera Institute, says the problems stems from the 

fact that students are not learning English. V; students at 

school. SI; David Tokofsky, Los Angeles Unified School 

District strategist, says students are falling behind early on 

in school. V; students at school, student carrying an 

Adidas bag, police officer on patrol. SI; Netz Gomez, 

parent, says the parents' support is crucial. V; students on 

campus. *first few seconds had no video, but I was 

instructed to monitor as is*
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04:02 Wed 5/6/09 6:12:04 PM Neighborhoods

The city of Santa Ana did not renew Tres Estrellas de Oro 

bus line's contract after 13 years of serving the community. 

V; passengers on bus. I; Pedro Mendoza, passenger, uses 

the bus several times a month. I; Maria Polanco, 

passenger, travels to Tijuana to get medical care. Tres 

Estrellas transport close to half a million passengers from 

Santa Ana to Tijuana every year. I; Rodrigo Polanco, Tres 

Estrellas de Oro manager, says the city did not notified 

them that they'd not renew the contract. Fourth Street 

vendors had a similar complaint last year after the city 

decided on a construction project. V; meeting. Many are 

left wandering if this is a move to get Hispanic businesses 

out of the area. V; pictures of city remodeling plans. I; 

Samuel Romero, merchant and local activist, believes it's 

a racial move. The city spokesperson says the decision 

not to renew Tres Estrellas' contract has nothing to do with 

discrimination. She pointed out that the contracts for 

InterCalifornia Transportation company, Greyhound, the 

Cafe Express and K. Lee Gift shop were not renewed as 

well. V; InterCalifornia bus, Greyhound bus, Cafe Express, 

K. Lee Gift shop. I; Anka Caban, owner of Cafe Express, 

is not sure what the city intends to do. I; city 

spokesperson, commented on the decision not to renew 

contracts while the city makes plans to renovate. Santa 

Ana, Garden Grove and the Orange County Transit 

Authority is working on a project entitled Go Local which is 

a new vision for the city's transportation system. V; trains 

running across the city. The aim of the project is to reduce 

traffic in the center of town and connect Santa Ana and 

Garden Grove through the use of Metro Link. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

03:42 Wed 5/6/09 6:19:11 PM Culture

Mark Valen is one of the artists displaying work at the 

exhibit entitled Man's Inhumanity to Man: A Journey Out of 

Darkness. The exhibit makes commentary on some of the 

most violent acts perpetrated against mankind by humans. 

V; images from the Armenian genocide in 1915, images of 

Hitler during the holocaust, images of civil wars in Central 

America. V; Valen in art gallery. I; Mark Valen, artist, says 

he wanted to give people something poetic to help them 

reach a better understanding of man's abuses against 

man. V; art work on display, pictures of Mark growing up. 

Mark was involved in the Chicano movement when he was 

younger. V; images from Chicano protest, patrons at art 

gallery. The exhibit is on display at the Brant Library in 

Glendale.
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08:38 Thu 5/7/09 6:00:44 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Dodgers player Manny Rodriguez has been suspended 

after a doping test yielded a positive result. V; Dodgers 

stadium. I; fans are sad. V; MLB footage, official press 

conference. Rodriguez claims it was not steroid, but 

prescribed medication from his doctor. Gr; statement from 

Rodriguez published by the baseball union. I; Carlos 

Alvarado, La Opinion's analyst, commented the 50 game 

suspension. Barry Bonds has also been investigated for 

steroids. V; Barry Bonds. Sen. Mitchell headed a 

commission which investigated and found that 89 MLB 

players have used steroids or drugs. V; Sen. Mitchell 

speaking, documents, fans buying tickets. I; fan, belive 

Manny will bounce back. Gr; more information. SI; Jose 

Ronstadt, Telemundo 52, commented on what Manny has 

done for the Dodgers. I; Rafael Ramos, journalist, would 

like to know who will be next. V; MLB practice, bottles of 

steroid. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:29 Thu 5/7/09 6:09:22 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The wildfire is still burning in Santa Barbara. V; fire. Gr; 

more information.

00:28 Thu 5/7/09 6:09:51 PM Children's Issues

San Bernardino authorities have released images of 2 

men suspected of kidnapping a 3 year old boy. V; CCTV 

image of suspects, picture of victim, image of Ford Bronco 

in which the suspects may have escaped.

02:25 Thu 5/7/09 6:12:33 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Dodgers player Manny Rodriguez has been suspended 

after a doping test yielded a positive result. V; MLB 

footage. I; Mario Solis, sports commentator, commented 

on the suspension and the disappointment. V; Rodriguez 

at a press conference, bottle of Pure supplement.

00:25 Thu 5/7/09 6:18:45 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

High school and university students returned to classes 

today in Mexico. V; students at school, workers cleaning. 

Dozens of them were sent home with flu symptoms. V; 

more workers cleaning and disinfecting.

02:45 Thu 5/7/09 6:19:10 PM Crime & Gangs

ACLU attorneys say that an Orange County judge ruled 

that 15 names should be removed from a judicial list which 

allows police to arrest them for association with the 

Orange Varrio Cypress gang. V; graffiti on walls, residents 

out, court proceedings. I; Delfina, son is on the list, says 

her son can be arrested for the most minimal incident. I; 

Steve Abad, on the list, says he never belonged to a gang. 

Abad says he was put on the list because he is friends 

with people on the list. I; John Anderson, prosecutor's 

office, says many gang members deny that they are. V; 

residents out. The judicial order also claims that a Cypress 

street mural painted by artist Emigdio Vasquez is a gang 

symbol. V; mural. I; Edward Martinez, Cypress street 

resident, says the mural is not related to gangs. I; Miguel 

Lara, on judicial list, says the mural is simple art. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.
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01:06 Thu 5/7/09 6:21:55 PM Culture

Groups of people who support Father Alberto Cutie and 

those who are against him have taken to the streets in 

Miami. Father Cutie has not been seen in public since the 

pictures of him and a woman were published a few days 

ago. V; people pushing and shoving a man who spoke out 

against Father Cutie, Father Cutie celebrating mass. The 

incident occurred in front of St. Frances de Sales church 

where Cutie is the head priest. V; people protesting. I; 

parishioner, against Cutie, commented on how he was 

attacked. I; parishioners, commented on the scandal.

00:20 Thu 5/7/09 6:30:35 PM Crime & Gangs
An explosion occurred at a strip mall in Maryland. V; 

damaged buildings.

02:48 Fri 5/8/09 6:00:52 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A doping test done on LA Dodgers player Manny Ramirez 

revealed that he was using a fertility drug known to be 

used to cover up steroid abuse. V; MLB footage. MLB 

stars A-Rod and Barry Bonds have also been accused of 

steroid use. V; Bonds at a press conference. V; bottles of 

drugs. The drug is known as HCG and is used mostly by 

pregnant women. It can also be used by men with low 

testosterone levels. I; Jeffrey Steinberg, fertility specialist, 

says testosterone deficiency in men is very rare. V; bottles 

of Novarel. Former baseball star Jose Canseco says he's 

not surprised. PC; Jose Canseco, former MLB player, says 

there's a conspiracy among MLB officials to cover steroid 

use. V; bottle of Pure and other drugs. I; Carlos Alvarado, 

La Opinion, believes the baseball commissioner and other 

officials knew of the steroid use. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

04:22 Fri 5/8/09 6:03:40 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama says that California will loose its share 

of the stimulus money if Gov. Schwarzenegger cuts the 

salaries of healthcare union workers. V; President Obama 

speaking, Gov. Schwarzenegger at a press conference, 

healthcare workers. SI; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, 

commented on the deficit crisis. V; Schwarzenegger and 

Joe Biden together, patients in doctor's office.

00:24 Fri 5/8/09 6:08:02 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Dozens of homes have been destroyed by fire in Santa 

Barbara. V; fire. Gr; more information.

00:27 Fri 5/8/09 6:10:33 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

US health officials report that there are now more cases of 

the flu in the US than in Mexico. V; people out walking in 

Mexico, office workers, lab worker, person washing hands.

00:21 Fri 5/8/09 6:11:00 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Mexicans are suffering from a shortage of water. V; 

woman washing clothes, pumping water, woman filling 

bucket.
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02:24 Fri 5/8/09 6:11:21 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Fifty dogs were put to sleep in Pomona a few days ago, 

because they were infected with a deadly virus. V; man 

walking his dog. I; Jose Hernandez, owns dogs, make 

sure his dogs are vaccinated. V; vet treating dog. I; Dr. 

James Coghlan, veterinary, says this is the most 

dangerous dog virus. I; Emilio Garrido, pet nurse, 

commented on the virus. I; Commandant Ruben Ibarra, 

Santa Ana police, is urging people to get their dog 

vaccinated. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:07 Fri 5/8/09 6:17:08 PM Neighborhoods To Julia Paredes turning 3. V; picture of Julia.

00:37 Fri 5/8/09 6:17:15 PM Education

Crenshaw high school students protested over teachers 

being laid off. V; students exiting school building and 

marching on street.

05:33 Fri 5/8/09 6:17:52 PM Neighborhoods

Eva is a single mother who works long hours to sustain 

her kids. V; Eva looking at her children's pictures. I; Eva 

Linares, single mom, worries a lot about her kids. I; Liz De 

Ruiz, lived in her car with her children. V; Liz preparing 

flower arrangement, Liz working in flower shop. Maria 

Granillo left her 6 children in El Salvador when she came 

to the US several years ago. V; picture of Maria's children. 

I; Maria Granillo, says the sacrifice was worth it. Gr; more 

information. Many of these women would like to cut back 

their time at work to be home with their kids, but their 

economic situation does not allow them to. I; Jack Kaiser, 

says Hispanic women workers fulfill key roles in the Los 

Angeles economy. V; people shopping for flowers. These 

mothers do not wish for gifts on mother's day only time 

with their children. I; Ana Nogales, psychologist, says 

women need to learn how to ask for help. V; kids playing 

at park, women working in office, women in classroom. 

Lorena Dominguez reporting.

01:58 Sun 5/10/09 6:00:06 PM Crime & Gangs

The Amber alert went off when a father kidnapped his 

child. V; Picture of the suspect. The suspect murdered his 

2 daughters, and then stabbed the mother. V; Picture of 

the woman. I; Neighbor, heard the screamings, V; Police 

cars.

02:33 Sun 5/10/09 6:02:04 PM Crime & Gangs

Many companies are announcing on TV they buy gold, but 

most of these announcements are just a fraud. V; Stores, 

Internet websites, V; Jewelry. I; Officer Rosario Herrera, 

says people can become victims if they go to exchange 

their gold jewelry for money, but they never see that 

money. I; Residents, comment on the fraud. GR; Phone 

number for more info. Patricia Lopez reporting

00:44 Sun 5/10/09 6:04:37 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The weather is helping with the extinction of the fire. V; 

Fire fighters, people going back home, damages.

00:23 Sun 5/10/09 6:05:21 PM Latino Issues
The Census indicates that more than 50 percent are 

Hispanic in CA. V; neighborhoods.

01:05 Sun 5/10/09 6:05:44 PM Neighborhoods

Hundreds of mothers celebrated their day in Skid Row. V; 

Images of the celebration. I; Luis Chacon, priest, says the 

mother were given a rose, free food, cosmetics, etc.
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00:23 Sun 5/10/09 6:06:49 PM Neighborhoods
Dozens of families went to the cemetery to leave flowers 

to mothers. V; Cemetery.

00:35 Sun 5/10/09 6:07:33 PM Culture

Hundreds of Mexicans went to the Placita Olvera to pray 

for Virgin of Guadalajara. V; Virgin. I; Priest, gives a little 

bit of background of the Vigin.

00:41 Sun 5/10/09 6:11:14 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

President Obama proposed to cut back the money given 

to jails to arrest and keep them there. V; Obama.

02:30 Sun 5/10/09 6:11:55 PM
Government, 

Politics

The Supreme Court decided to not deport immigants that 

buy fake documentation. V; Supreme Court, social 

security, ICE police, immigrants arrested. I; Illegal alliens, 

say they do this because is cheaper,they need to work. V; 

Pope.

00:25 Sun 5/10/09 6:14:25 PM
Government, 

Politics

Nancy Pelosi met with the Irak Minister. V; Pelosi in 

meeting.

02:54 Sun 5/10/09 6:14:50 PM
Government, 

Politics

CA continues to debare about the legalization of 

marihuana. V; Video images of the CA governor smoking 

marihuana. PC; Governor, says at least the government 

should debate the subject, V; Alcohol, cigarettes. I; Julio 

Giron, says this will have a negative impact. V; Marihuana. 

V; Congress. Mariate Ramos reporting

02:06 Sun 5/10/09 6:17:44 PM Neighborhoods
Priest Alberto Cutie was caught at a beach with a lover. V; 

Picture of the woman, Cutie, building where woman lives.

00:30 Sun 5/10/09 6:29:31 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Experts competed to prove who has more equilibrium. V; 

Experts walking in the air.

02:58 Mon 5/11/09 6:00:54 PM Neighborhoods

People talks about the issue of a priest being single and 

being faithful to it. Reporters talk about the lifestyle of a 

priest and the scandal of priest Cutie. V; Priest Cutie. V; 

Priest Cutie on the cover of TV Notas magazine, The Next 

Christendom book. I; Juan Martinez, Historian, talks about 

the history of the lifestyle of priests. V; Church. I; Historian, 

talks about married priests. I; Johannes Von Habsburg, 

Coffee with Faith / Guadalupe Radio, talks about the issue 

of priests being single and being faithful to it. V; Scenes of 

an interview of Priest Cutie during The Early Show . 

Woman comment on the scandal of priest Cutie. V; 

President of Paraguay. Reporter talks about the crisis of 

the catholic church in the last years. I; Von Habsburg, talks 

about catholic followers. Mariate Ramos reporting.
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05:47 Mon 5/11/09 6:03:52 PM Neighborhoods

Men talk about the life of a priest. Reporter comments on 

quotes of the bible. Reporter says in the bible there is 

nowhere it says priests should be single. SI; Jonas Soto, 

Radio Announcer/Guadalupe Radio, says catholic priest 

have to maintain single due to a discipline designed by the 

catholic church. Reporter comments on the answers of the 

radio announcer. V; Priest Cutie. SI; Radio announcer, 

says catholic priests have several years to decide about 

their commitment with God. SI; Jose Manuel Lopez, 

Pastor of Centro Cristiano church, talks about the issue of 

the single life of a priest. SI; Pastor, talks about a verse in 

Genesis. SI; Radio announcer, argues with the pastor 

about his comments. SI; Radio announcer, tries to 

interpret the bible according to the catholics. SI; Pastor, 

says the bible states of the issue of men who have to get 

married to prevent from sinning. Ruben Luengas reporting. 

Reporter makes a comment by a Ruben Luengas 

reporting.

00:32 Mon 5/11/09 6:11:38 PM Children's Issues

In Corona, the mother and her boyfriend where arrested 

due to the death of the two year old. V; Crime scene, 

photos. Reporter talks about the charges against the 

mother of the boy. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:20 Mon 5/11/09 6:12:10 PM Crime & Gangs

A police officer shot a teen due to having a toy gun. V; 

Crime scene. Teen is now recovering from the wound. V; 

Providence Holy Cross Medical Center. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:28 Mon 5/11/09 6:12:30 PM Crime & Gangs

In Baghdad, a US soldier open fire in a camp. V; Video, 

soldiers. The soldier injured five US soldiers. The soldier 

was arrested. Ruben Luengas reporting.

04:26 Mon 5/11/09 6:16:27 PM
Government, 

Politics

The elections for the 1A and 1B proposals will be held 

soon. Reporter talks about the proposals. V; People 

voting. SI; Antonio Gonzalez, President of the Voters in 

the Southeast, talks and explains proposals 1A and 1B. V; 

1A Proposal, governor Schwarzenegger, students. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

02:48 Mon 5/11/09 6:20:53 PM Neighborhoods

Entertainment, highlights. The Sonora Santanera group 

talk about the H1N1 influenza in Mexico and their group. I; 

Arturo Ortiz Arias, Founder of the Sonora Santanera 

group, talks about the H1N1 influenza in Mexico. V; 

Scientists in a lab. I; Founder, talks about their beginnings. 

V; Album of the Sonora Santanera. I; Sergio Celada 

Duarte, Group member of the Sonora Santanera, says the 

women still listen to their music. I; Founder, talks about the 

experience of the elders. Reporter talks about the 

presentations of the group at Pinos Theater in Southgate. 

Maria Garcia reporting.
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02:55 Tue 5/12/09 6:01:06 PM Education

The Los Angeles Unified School District board managed to 

convince a judge to prohibit teachers from striking on May 

15. V; court house. PC; Monica Garcia, president of 

LAUSD board, commented on the court's support. V; 

board press conference, teachers protesting, teachers in 

classroom. The teachers union is investigating wether the 

judge has jurisdiction in this area. I; Joshua Pechthalt, 

UTLA vice president, commented on wether the teachers 

will obey the judge's ruling. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:20 Tue 5/12/09 6:04:01 PM Education
The drop out rate in Los Angeles is on the rise. V; students 

taking exam. Gr; more information.

03:49 Tue 5/12/09 6:04:21 PM Latino Issues

The Hispanic population is on the rise. Anaheim is the 

home to Disneyland, the Honda Center and the Angels 

Baseball stadium. It is now the home to the largest 

number of Hispanics. V; people out walking, exterior of 

Disneyland, exterior of Honda Center and Angels Baseball 

Stadium, making tortillas. I; Frank Garcia, owner of Casa 

Garcia, commented on the large number of Hispanics in 

Anaheim. I; resident, likes living in Anaheim. V; meeting. I; 

Amin David, president of Friends of Orange County, says 

Hispanics are better off now than the era when all the city 

council members belonged to the KKK. V; preparing food, 

baseball fans, Ducks playing hockey. I; resident, likes 

living in Anaheim. V; people out walking, people working. 

Hispanics are also increasing their political power through 

voting. The Los Angeles Times report that over 1 million 

Hispanics became US citizens in 2008. V; Hispanics 

meeting. Gr; more information. V; press conference. I; 

unidentified man, commented on the growth. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:19 Tue 5/12/09 6:08:10 PM Crime & Gangs

An autopsy was done on the body of a 2 year old boy 

found buried in San Bernardino. V; police at scene. The 

child's mother and boyfriend are facing murder charges.

03:25 Tue 5/12/09 6:10:43 PM Minority Concerns

The Bello family has taken it upon themselves to help 

homeless families in Rialto, California. V; family packing 

food for homeless. I; Bryan Bello, helps homeless, 

commented on the work his father does. V; dessert area 

where homeless families are living, Mr. Bello delivering 

food to homeless. I; homeless resident, unemployed for 4 

years, says she's been looking for work at places like 

McDonald's and Burger King. I; Guillermo Bello, helps the 

homeless, says he's no one to judge these people. V; 

tents in which homeless people are living, delivering boxes 

of food to homeless. I; Roxana Bello, helps homeless, 

wants others to reach out and help. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.
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06:26 Tue 5/12/09 6:17:41 PM Crime & Gangs

Video has surfaced where a Guatemalan attorney accuses 

the president of Guatemala of murdering him. V; pictures 

of police at scene of murder. SB; Rodrigo Rosenberg, 

attorney, says that if the nation is watching the video it 

means he's been murdered by President Colom. PC; 

Fernando Barillas, presidential spokesperson, says the 

president condemns the message. SI; Carlos Rajo, 

political analyst, says this is the worst political crisis that 

Guatemala has faced in years. V; President Colom casting 

his vote. SB; Otto Perez Molina, Patriotic Party, 

commented on the tape. V; protestors in Guatemala.

00:36 Tue 5/12/09 6:27:01 PM Crime & Gangs

Eight Lakewood students became ill after taking pills. V; 

students and police officers outside Mayfair high school, 

ambulance leaving school.

00:26 Tue 5/12/09 6:27:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A pencil pierced a little boy's throat and mouth after he fell 

while running with it. V; child receiving treatment.

00:44 Tue 5/12/09 6:31:07 PM Neighborhoods

Miss California is involved in a scandal for posing topless. 

V; Miss California with Donald Trump, beauty queen 

speaking, topless pictures at TMZ.com.

07:41 Wed 5/13/09 6:00:56 PM International Affairs

Many Guatemalans living in Los Angeles are not surprised 

that Guatemala's president has been accused of 

murdering a well know attorney. V; Guatemalans in 

consulate office. I; Guatemalans, say such crimes have 

been happening for a while. V; video footage of attorney 

Rodrigo Rosenbery accusing President Colom and his wife 

of his murder, picture of crime scene, picture of reporter 

who recorded the video. SB; Mario David Garcia, 

journalist, commented on the investigation. V; President 

Colom speaking, Guatemalans protesting. I; Byron 

Vazquez, Casa De La Cultura de Guatemala, says he 

does not believe President Colom is involved in the 

murder. SI; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, commented on 

the investigation into the murder. SB; Rigoberta Menchu, 

no audio in interview. V; footage of Mrs. Menchu who is a 

former presidential candidate in Guatemala. V; Colom with 

supporters, pictures of murder scene. SB; Rigoberta 

Menchu, former Guatemalan presidential candidate, says 

Guatemalans should demand that an independent 

investigation take place. Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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03:39 Wed 5/13/09 6:10:49 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The economic recession and most recently the swine flu 

has really hit Tijuana's tourism industry hard. Most affected 

is the legendary Revolucion Avenue which used to be a 

hub for Tijuana's tourism. V; mariachi band performing, 

people eating at restaurants, street side gift shops, zebra 

donkey. I; Maria De La Luz Hernandez, merchant, says 

sales has fallen by at least 50 percent. V; interior of a 

liquor store, women in stores. Revolucion Avenue has 

been nicknamed ghost town. I; Hector Santilan, merchant, 

commented on the falling sales. The drug violence has 

helped to drive out tourists from that area as well. V; 

soldiers on patrol. Gr; more information. V; people out 

walking, woman using sanitizing gel on her hands. I; 

tourists, say they are not afraid. Many businesses on 

Revolucion avenue have closed. V; space for rent. 

President Calderon has approved a stimulus package to 

help jump start these businesses. V; President Calderon 

speaking. I; Luis Avelar, Tijuana's Tourism Committee, 

says they've not gotten any of that money yet. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:25 Wed 5/13/09 6:17:06 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama says he will no longer allow the release 

of photos showing torture. V; congressional hearing on 

torture. President Obama says releasing those photos 

could put the troops in danger. V; president speaking.

00:42 Wed 5/13/09 6:17:31 PM Children's Issues

Former Mexican presidents Miguel De La Madrid and 

Carlos Salinas de Gortari are accusing each other of 

corruption and robbery. V; former presidents.

04:05 Wed 5/13/09 6:18:13 PM Crime & Gangs

A woman says she was kidnapped by drug traffickers in 

Tamaulipas, Mexico while shopping. V; area where the 

crime occurred. I; Martha, victim, says she was tied up 

and blindfolded. V; Martha and her husband together. I; 

Jose Luis, Martha's husband, says he was advised not to 

report the crime. Martha says she witnessed a man's 

murder while in the hands of the kidnappers. V; Martha at 

home, Martha watering her plants, area in dessert where 

the woman was finally abandoned, suspects in custody, 

confiscated weapons. The woman identified 3 of her 

kidnappers. Martha claims that 2 police officers offered her 

22,000 dollars not to report the crime and to help get one 

of the suspects released from prison. V; cell phone video 

of bribery offer, suspect in custody. V; police officers. I; 

Rene Jimenez, drug trafficking expert, says many police 

officers work for drug traffickers. Agustino Olais reporting.

01:05 Wed 5/13/09 6:22:18 PM Crime & Gangs

Three suspects led police on a chase. Police caught one 

of them. V; police beating the man during the arrest. Gr; 

question to viewers.
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00:40 Wed 5/13/09 6:26:14 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A Los Angeles family claimed their loved one died after 

workers at the Presbyterian Hollywood Hospital used the 

wrong blood type during a blood transfusion. V; workers in 

blood lab, exterior of medical center. The nurses who did 

the blood transfusion have resigned, picture of victim.

00:28 Wed 5/13/09 6:26:54 PM Neighborhoods

The husband of the driver who hit 2 USC students killing 

one of them, has plead not guilty. V; suspects in court, 

picture of victim who died, picture of victim who survived.

04:01 Thu 5/14/09 6:01:03 PM
Government, 

Politics

The city of Los Angeles is close to bankruptcy. For that 

reason, mayor Villarraigosa proposed a plan that includes 

cut backs. V; Villarraigosa. PC; Villarraigosa, says we 

have to take more severe measures, the problem could 

get worse. V; People voting. V; Employees. I; Barbara 

Maynard, says the city has to make cut backs in 

personnel, but not layoff those in public services. V; 

Unemployed people. V; fire fighters, police officers. 

I;Patricio Butler, fire fighter, says the priority of the city is to 

keep the fire fighters and officers. Mariate Ramos 

reporting

05:25 Thu 5/14/09 6:05:04 PM
Government, 

Politics

The governor of CA proposed a plan and now 5000 

employees could get layoff. V; Governor. I; Antonio 

Villarraigosa, mayor, says he doesn't want to let 

employees go, he thinks is best to cut off salaries, he 

proposes to retire ahead of time, he will protect police 

department and fire fighters.

02:44 Thu 5/14/09 6:12:05 PM Crime & Gangs

A Hispanic man was brutally beaten in the backyard of his 

own house. PC; Gabriela Salinas, wife, wants justice to be 

served, her husband is a good man, he is in a coma, 

someome must have seen something, V; Picture of the 

victim. PC; Nuri Melendez, police, says if anyone saw 

anything, they need to call the police. I; Residents, they 

don't trust in the authorities. GR; Phone number for more 

info. Martin Plascencia reporting

03:27 Thu 5/14/09 6:17:08 PM Crime & Gangs

14 minors died in Los Angeles due to abuses and beatings 

from parents. The terrifying thing is that all these cases 

were already under the supervision of social workers, who 

failed to remove the children from these homes. V; 

Children playing in the park. I; Marissa Ruiz, social worker, 

says in these cases there's a lot of people involved, not 

only social workers, I; Martha Molina, supervisor, says 

they are considering to make a few changes in the politics. 

Maria Garcia reporting

00:24 Thu 5/14/09 6:20:35 PM
Government, 

Politics

ICE will revise the migratory status of convicts in jails in 

Los Angeles and San Diego. V; Convicts. Any convict with 

a serious felony will get deported.
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00:59 Thu 5/14/09 6:20:59 PM International Affairs

Protestants filled the streets in Guatemala to protest 

against the president. They demand president Colom to 

step down from the presidency while authorities 

investigate the murder of Rosenburg. Lawyer Rodrigo 

Rosenburg blamed Colom for his murder in a video. V; 

protests. I; Resident, say Rodrigo was a good man.

00:48 Thu 5/14/09 6:28:53 PM Crime & Gangs

A police officer was suspended while they investigate a 

case of possible police abuse. V; Police chase, officers 

hiting the suspect. GR; Survey.

07:31 Fri 5/15/09 6:01:02 PM Education

Teachers in Los Angeles organized a protest against the 

cut backs in the education department. This protest was 

considered illegal and for that reason is very possible 

officers make a few arrests. V; Images of the protest. V; 

Police at the scene, teachers arrested. I; Jose Aguilar, 

officer, says they arrested a total of 50 teachers. I; 

Teachers, says they were told not to do the protest, the 

classrooms are overpopulated. I; Ramon Cortines, super 

intendant, comments on the protests. I; Marcos Flores, 

teacher, says these professors knew of the consequences 

of these protests and they still protested, they propose to 

use the money given by the government and spend it right 

now, not save it like the super intendant proposed, many 

students joined the protest. V; Governor. Cortines 

announced cut backs in more than 2000 employees. 

Mariate Ramos reporting

00:23 Fri 5/15/09 6:08:33 PM Crime & Gangs
Authorities continue the search of a 3 year old boy 

kidnapped 15 days ago. V; Picture of the child, officers.

02:09 Fri 5/15/09 6:11:03 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Vice president Joe Biden visited Los Angeles to promote 

the financial package proposed by Obama. PC; Joe Biden, 

says they hope this package prospers the economy. V; 

Mayor Villarraigosa. I; Xavier Becerra, says this money 

has helped to preserve thousands of jobs. I; Residents, 

they are hopeful the economy will improve. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting

00:25 Fri 5/15/09 6:16:37 PM International Affairs

4 indivuals were killed in Tijuana, Mexico, 3 of them are 

American citizens. V; Picture of the victims, police at the 

scene.

00:43 Fri 5/15/09 6:17:02 PM Education

A school is under investigation for putting mentally 

challenged kids to fight against the other. V; Images of the 

fight.

03:35 Fri 5/15/09 6:17:45 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A Hispanic family struggles in the middle of a financial 

crisis. V; Family. I; Cecilia Velasquez, Mother, says they 

will work as anything, they try to reduce the money they 

spend monthly but is impossible, she has 5 children. GR; 

Incomes. Dunia Elvir reporting

02:14 Fri 5/15/09 6:21:20 PM Neighborhoods

Reporter Lorena will explain how the strawberry is used for 

beauty means. I; Lourdes Lopez, explains what the 

Strawberry festival is, V; Strawberries, contestants eating 

strawberries. Lorena Dominguez reporting

01:08 Fri 5/15/09 6:30:26 PM Education
Visit telemundo51.com to check the latest news about the 

teachers' protests. V; Web site.
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02:56 Mon 5/18/09 6:01:00 PM Crime & Gangs

People talk about the security officers at subway stations. 

Reporter talks about the abuse of security officer towards 

a subway passenger. V; Video of a security guard at a 

subway station. V; Los Angeles Sheriff badge. I; Jose 

Ubaldo, MTA-metro transportation agency Spokesman, 

talks about an investigation. I; Ubaldo, talks about the 

responsibilities of an MTA security. Reporter talks about 

the equipment most security guards carry. V; Subway. 

Reporter says most subway stations have security 

cameras. Reporter talks about the amount of security 

guards who guard the subway stations and the amount of 

people who ride the subway. People make comments on 

the security officers at the subway stations. I; Ubaldo, says 

executive president of MTA said he will not tolerate any 

improper behavior from the security guards at the subway 

stations. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

01:55 Mon 5/18/09 6:03:56 PM International Affairs

The boy who was kidnap from his home was found in 

Mexicali Mexico. V; Bryant Rodriguez. Reporter talks 

where the boy was found. V; AMBER ALERT. Reporter 

talks about the suspects. I; Raul Rodriguez, Father of 

Bryant Rodriguez, talks about his reaction when he first 

say Bryant after he was found. I; Rodriguez, talks about 

his agony for two weeks. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:18 Mon 5/18/09 6:05:51 PM Education

People talk about after school programs for kids. V; Kids 

playing. Reporter talks about kids activities after school. V; 

Kids playing. I; Roberto Nothoff, Community Analyst, says 

sixty percent of parents say their community does not offer 

after school programs. V; Kids playing soccer. Reporter 

talks about trainer job cuts. The cut was made due to the 

state's deficit. I; Elizabeth Abarca, Fired Trainer, talks 

about the importance of after school programs. I; Taide 

Orozco, Mother of a soccer player, talks about the 

controversy of having volunteer trainers. GR; Anaheim 

Population, source Anaheim City. According to the 

Education Department of the US, says most minors don't 

have after school programs available. V; Kids playing. I; 

John Welter, Chief Police of Anaheim, talks about funding 

for after school programs. V; Cops for Kids sign, Sony 

video game control, kids playing. I; Welter, says many 

parents are now working two or three jobs. According to 

the National Prevention Kids Delinquency Center, eight 

million kids are left alone due to the work schedule of their 

parents. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:24 Mon 5/18/09 6:10:11 PM
Government, 

Politics

The proposals for tomorrows elections are not very 

popular. V; Governor Schwarzenegger. The governor 

hopes most of the proposals will be approved. Most 

proposals talk about a tax increase. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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01:44 Mon 5/18/09 6:10:35 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about digital TV converter boxes. June 12 is 

the official date for the broadcast of digital TV. There is 

help to make the transition from analog to digital TV 

broadcast. V; People at a TV store, scenes of a 

classroom. I; Jubie Gonzalez, L.A. Urban League, says 

people have to know about a converter box due to the 

digital TV broadcast on June 12. V; DTV. I; Gonzalez, 

talks about classes to show people about using a 

converter box. V; TV Converter Box Coupon Program, 

digital TV converter box. Reporter talks about the 

advantages of having a converter TV box. Reporter talks 

and demonstrates about converter boxes. V; People in a 

classroom. Reporter talks about Federal Communication 

Commission. Azalea Iniguez and Dunia Elvir reporting.

02:50 Mon 5/18/09 6:15:57 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about the high prices in renting. A woman talks 

about renting rooms in their home due to the economic 

crisis. V; Woman gives a tour to the reporter of the rooms 

she rents in her home. I; Yolana Jimenez, Looks for 

Income, talks about renting rooms in her home to keep to 

have money to pay her mortgage. I; Jimenez, people use 

to call for rooms available but this had dropped down. V; 

Flyer. People talk about the issue of having a decent place 

to live at a decent price. GR; Los Angeles County, source-

Casden Real Estate Economics Forecast. USC. Reporter 

talks about the issue of people not renting a full apartment. 

I; Juan Cruz, Temporary Immigrant Worker, talks about 

the places he had to live due to the high rent prices. GR; 

People Who Left their Apartments, source-Casden Real 

Estate Economics Forecast. USC. V; Flyers. Maria Garcia 

reporting.

03:16 Mon 5/18/09 6:18:47 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A man gives advice for renters. SI; Juan Rodriguez, 

Renters United, gives advice for renters. V; Scenes of a 

house, flyers. SI; Rodriguez, says renters have rights and 

should know their rights. SI; Rodriguez, talks about a 

renters contract. Experts say by the end of this year prices 

for renting out a house will be a lot lower. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:29 Mon 5/18/09 6:22:03 PM Neighborhoods

Entertainment, highlights. Jenni Rivera was arrested in 

Mexico for not declaring the full amount she was taking 

across the border. V; Jenni Rivera. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

01:09 Mon 5/18/09 6:29:41 PM Neighborhoods

Reporter talks about the latest news posted on the news 

web page. V; Telemundo web page. Carlos Covarrubias 

reporting.
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08:06 Tue 5/19/09 6:01:10 PM Crime & Gangs

ICE officers will from now on check the covict's migratory 

status. If the convict committed a serious felony he will be 

deported immediately. V; Convicts, immigration offices. I; 

Noemi Jimenez, sheriff, says they have been able to 

deport illegal alliens. I; Jessica Dominguez, lawyer, says 

everyone that gets arrested will go through this process. I; 

Pedro Baez, activist, illegal alliens only bring trouble, they 

are taking away services that belong to the American 

citizens. V; ICE officers. Martin Plascencia reporting

05:05 Tue 5/19/09 6:11:07 PM
Government, 

Politics

Citizens are invited to vote for these special elections. V; 

Other candidates. I; Octaviol Pescador, annalist, says 

Hilda was a good part of the team, I; Xabier Becerra, 

congress, says these elections are important. I; Gil Cedillo, 

candidate, says people need to voyte because this will 

affect ther future. I; Rojas, comments on the votation. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting

02:47 Tue 5/19/09 6:19:35 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Mexican government is doing everything in their 

power to prevent further spread of the virus. V; People 

wearing masks. PC; Leopoldo Garcia, says the classes 

are safe places, students and teachers are required to 

wear masks, V; Students. I; Parents, make their children 

wash their hands constantly. PC; Felipe Calderon, 

president, says they hope to leave everything behind. 

Authorities confirmed 2 new victims of the virus. Agustin 

Olais reporting

01:58 Tue 5/19/09 6:25:21 PM Neighborhoods

>NBA Lakers, I; Paul Gasol, comments on the game. V; 

Shaqueel Oneill. >MLB Cardinals vs. Brewers, V; 

Highlights of the game. Diana Alvarado reporting

05:17 Wed 5/20/09 6:01:00 PM
Government, 

Politics

The small number of voters who turned out yesterday in 

California rejected 5 of the 6 state propositions which 

promised to fix the state's economic and budget crisis. V; 

voters at poll, expert in his office. I; Alfredo Amezcua, 

attorney and local activist, says the voters' role is not to 

approve a state budget. I; Ruben Martinez, owner of 

Martinez Book Shop, says authorities did a poor job at 

informing people of the proposition. Gr; more information. 

I; residents, did not know of the election. V; people out 

walking. Gov. Schwarzenegger says that the failure of the 

propositions leave him with no choice but to cut 5 billion 

dollars from the school system. I; Monica Garcia, LAUSD 

board director, commented on the cuts. V; voters at poll, 

teachers and students in classroom. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:43 Wed 5/20/09 6:06:17 PM
Government, 

Politics

Sen. Gil Cedillo lost to Judy Chu for district 32 which was 

Hilda Solis' district. Solis is now the new secretary of labor. 

V; picture of Cedillo, Chu campaigning. Chu will have to 

run against a Republican in November to fill Solis' senate 

seat. V; voters at registration desk.
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02:45 Wed 5/20/09 6:07:00 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Gov. Schwarzenegger is proposing deep cuts because the 

propositions failed at the polls yesterday. V; governor 

speaking. SI; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, says the 

propositions failed because of voters are angry and tired of 

the politics in Sacramento. V; governor, voters protesting.

04:10 Wed 5/20/09 6:11:41 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles authorities say a recently captured suspect 

may be the worst serial killer in the city's history. The man 

is suspected of raping and killing over 30 elderly women 

over the course of 3 decades. V; picture of suspect, Los 

Angeles detectives. I; Det. Richard Bengston, LAPD, says 

his first impression was that the man was intelligent. I; Det. 

Rick Jackson, LAPD, commented on the 4 cases which 

led to the man's arrest. V; DNA lab, picture of one victim, 

area where the woman was killed. A local activist worked 

with the suspect for many years and never suspected a 

thing. I; Earl Ofari Hutchinson, activist, says the man was 

polite and claims to have lived a good life. V; scientist in 

DNA lab, picture of the suspect. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:39 Wed 5/20/09 6:19:32 PM Crime & Gangs

The Mexican magazine Proceso has published an article 

about how funds from the Mexican agriculture department 

is going towards farms belonging to drug traffickers. Many 

farm workers are being kidnapped and forced to cultivate 

drugs. V; farm workers. I; farm worker, is concerned. V; 

marijuana field. I; Reyna Mendoza Osuna, CEDH, says 5 

children were taken to work in the drug fields. I; 

unidentified people, commented on the crime. PC; 

unidentified official, commented on how the drug 

traffickers are operating. V; armed soldiers. I; farmers, 

commented on their circumstances. Agustino Olais 

reporting.

00:18 Wed 5/20/09 6:22:11 PM
Government, 

Politics

The US senate has denied President Obama the 80 

million dollars needed to close Guantanamo Bay prison in 

Cuba. V; inmates in Guantanamo Bay prison.

00:23 Wed 5/20/09 6:22:29 PM Crime & Gangs

Five Alabama police officers are accused of beating a man 

who'd become unconscious after a police chase ended 

with a crash. V; police chase, vehicle crashing, police 

landing on the man beating him. The officers were fired.
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06:20 Thu 5/21/09 6:00:36 PM Crime & Gangs

Federal agents arrested 150 members of the Hawaiian 

Gardens neighborhood gang in California. Some residents 

say they will sleep better at night now. Some say that 

many of the arrestees are innocent. I; Salvador 

Hernandez, FBI, commented on the arrests. V; suspects in 

custody, confiscated weapons. I; Jose Martinez, DEA, 

says these gang members liked to intimidate Blacks. I; 

resident, says authorities are trying to avenge Ofc. Jerry 

Ortiz's murder. V; Ortiz's grave. Gr; more information. I; 

Oscar Calderon, LA sheriff dept., commented on how the 

youth are influenced by the gangs. I; Jose Esqueda, 

AADAP director, commented on ways parents can get 

their kids to stay out of gangs. V; meeting, confiscated 

weapons. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:29 Thu 5/21/09 6:06:56 PM Crime & Gangs
A 9 year old boy witnessed his parents' murder. V; picture 

of couple, police at scene of crime.

02:55 Thu 5/21/09 6:09:23 PM Latino Issues

Many Hispanic families are living in over crowded houses 

and apartments in order to afford rent. V; many kids in 

home. I; Jonathan Arredondo, shares a house, says three 

families are living under the same roof. I; Susana 

Hernandez, shares house, says it's very stressful. V; 

people out walking. Gr; more information. I; Cesar 

Covarrubias, Kennedy Commission, commented on the 

reasons people are living this way. V; street vendors. Part 

of the problem is the lack of affordable homes in cities like 

Santa Ana. The city of Santa Ana has purchased at least 

70 properties, many of which have remained abandoned. 

V; abandoned lot, children laying on the floor. I; Fabiola 

Meza, shares a home, says the children are uncomfortable 

living in that situation. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:32 Thu 5/21/09 6:15:34 PM Crime & Gangs

Many of the victims of Drug traffickers in Mexico are 

women and children. Eighteen people are killed by drug 

traffickers every day in Mexico. V; dead bodies scattered 

on the ground, women weeping. Twelve people, including 

6 children, were murdered in Tabasco, Mexico earlier this 

year. I; Dominga Garcia Perez, says several of her family 

members were killed. V; investigators at scene, police 

officer destroying marijuana plant. I; Ricardo Ravelo, drug 

trafficking specialist, says neither police nor the army can 

control the violence in the country. V; removing bodies 

from scene of crime. I; unidentified man, commented on 

the he carnage. Agustin Olais reporting.
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05:09 Thu 5/21/09 6:18:06 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama defended his decision to close 

Guantanamo Bay during a speech today. V; Obama 

speaking, inmates at Guantanamo Bay. SI; Carlos Rajo, 

political analyst, says the president is trying to make the 

case for why the prison needs to be closed. SI; Luis 

Alvarado, Republican spokesperson, says the president 

did not make any practical comments about how he plans 

to protect the country. V; inmates at Guantanamo Bay, 

president signing order, president speaking and greeting 

supporters.

04:58 Fri 5/22/09 6:00:57 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A 5.7 magnitude earthquake shook Puebla, Mexico today. 

V; people on the street, people evacuating buildings. I; 

Mexican residents, commented on the quake. Raul Torres 

reporting.

06:12 Fri 5/22/09 6:05:55 PM
Government, 

Politics

The California welfare system is about to topple due to the 

financial crisis the state is facing. Hundreds of people 

protested today against cuts to the program which 

provides in home care for the sick. Hundreds of students 

protested today against teacher layoffs. V; people 

protesting. I; Hilda Gomez, benefits from Healthy Families, 

says her child needs lots of medical care. V; Gov. 

Schwarzenegger speaking, children in doctor's office. Gov. 

Schwarzenegger is considering dismantling the CalWorks 

program which offers services to needy families as well as 

the Healthy Families program which offers medical 

services to children and teens. Gr; more information. 

Calgrants may get cut as well. I; Rep. Gil Cedillo, 

commented on the people who will be affected. V; people 

out walking. I; Dr. Frank Balderrama, says this may cause 

people to stop seeking medical attention. V; patients in 

doctor's office. SI; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, says 

these cuts are inevitable and it goes deeper than the 

current administration. V; people protesting, students on 

campus, students in classroom, patients in hospital. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

03:03 Fri 5/22/09 6:14:11 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Orange County Transportation Authority may be 

forced to make deep cuts to its bus routes. V; buses on 

the road, people waiting for bus. I; Fernando Chavarria, 

OCTA spokesperson, commented on how much funds are 

needed to operate. V; commuters getting on bus. Gr; more 

information. I; Jose Alberto De Leon, OCTA user, is not 

sure what he will do if the routes are cut. V; commuters at 

public hearing. I; Marina, takes 3 buses to get to work. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:32 Fri 5/22/09 6:19:49 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Scientist have confirmed that the H1N1 flu virus did come 

from pigs, but are not sure how it was transmitted to 

humans. The CDC says that the cases and death toll may 

increase around the world. The government is using the 

character Elmo to educate kids on how to prevent the 

contraction and spread of the flu. V; Elmo at school with 

kids.
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02:51 Fri 5/22/09 6:20:21 PM Children's Issues

Tras El Alambrado is a play about immigrants performed 

by the children of immigrants. V; kids performing. I; Cindy 

Luna, student and actress, commented on the play. The 

play is a collaboration between students and playwright 

Virginia Grice. I; Edwin Vazquez, student and actor, feels 

fortunate to live in the US. The play will be on stage this 

weekend at the RedCat theater. The play is a production 

of Plaza De La Raza and CalArts Community. I; Eduardo 

Arenas, composer, commented on composing music for 

the play. I; Alejandra Suayde, student, commented on 

teaching people about the sacrifices their people went 

through. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:36 Fri 5/22/09 6:23:12 PM Crime & Gangs

Fifty three inmates escaped from a prison in Zacatecas, 

Mexico with the help of the Los Zetas criminal 

organization. V; CCTV footage of inmates leaving prison.

02:12 Mon 5/25/09 6:00:52 PM Minority Concerns

People talk about same sex marriage. Reporter talks 

about the final decision on proposal 8. V; Same sex 

couples, scene of a protest. Same sex couples threaten to 

withdraw judges if they don't support proposal 8. I; Lydia 

Gutierrez, Against Same Sex Marriage, says kids need to 

know that a female and male make up a family. V; Yes on 

8 poster. Activist organized several protests due to the 

approval of proposal 8. The Supreme Court will have to 

decide what to do with the marriages of many 

homosexuals. V; Judge. Reporter talks about the 

controversy of same sex marriage. I; Woman, says 

everyone has the right to do whatever they want. I; Man, 

says he's against same sex marriage. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

04:10 Mon 5/25/09 6:03:04 PM Minority Concerns

A man talks about the controversy for the approval of 

proposal 8. An activist talks about the controversy of the 

approval for proposal 8. I; Francisco Duenas, Against 

Proposal 8, says tomorrow the Supreme Court will 

announce the approval or disapproval of proposal 8. V; 

People in a court room, same sex couples. I; Duenas, 

talks about his own sexuality. I; Duenas, says the 

American Psychiatric Association says being gay is not a 

mental disorder. I; Duenas, talks about civil rights. V; 

Scenes of protests, ACRU-American Civil Rights Union. I; 

Duenas, talks about religion. I; Duenas, talks about 

religion and same sex marriage. I; Duenas, talks about a 

protest supporting proposal 8. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:25 Mon 5/25/09 6:07:14 PM
Government, 

Politics

In Arlington VA, President Obama was present at the 

annual Memorial Day ceremony. V; President Obama. 

Reporter talks about the ceremony. President Obama 

present at the Memorial Day ceremony. V; People at a 

cemetery. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:19 Mon 5/25/09 6:07:39 PM Neighborhoods

In Canoga Park, a parade was held in honor of Memorial 

Day. Reporter talks about the parade and its participants. 

V; Scenes of the parade. Ruben Luenas reporting.
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03:00 Mon 5/25/09 6:10:11 PM
Government, 

Politics

People talk about the invasion of Iraq.Reporter talks about 

the money wasted in Afghanistan. V; Tombstone. I; 

Andres Roth, Father of a Dead Soldier, says its hard to 

remember the death of his son. I; Woman, talks how she 

was told her son was killed in the army. Reporter talks 

about the amount of soldiers who have been killed due to 

the conflict in Afghanistan. V; Map. In March of 2003, the 

US invaded Iraq. V; President Obama, video. Reporter 

talks about his plans due to the invasion in Iraq. I; Edgar 

Cuevas, Veteran, talks about his experience in Iraq. The 

senate approved funds for the invasion in Iraq. V; Funds 

for the War. Reporter talks about the funds. V; People at a 

cemetery. I; Roth, agrees with the invasion of Iraq. I; 

Cuevas, says the US should be in Saudi Arabi due to the 

terrorist of the 911. Lorena Domingez reporting.

02:39 Mon 5/25/09 6:13:11 PM
Government, 

Politics

A political analyst talks about the issues of the war in Iraq. 

SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, talks about Saudi Arabia 

and the attacks of 911. V; President Obama, video. SI; 

Analyst, talks about the lies of president Bush. SI; Analyst, 

questions why president Bush initiated the war with Iraq. 

SI; Analyst, says the US always moves to the interest of 

the country. Reporter talks about the deaths due to the 

war in Iraq. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:31 Mon 5/25/09 6:18:15 PM International Affairs

President Obama rejects the nuclear testing north Korea is 

doing. V; President Obama, video. Obama said they will 

be working with north Korea to stop nuclear testing. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.

03:08 Mon 5/25/09 6:18:46 PM Minority Concerns

A blind man talks about his life and his foundation. 

Reporter talks about the story of a blind man. V; Light 

aircraft, video. Reporter talks about a man who has made 

world records. The man is completely blind. I; Miles, says 

he was completely blind by the age of 30. I; Miles, talks 

about his blind brother and how he changed his life. I; 

Miles, realized that his blindness was not an issue it was 

the attitude in which he saw life. Reporter talks about the 

world records Miles has made. V; Flying a Dornier 

Floatplane. I; Miles, talks about his mission in life. V; 

Driving A British Military Amphibious Tank Transmitor. 

Miles created the foundation, Seeing is Believing . I; Miles, 

talks about the amount of money his foundation has 

raised. The money will be used for kids eye surgeries. I; 

Miles, says we earn our life with what we receive but we 

make a life with what we give. V; Video. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:24 Mon 5/25/09 6:21:54 PM International Affairs

An OEA investigator was sent to Guatemala to investigate 

the assassination of attorney Rosengberg. V; Jose Miguel 

Insusar, Rodrigo Rosenberg. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:24 Mon 5/25/09 6:22:18 PM Culture

The pope Benedict XVI is now on Facebook. V; Pope 

Benedict XVI, The Pope on Facebook. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.
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09:24 Tue 5/26/09 6:00:50 PM
Government, 

Politics

Hundreds of protestors came out today in Los Angeles to 

protest over the California's supreme court decision to 

uphold prop 8 which prohibits gay marriages. V; protestors 

on the street. I; Cecilia Muniz, is married to her partner, 

has been together for 5 years. I; Elena Popp, gay, is 

saddened by the court's ruling. V; gay men getting 

married, voters at poll. The supreme court decided that it 

will not annul the marriages of those who wed before prop 

8 was passed. I; Leste Daponte, Latin Alliance Against 

Inequality, commented on the ruling. At least 150 

protestors were arrested in San Francisco today. V; police 

arresting protestors. SI; Netz Gomez, favors prop 8, is 

happy with the ruling. I; Roland Palencia, against prop 8, 

commented on the ruling. V; people protesting, gay couple 

getting married. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:15 Tue 5/26/09 6:12:05 PM Latino Issues

The number of hate crimes against Hispanics in Orange 

County has increased. V; Hispanics out walking. I; Eli 

Reyna, director of community relations, says the majority 

of hate crimes are not being reported. V; pictures of a man 

who was beaten, pictures of the suspects. I; David Bishop, 

University of Irvine, says many hate crimes against gays 

are not reported. Gr; more information. I; Gustavo 

Ballestros, laborer, says police won't do anything to help 

immigrants who are attacked. Martin Plascencia reporting.

06:09 Tue 5/26/09 6:17:53 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama has nominated Puerto Rican Judge 

Sonia Sotomayor to the US supreme court. V; Obama and 

Sotomayor at press conference. Sotomayor is a graduate 

of Yale and Princeton Universities. V; Sotomayor in the 

court room. I; James Blancarte, legal analyst, says this is 

the most important nomination the president has made. V; 

Bronx apartment where Sotomayor grew up, pictures of 

the judge growing up. Sotomayor is an active member of 

the Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund. V; Sotomayor on a 

panel. I; Cesar Peralta, president of the Puerto Rican 

Legal Defense Fund, says Sotomayor is a practical 

woman. V; supreme court justices, senate meeting. I; Luis 

Alvarado, Los Angeles Republican party, says Sotomayor 

is the best qualified for the job. SI; Carlos Rajo, political 

analyst, commented on why some Hispanic Republicans 

are not jumping for joy. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:24 Tue 5/26/09 6:30:30 PM Crime & Gangs

Eleven members of the La Familia criminal organization 

were arrested today in Michoacan, Mexico. V; suspects in 

police custody, confiscated weapons.
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03:42 Wed 5/27/09 6:00:52 PM Crime & Gangs

Some metro passengers say things have gotten so bad on 

the south line that they fear for their lives. V; passengers 

aboard train. I; passenger, says her purse was stolen. I; 

Francisco, passenger, says he's been pushed off the train 

before. V; commuters at train station, sheriff officers on 

patrol near metro station. I; Sgt. Carlos Jaen, LA county 

sheriff, commented on the number of officers patrolling the 

stations. I; Rolando, passenger, says he used the 

emergency system aboard the train, but got no response. 

Lorena Dominguez reporting.

04:57 Wed 5/27/09 6:04:34 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many families are receiving eviction notices because the 

houses and apartment they are renting are being 

foreclosed on. V; family at home. I; Aide Cisneros, rental 

house is being foreclosed, says she's trying to find out 

what to do. V; workers in the office of Orange County's 

Fair Housing Council. I; Angelica Coronel, Fair Housing 

Council, says the homeowners keep collecting rent. I; 

Margarita, tenant, says her landlord sent someone 

pretending to be a police to scare her family. I; Angelica 

Coronel, Fair Housing Council, commented on what rights 

tenants have when their rentals are being foreclosed. V; 

empty homes. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:19 Wed 5/27/09 6:11:37 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama is visiting California where he is taking 

part in a fundraiser event at the Beverly Hilton. V; Obama 

arriving in California, Obama at event.

00:36 Wed 5/27/09 6:11:56 PM
Government, 

Politics

The gay community is suing the federal court over 

proposition 8 which prohibits gay marriages. The lawsuit 

was brought by a gay couple who are being represented 

by Theodore Olson and David Boies who represented 

George Bush and Al Gore respectively during the 2000 

election V; attorneys at press conference.

00:21 Wed 5/27/09 6:12:32 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles authorities announced a 500,000 dollar 

reward leading to the capture of a serial killer who 

murdered 11 people. V; pictures of victims, crime scenes.

01:39 Wed 5/27/09 6:12:53 PM Crime & Gangs

Hundreds of Michoacan residents marched today in 

support of an arrested mayor. Ten Michoacan mayors 

were arrested on accusations of supporting the La Familia 

drug cartel in that state. V; people marching. PC; Leonel 

Godoy, governor of Michoacan, says the arrests were 

violent and illegal.
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02:49 Wed 5/27/09 6:18:03 PM Education

The program which allows English as a second language 

students to work on nature projects at the Los Angeles 

zoo will be cut because of the budget problems. V; 

children at the Los Angeles zoo, children presenting their 

project. I; Leticia Garcia, student, commented on the 

project she's working on. V; zoo animals. The Emergency 

Education Program For Immigrant Students, which the zoo 

program is a part of, has been in operation since 1983 and 

serves about 10,000 students. The program cost around a 

million dollars. V; teachers with students at zoo, school 

buses. I; Walter L. Castro, program coordinator, says the 

students are very motivated. V; students at the zoo. I; 

students, commented on the best part of the experience. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:32 Wed 5/27/09 6:20:52 PM
Government, 

Politics

Telemundo interviewed Judge Sonia Sotomayor's mother. 

Interview ill air at 6:30 PM. V; Judge Sotomayor and 

President Obama at nomination press conference. I; 

Celina Sotomayor, Sonia's mother, says she's very 

excited.

05:56 Thu 5/28/09 6:00:43 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A 7.1 magnitude earthquake shook Honduras today. V; 

Hondurans out on the street, earthquake damaged areas, 

Hondurans in Los Angeles, woman talking to her son at 

home. I; Martha Rivera, worried, was very shaken up. SB; 

Tom Lewandowski, via Skype, described the earthquake. 

V; Hondurans waiting in their consulate office, woman 

answering the phone. I; Vivian Panting, Honduran 

consulate general, says they are taking calls from 

concerned people. V; people out on the street. Gr; area 

map. I; Vivian Panting, Honduran consulate, says the 

death toll is now 6. V; damaged areas. I; Honduran 

residents, described the shaking. Lorena Dominguez 

reporting.

02:11 Thu 5/28/09 6:08:45 PM
Government, 

Politics

General Antonio Taguba told the Daily Telegraph that 

some of the photos, which President Obama is refusing to 

make public, show rape, sexual abuse and sexual torture. 

V; pictures of Gen. Taguba, pictures from Abu Grahib.

02:15 Thu 5/28/09 6:14:30 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Bed bugs are invading apartments especially in low 

income housing. V; bites all over woman's back. I; 

Xiomara Gutierrez, apartment tenant, commented on 

finding bed bugs in her apartment. Health authorities say 

the insects are brought back to the US from Europe. I; 

Juan Rodriguez, Renters United organizer, commented on 

educating tenants about the insects. Gr; more information. 

I; Nancy Espinoza, apartment tenant, says she had to 

throw away her furniture because of the infestation. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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05:25 Thu 5/28/09 6:16:45 PM Latino Issues

Counting the Hispanic population will be a challenge for 

the census bureau. V; Hispanic residents out walking, 

census public service ad. I; Sandra Alvarado, census 

spokesperson, says there are a group of specialist who 

will be contacting local government and community 

organizations. V; people out walking, women cooking, 

family at home. I; Arturo Montez, LULAC, fears the census 

bureau will not strive to count the Hispanic population. I; 

Laura, resident, says many immigrants are fearful of being 

counted. V; immigrant workers. SI; Maria Padron, census 

spokesperson, says the information collected is 

confidential. V; Hispanic family, person filling out survey, 

census working talking to resident, family filling out survey, 

printing questionnaires.

01:07 Thu 5/28/09 6:29:56 PM Culture

Father Alberto Cutie announced today that he is 

abandoning the Catholic church to become and Episcopal 

priest. PC; Father Cutie, says he will never abandon his 

service to God. The priest has asked the media to respect 

his privacy. V; Father Cutie's girlfriend Ruhama Canellis at 

press conference.

02:53 Fri 5/29/09 6:01:29 PM Education

The Los Angeles Unified School District announced that it 

will be cutting summer classes from dozens of schools. 

PC; Superintendent Cortines, says this is one of the more 

difficult decisions he's made. V; kids playing at school. I; 

Monica Carazo, LAUSD spokesperson, commented on the 

cuts. V; students on campus. I; Cristina, parent, is 

concerned. V; children in classroom. Gr; more information. 

V; Gov. Schwarzenegger speaking. I; Antonio Villaraigosa, 

Los Angeles' mayor, says the state has no money. V; 

people out walking. I; parent, will try to find a tutor for her 

kids. Mariate Ramos reporting.

03:23 Fri 5/29/09 6:04:22 PM Children's Issues

The governor's budget cuts also includes cutting Cal-

grants. V; Gov. Schwarzenegger, students on campus. SI; 

Lourdes Bettancourt, parent, says the summer classes cut 

will affect many children. V; students in classroom, 

students at school, Gov. Schwarzenegger.

02:14 Fri 5/29/09 6:14:38 PM Neighborhoods

Two children were killed in a house fire in Rialto, CA. V; 

children's grandfather, house on fire, pictures of the kids. I; 

Humberto Delgado, victims' grandfather, says they were 

all asleep when the fire broke out. V; firefighters at scene, 

other residents from the home. Chase bank has set up an 

account for the family to receive donation. Gr; more 

information. Martin Plascencia reporting.
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05:50 Fri 5/29/09 6:16:52 PM Crime & Gangs

Over 200 million people are enslaved each year in the US. 

Half of these people are children. Los Angeles has 

become one of the main destinations for human trafficking. 

V; victim at a press conference. Maria Suarez was sold 

into sexual slavery and lived imprisoned in a home in 

Azusa for several years. I; Maria Suarez, victim of 

trafficking, says she was raped and abused in every way 

possible. V; home where Maria was imprisoned. The 

Coalition for the Abolition of Slavery and Trafficking held a 

conference today at UCLA. V; people at conference. I; 

Lissette Arsuaga, communications director for CAST, says 

many of these victims are working in homes, in fields and 

in massage parlors. V; picture of an apartment where 

slaves were forced to work in a sewing factory. I; Flor 

Molina, victim, spent days working in a sewing factory. V; 

pictures of victims, interior of home where victims were 

kept, women crossing the border. SI; Lissette Arsuaga, 

CAST director, says 50 percent of the women enslaved in 

California are Hispanics. V; immigrants crossing border, 

women imprisoned. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:26 Fri 5/29/09 6:29:57 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Hondurans started picking up the pieces today after a 7.3 

magnitude earthquake registered yesterday. V; damaged 

areas.

00:41 Fri 5/29/09 6:30:23 PM Neighborhoods

Viewers are invited to visit the website to send in 

comments on the teen boy who was crowned prom queen. 

V; male beauty queen.

04:16 Mon 6/1/09 6:00:58 PM
Government, 

Politics

A man talks about the changes Mauricio Funes promises 

for El Salvador. V; Mauricio Funes during his swearing in 

ceremony, Mauricio Funes. SB; Mauricio Funes, President 

of El Salvador, talks about his plans to change his country. 

PI; Paul Fortis, talks about the amount of people at the 

swearing in ceremony of Mauricio Funes. PI; Fortis, also 

talks about the plans Funes has for El Salvador. V; Funes 

at the swearing in ceremony. PI; Fortis, says he's positive 

about the changes in his country. V; Roberta Menchu, 

Hillary Clinton. Ruben Luengas and Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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03:14 Mon 6/1/09 6:05:14 PM International Affairs

Salvadorians comment on their new government. Reporter 

talks about the Salvadorian immigrants who live in the US. 

Reporter talks about the soccer game of El Salvador vs 

Mexico. V; People watching the swearing in ceremony of 

Mauricio Funes. I; Janet Renderos, Was Persecuted, says 

she ran away from El Salvador due a war. V; FMLN-

Salvadorian political party flag, Mauricio Fuenes. I; Jose 

David Sosa, Supports the FMNL, says El Salvador 

suffered many years of war. The change means a lot to 

many Salvadorians who live in the US. I; Israel Lemus, 

Spokesman of the FMNL in Los Angeles, says El Salvador 

is going to work with the US to obtain their US residency. 

V; El Buen Gusto Restaurant, people eating. I; Francelia 

Rivera, says she does not believe all the good words she 

wants to see action from the new Salvadorian 

government. I; Sonia Ramirez, Has Not Returned to El 

Salvador, says she has nothing to feel for El Salvador 

since all her family is here in the US. V; People in a 

conference, Mauricio Funes. I; Renderos, says all she 

wants is peace she doesn't want to see more people suffer 

in her country. Roberto Lacayo reporting. in her country. to 

to the to to to. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:17 Mon 6/1/09 6:08:28 PM
Government, 

Politics

A political analyst talks about the Salvadorian government. 

SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, talks about Salvadorian 

government of the past twenty years. V; Mauricio Funes 

during his swearing in ceremony. V; Roberta Menchu, 

Hillary Clinton. SI; Analyst, says Funes role model as 

president is president Obama and the president of Brazil. 

V; President Da Lula Silva, arrests being made. V; Video. 

SI; Analyst, says every president wants to leas their 

country to something better. SI; Analyst, says El Salvador 

is a poor country and has no resources to survive. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.

00:19 Mon 6/1/09 6:13:19 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

In Los Angeles, the first victim with the H1N1 influenza 

dies. Reporter talks about the victim. V; Man giving a 

speech, people wearing mouth masks. Reporter talks 

about the number of cases of the H1N1 reported in Los 

Angeles. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:25 Mon 6/1/09 6:13:38 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The new waters regulations are in effect starting June 1. 

V; Woman watering her lawn, sprinklers. Reporter talks 

about the new water regulations. Fines will be giving to 

people who violate the regulations. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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02:37 Mon 6/1/09 6:14:03 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

General Motors is filing for bankruptcy. Reporter talks 

about Chrysler and General Motors. V; Commercial, GM 

logo, General Motors. General Motors announced they're 

filing for bankruptcy. V; President Obama, scenes of a car 

plant. SB; President Obama, says he refuses to keep 

sustaining the car industry with money from tax payers. V; 

Chrysler. President Obama invested 30 million dollars to 

save GM. V; GM Car Plants Closing. V; GM logo, Hardin, 

Buick, Pontiac, GM. Reporter talks about the car sale 

industry. I; Yaneth Godoy, Is Looking For a Car, says 

she's looking for car sales. V; Video. I; Mario Munoz, Sells 

Used Cars, says GM bankruptcy is going to benefit the 

sales of used cars. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:20 Mon 6/1/09 6:20:22 PM Culture
Reporter sends a birthday greeting. V; Photo. Ericka Pino 

reporting.

03:05 Mon 6/1/09 6:20:42 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A man talks about the water regulations and fines. 

Reporter talks about the new water regulations in Los 

Angeles. V; Woman drinking water, water faucet, water 

reservoir. SI; Frank Moreno, DWP Representative, says 

the water crisis in California is very serious due to the 

drought. V; Water sprinklers. SI; Moreno, talks about the 

fines if caught violating the new water regulations. SI; 

Moreno, talks about the water regulations. SI; Moreno, 

gives a list of water violations. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:00 Tue 6/2/09 6:01:04 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The governor of CA insists the way to handle the deficit is 

to make cut backs in personnel and programs. V; 

Governor, The Student Union, Mayor Villarraigosa. Mayor 

Villarraogosa also announced the cut backs of thousands 

of employees.

05:53 Tue 6/2/09 6:02:04 PM Education

Many teachers opted to go for a hunger strike and that 

way prevent more cut backs in the education department. 

V; Protest. I; Teachers, say this is the only way to make 

them understand, the president gave each state a financial 

stimuli, we need to use this money now, they also 

cancelled summer classes, V; Super Intendant. I; Gladys 

Mazariego, teacher, says they go to school to give their 

classes, once they are done, they go back to their temps 

and continue with their protest, she is very tired, this fight 

is worth it, these cut backs will cause a serious negative 

impact in the community, they started a week ago, they 

are only drinking water, the victims are the children. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting

00:57 Tue 6/2/09 6:10:03 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

4 illegal alliens were arrested by ICE officers at a Home 

Depot parking lot. V; The Home Depot store. I; Activit, saw 

the poor immigrants running away.

00:24 Tue 6/2/09 6:11:00 PM Crime & Gangs
Authorities are after a suspect who broke inside a house 

and attacked the homeowner. V; Police at the scene.

00:16 Tue 6/2/09 6:11:24 PM Crime & Gangs
Police arrested a 24 year old for murdering his own 

mother. V; Suspect arrested, picture of the victim.
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03:56 Tue 6/2/09 6:14:59 PM Latino Issues

Due to the financial crisis, legislators continue to make all 

these cut backs in personnel and programs that somehow 

benefit the community. V; Autistic children. I; Julie 

Medrano, has an autistic child, her child was diagnosed 

when he was only 3 years old, I; Salvador Medrano, 

father, says his child was developing normally but then he 

stopped acting or talking normally, he is not working, 

therefore he can't pay for a psychologist. I; Evelin Garcia, 

Autism center, says the Hispanic population is the most 

affected by this crisis, if legislators eliminate these 

program for autistic children they will never recover, they 

will never be independent without treatment. Maria Garcia 

reporting

02:44 Tue 6/2/09 6:18:55 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Students created a boat made of recycling material. V; 

Boat, students, I; Moises Lopez, recycles cans and bottles, 

explains how the put together the boat, I; David Barrios, 

says this is a very creative vehicle. I; Romero de 

Xochimilco, says this boat hopefully will attract more 

tourism. I; David Martinez, says these boats are much 

more economic. I; Steven Dauna, ecologist, says the 

construction of these boats do not harm the ecosystem. 

Agustin Olais reporting

00:36 Tue 6/2/09 6:28:56 PM Neighborhoods
A woman survived a train passing over her, V; Video 

images of the woman laying down on the train railroads.

05:59 Wed 6/3/09 6:00:51 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Dora Felix wears a tracking device on her ankle after she 

was arrested for working in a factory with someone else's 

social security number. V; Dora with her children. I; Dora 

Felix, commented on how difficult this has made her life. 

Dora spent 120 days locked up on charges of ID theft. I; 

Jose Alfredo Hernandez, immigration attorney, says he 

advises people to choose the ankle bracelet over paying 

for bail. V; immigration police. Gr; more information. A bill 

passed under the Bush administration made it an ID theft 

crime to use someone else's social security number. Over 

5,000 immigrants are wearing this same tracking device. 

Gr; more information. SI; Jessica Dominguez, immigration 

attorney, says the woman can ask a judge to have the 

anklet removed. V; immigration police arresting 

immigrants. President Obama's administration has made it 

possible for immigrants to re-open cases that were closed 

due to attorney error. V; immigrants crossing dessert. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:25 Wed 6/3/09 6:06:50 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A lightening storm caused a wild fire in San Dimas. V; 

smoke coming from fire.

00:21 Wed 6/3/09 6:07:15 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A woman was hit by a lightening bolt at the Cabazon 

outlets center. V; exterior of outlets center, exterior of 

Desert Hills Premium Outlets.

00:22 Wed 6/3/09 6:07:36 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A SouthWest Airline plane made an emergency landing 

because of the lightening storm. V; SouthWest plane on 

runway.
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02:17 Wed 6/3/09 6:09:53 PM Children's Issues

Carlitos is an Autistic child looking for a home. V; Carlitos 

with reporter and his social worker. I; Carla Genovez, 

social worker, commented on meeting Carlitos. V; Carlitos 

at a restaurant. Gr; more information.

07:16 Wed 6/3/09 6:14:36 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Los Angeles activists protested today over budget cuts 

which will affect healthcare and eliminate programs like 

Family Pack. I; Patricia Osorio, Planned Parenthood 

educator, says Family Pack helps to prevent cervical 

cancer. The Family Pack program is operated by clinics 

and Planned Parenthood and offers contraception, HIV 

testing and papsmear to low income people. V; woman 

getting exam. I; Guadalupe Carrion, Planned Parenthood, 

commented on the people who use the service. I; 

Adrianne Black, Planned Parenthood, commented on the 

devastating effect this cut will have on the community. Gr; 

more information. SI; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, says 

the social services will be drastically affected by cuts. V; 

women getting mammogram, Gov. Schwarzenegger 

speaking, capitol building, legislators meeting. The Healthy 

Families program is also in danger. V; people getting 

medical exams. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:42 Wed 6/3/09 6:21:52 PM Employment

Thousands of people attended a job fair today in Anaheim. 

V; job seekers at event. Bank of America, Wells Fargo, 

Elite Homes and the California Highway Patrol took part in 

the event.

06:16 Thu 6/4/09 6:00:39 PM Children's Issues

Statistics show that half of all children have been bullied at 

one point in their lives. V; families at a park. I; Graciela 

Campos, child is bullied, commented on how she deals 

with the problem. I; Rocio Torres, nephew was bullied, 

says the child did not tell his parents. V; scenes from a 

public service ad campaign. I; Eli Reyna, human relations 

commission, says victims turn their rage outward or 

inward. The San Clemente high school in Santa Ana is 

facing a multi million dollar lawsuit after a Hispanic student 

committed suicide because he was severely bullied. V; 

exterior of San Clemente, unidentified students. Gr; more 

information. I; Elena, says her daughter has asked her to 

transfer her to another school because she's bullied. The 

Capistrano School District, which San Clemente is a a part 

of, did not give any comments on the case. I; Dr. David 

Cohen, psychologist, commented on the signs parents 

should look for. V; students at school. The doctor 

recommends martial arts or speech classes to boost 

children's confidence. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:32 Thu 6/4/09 6:06:55 PM Neighborhoods

Two women were killed in the lightening storm yesterday 

in California. V; emergency workers at scene where at tree 

fell on a car, coroner's officers removing body from scene.

00:22 Thu 6/4/09 6:07:27 PM Crime & Gangs
Van Nuys officials have announced zones safe from gangs 

in that city. V; police officers.
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00:25 Thu 6/4/09 6:07:49 PM Crime & Gangs
Thousands of marijuana plants were found in Los Angeles. 

V; officers at the home.

04:54 Thu 6/4/09 6:10:06 PM International Affairs

President Obama wrapped up his visit to Cairo today. V; 

Obama at the pyramids, Obama speaking at the University 

of Cairo. PC; President Obama, says the cycle of 

suspicion and discord must end. Samuel Huntington's 

book Clash of Civilizations says a clash between the 

Muslim world and the Western world was inevitable, but 

President Obama sent a different message today. Gr; area 

map. I; Imad Matar, Muslim activist, commented on the 

speech Obama delivered. V; President Obama and Sec. of 

State Clinton in Cairo, traffic in Cairo.

05:33 Thu 6/4/09 6:18:16 PM Minority Concerns

A family's home was vandalized in Duarte. V; pictures of 

graffiti on the walls courtesy LA Times. Authorities believe 

the crime was committed by a Hispanic gang. I; Channisse 

Davy, victim, described finding her home vandalized. V; 

exterior of the family's home. The family is living in a hotel. 

Gr; statement from Det. Daniel Zumer. I; neighbor, is 

surprised. Gr; more information. V; Robin Toma in his 

office. I; Robin Toma, human relations commission, says 

the message is that they do not want Blacks in the 

neighborhood. SI; Rene Avilar, gang specialist, 

commented on what can be done to solve the problem. V; 

cleaning graffiti off car. Avilar works at the New Directions 

for Youth center in North Hollywood. Lorena Dominguez 

reporting.

00:26 Thu 6/4/09 6:30:34 PM Culture
Today marks the 20 year anniversary of the massacre at 

the Tiananmen plaza in China. V; footage of massacre.

07:22 Fri 6/5/09 6:01:00 PM Crime & Gangs

A child was brutally beaten by his father on the street in 

Van Nuys. V; child talking to police. The child was 

travelling in a vehicle with his father, but got out when the 

man started beating him. I; Ofc. M. Haro, LAPD, says the 

father threw the child to the ground and kicked him. The 

father escaped the scene, but police found him shortly 

after. V; hospital where the child is recovering. A woman 

and 2 other children were travelling in the vehicle and the 

abuse may have started as a domestic incident. I; 

resident, says there are other ways to discipline a child. SI; 

Xiomara Flores, Dept. of Children and Family Services, 

says her office receives over 600 calls about child abuse 

on a daily basis. I; Mindla Fajtlowicz, psychologist, says 

many parents believe they have to punish a child in order 

to teach them. V; unidentified children. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.
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01:01 Fri 6/5/09 6:10:29 PM Employment

Many Los Angeles Unified School District teachers say 

that while the district is laying off thousands of teachers 

they are also unnecessarily spending millions of dollars to 

hire contractors for work that school employees can do. V; 

teachers and children in classroom. The California School 

Employee Association say the biggest problem is seen in 

the installation division. Gr; more information.

00:27 Fri 6/5/09 6:11:30 PM Education

The Los Angeles Unified School District held its first 

summit on school dropout. Over 400 students and 

teachers took part in the summit entitled Diplomas For All. 

V; people at event, superintendent speaking, students in 

hallway.

00:20 Fri 6/5/09 6:11:57 PM
Government, 

Politics

Hundreds of Los Angeles school bus routes are being cut. 

V; parked school buses.

00:19 Fri 6/5/09 6:12:17 PM Crime & Gangs
The man who started a fire which killed 5 firefighters has 

been sentenced to death. V; convict in court, fire.

00:22 Fri 6/5/09 6:16:39 PM Neighborhoods
A man was killed and 2 others injured in an accident today 

in Los Angeles. V; scene of crash.

06:09 Mon 6/8/09 6:00:57 PM Children's Issues

Parents talk about their concerns due to the attendance of 

their kids at Stevenson Middle School. Reporter talks 

about a photo and Stevenson School. V; Gathered 

parents. Parents complaint about the actions taken 

towards their kids at Robert Louis Stevenson Middle 

School. I: Flor Zuniga, Mother of a Student, says the family 

is stress out by the situation at his son's school. I; 

Esperanza Pedroza, Not Happy with Son's School, says 

the school ignores the parents complaints. Parents talk 

and complaint about Stevenson school. V; Letter. I; 

Parent, talks about a photo he took to have proof of the 

abuse towards his son at school. I; Man, talks about the 

injustice at the school even when people are volunteering. 

PI; Leo Gonzalez, Principal of Robert L. Stevenson, gives 

his opinion about the photo taken by a parent. PI; Principal 

also talks about the future plans for the students at 

Stevenson Middle and school statistics. I; Parent says 

principal lies on school statistics and plans. I; Parent, 

sends a message to Los Angeles Mayor. V; 

Announcement by the Los Angeles mayor's office. 

Reporter comments about school issues in several school 

districts. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:33 Mon 6/8/09 6:07:06 PM Employment

Presiden Obama promised 600 million job openings. V; 

President Obama, President Obama Job Openings. 

Reporter talks about the unemployment rates in the month 

of May. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:35 Mon 6/8/09 6:09:46 PM International Affairs

Forty four kids died at daycare due to a fire in Sonora 

Mexico. V; Scenes of mother crying over his son's coffin. 

V; Scenes of the daycare fire, boy at a hospital bed, 

president Calderon. A short circuit was the cause of the 

fire. SB; President Calderon, talks about an investigation 

towards the case of the daycare fire in Sonora. v; People 

in church, priest. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:18 Mon 6/8/09 6:11:21 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about the withdraw of the night owl bus routes. 

V; Bus, Night Owl. Reporter talks about the night owl bus 

route. I; Pedro Sanchez, Night Bus Passenger, talks about 

buying a car due to the withdraw of the night owl bus 

route. I; Cristal Ortiz, OCTA-Orange County 

Transportation Authority, says the night owl route should 

not be withdrawn. V; People in a conference, OCTA logo, 

Bill -Director, Night Owl. I; Fernando Chavarria, OCTA 

Spokesman, says there is no money to keep the night owl 

route. V; Night Bus Routes. Reporter talks about savings 

for the OCTA. I; Chavarria, talks about the route cuts. 

Reporter talks about bus route 60. V; People boarding a 

bus. GR; OCTA Users, source OCTA. I; Ortiz, says she 

will have to make transportation adjustments. Martin 

Plascenia reporting.

03:21 Mon 6/8/09 6:16:11 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Governor Schwarzenegger says a comment about 

immigrant workers. V; Governor of California, farm 

workers. Reporter talks about a comment made by 

governor Schwarzenegger on immigrant workers. V; 

Announcement made by Arnold Schwarzenegger, They 

Are Not To Blame. Reporter comments about 

Schwarzenegger announcement. Reporter talks about 

NAFTA-North American Free Trade Agreement and 

immigrants. Reporter congratulates the governor of 

California for his sincerity on talking about immigrant 

workers. Ruben Luengas reporting.

03:30 Mon 6/8/09 6:19:54 PM Minority Concerns

El Salvadro vs Mexico, highlights. Soccer. Fans cheering, 

soccer game. I; Mauricio Cienfuegos, Ex El Salvador 

Soccer Player, talks about Mexico soccer team. Soccer 

fans talk about the game between El Salvador and 

Mexico. El Salvador and Mexico have had rivalry issues 

since 1935. Soccer fans talk about Mexico soccer team. V; 

Ford logo, scenes of a comment by a sports announcer on 

Mexico soccer team. Mexico will have a hard time 

qualifying for the South Africa 2009. I; Cienfuegos, says 

Mexico needs a miracle for their soccer team. Reporter 

talks about an article posted on the El Universal 

newspaper saying Mexico deals with money laundry. 

Emilia Jimenez reporting.

00:24 Mon 6/8/09 6:30:37 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

ICE-immigration and customs enforcement violates 

immigrants rights. V; Scenes of arrests. A judge 

determined immigration officers violated immigrants rights. 

Reporter talks about the violation. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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03:07 Tue 6/9/09 6:00:49 PM Minority Concerns

Five million people are still not prepared for the digital 

switch. Among them are the very impoverished who do not 

have homes of their own. Jeff was homeless and finally 

got a room in which to live. V; Jeff out walking, Jeff in his 

room. Jeff has an analog TV, but after the switch will not 

receive any more signals. I; General Jeff, lives in Skid 

Row, says watching TV helps his mood. V; homeless on 

the street, apartments in Skid Row. Thousands of people 

who live in low income housing in Skid Row cannot afford 

to purchase a digital converter box and neither can they 

get coupons from the government. I; Wendell 

Blassingame, lives in Skid Row, say these buildings are in 

a non residential area, so they cannot get coupons. V; 

setting up digital converter box, people watching TV. Gr; 

more information. V; homeless on the street, legislators 

meeting. SB; Rep. Loretta Sanchez, is asking the 

government to help these people. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

04:07 Tue 6/9/09 6:03:56 PM Neighborhoods

The digital switch is only a few days away. Millions of 

people are not prepared and many are wondering why this 

is even necessary. I; Gloria Reyes, FCC representative, 

says the government is doing this in order to free up 

airway space for emergency communication. V; man 

watching TV, setting up digital converter box, Insignia 

converter box, people purchasing converter box.

00:24 Tue 6/9/09 6:08:03 PM Crime & Gangs

A former LAPD detective accused of killing her ex 

boyfriend's wife appeared in court today. V; woman in 

court.

00:26 Tue 6/9/09 6:08:27 PM Employment

Hundreds of city workers protested today against the city's 

proposal for them to take unpaid days off. V; people 

protesting.

02:07 Tue 6/9/09 6:11:03 PM Neighborhoods

Santa Ana city officials have proposed that the parents of 

vandals pay for their children's crimes. V; graffiti on city 

walls, residents out. I; Josefina, resident, agrees with the 

proposal. Gr; more information. I; Sal Tinajero, Santa Ana 

council man, says the punishment needs to be just. I; 

residents, say this is not fair. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:23 Tue 6/9/09 6:13:10 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The immigration department has decided to annul a law 

which prohibited widow and widowers from obtaining 

permanent residency if their spouse died before the 

application process was complete. V; immigrants in 

immigration office, processing detained immigrants.

00:27 Tue 6/9/09 6:13:33 PM
Government, 

Politics

Rosario Marin, who was the treasurer during President 

Bush's administration, has been fined over 5,000 for 

violating a law which prohibited charging for speeches. V; 

Marin speaking, Marin working in her office.

03:04 Tue 6/9/09 6:16:27 PM Latino Issues

Mexican federal police and local police officers in Nuevo 

Leon confronted each other on the streets in Mexico. V; 

police threatening each other with their guns, suspects in 

custody.
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02:31 Tue 6/9/09 6:20:03 PM Latino Issues

The amount of money sent home by Mexicans working in 

the US has fallen drastically. Many Mexicans are even 

returning home, because of the recession. V; Jorge at 

home in Mexico, vehicles crossing border. I; Jorge Duran 

Camacho, immigrant, says he lost his job because of the 

writer's strike. V; counting money, money wiring business, 

illegal immigrants, Jorge at his new job. Agustin Olais 

reporting.

02:23 Thu 6/11/09 6:01:01 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Friday marks the end of analog broadcast. Thousands of 

Hispanic families are not ready. V; big screen TV sets, 

woman at home. I; Patricia Estrada, viewer, is ready. V; 

people watching TV. Niesen TV Ratings reports that 13.5 

percent of households not prepared for the switch is 

Hispanic. I; Gloria Reyes, FCC, commented on those who 

are not prepared. The cheapest way to prepare for the 

switch is to purchase a digital converter box using a 

coupon from the government. V; converter box, coupons, 

unidentified people in office. The local Best Buy store 

reports an increase in sales of converter boxes. V; people 

entering the Best Buy store. I; David Pina, Best Buy 

manger, commented on the sales of converter boxes. Gr; 

more information. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:33 Thu 6/11/09 6:03:24 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police arrested 17 members of the Crips 

gang at the Studio City Platinum Club. V; police outside 

club. The owner of the club is asking for an investigating 

siting that police arrested several of his employees.

00:31 Thu 6/11/09 6:03:57 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a driver who ran over a 

17 month old baby while his father was walking him in a 

stroller. V; scene of crime. The baby is recovering at the 

Los Angeles Children's Hospital.

03:14 Thu 6/11/09 6:04:28 PM Neighborhoods

A California court over ruled an ordinance which prohibited 

street vendors from parking their lunch trucks in one spot 

for more than half an hour. V; vendors preparing food. I; 

Ranulfo Mateo, street vendor, feels much better now with 

the new ruling. V; interior of court room. I; Alfredo 

Magallanes, Lunch Cart Association of LA, commented on 

the fines levied on vendors who did not move their truck 

within the half an hour. Gr; statement from Rep. Jose 

Huizar. V; serving food in restaurant, people buying food 

from lunch cart. Lorena Dominguez reporting.
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05:05 Thu 6/11/09 6:10:03 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People try to smuggle all kinds of foods into the US. V; 

luggage on carousel. I; Miguel Garcia, border and customs 

inspector, commented on what people need to know. V; 

customs agent searching containers. I; Javier Camberos, 

border and customs inspector, says people cannot bring 

fresh fruit into the country. Pork is prohibited from entering 

the country. I; Antonio Ugalde, border and customs 

inspector, commented on inspecting fruits for fruit flies. V; 

inspecting fruits, pictures of birds one passenger tried to 

bring into the US. V; bumping confiscated food. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

03:26 Thu 6/11/09 6:17:37 PM Neighborhoods

Friday marks the end of analog broadcast. Thousands of 

Hispanic families are not ready. The cheapest way to 

prepare for the switch is to purchase a digital converter 

box using a coupon from the government. I; Margie Leiva, 

Best Buy representative, says hooking up the converter 

box is a simple process. V; Best Buy associate hooking up 

a digital converter box and programming TV. Mariate 

Ramos reporting.

01:19 Thu 6/11/09 6:21:03 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The World Health Organization has declared a flu 

pandemic, because of the spread of the H1N1 flu virus 

across the world. V; WHO press conference, woman 

handing out hand sanitizer at train station, people wearing 

protective clothing, workers cleaning and disinfecting.

00:43 Thu 6/11/09 6:22:22 PM International Affairs

Some Mexican officials say it's a shame that the daycare 

center owners, where a deadly fire occurred, are not being 

charged with grave crimes. V; Mexican officials at press 

conference, families outside daycare center, smoke 

coming from fire.

00:19 Thu 6/11/09 6:30:50 PM Neighborhoods
Anchor woman Azalea Iniguez took part in a digital TV 

forum yesterday. V; Azalea speaking at event.

03:28 Fri 6/12/09 6:00:42 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

One in every 5 teenager is using prescription medication to 

get high. Orange County officials are taking action against 

the growing problem. V; dispensing medication, Triaminic, 

bottle of Niacin, box of Actifed, teens walking to school. I; 

Martha Espiritu, health educator, commented on the 

dangers of taking these medications for recreation. 

Authorities in Orange County say that people between the 

ages of 12 and 25 make up the largest group of those 

dying from overdose. V; student in classroom. Gr; 

statistics from PATH project. V; Martha speaking to 

parents about the dangers of prescription medication in 

the hands of teens. V; unidentified students. Gr; more 

information. I; Dr. Cecilia Florio, professor of medicine, 

says the use of these drugs can cause cardiovascular 

problems and heart attack. V; doctors meeting, dispensing 

medication. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:26 Fri 6/12/09 6:04:10 PM Education

The president of Los Angeles teachers union and labor 

leader Dolores Huerta met today to talk about reaching an 

agreement with teachers on hunger strike. V; teachers on 

hunger strike, people protesting.
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00:36 Fri 6/12/09 6:04:36 PM
Government, 

Politics

The senate and house has approved a bill which would 

allow the FDA to regulate the cigarette industry. V; senate 

meeting, president speaking, production of cigarettes, 

smokers.

01:13 Fri 6/12/09 6:05:12 PM Neighborhoods

A 3 year old who was badly burned in a daycare center fire 

in Mexico has died. V; grieving families in front of daycare 

center. The families of the dead and injured children will 

receive financial help. The investigation into the fire 

continues.

05:18 Fri 6/12/09 6:08:23 PM Neighborhoods

A few hours still remain before the end of the analog era 

and the start of digital transmission. Los Angeles is the city 

least prepared to usher in the change. V; people watching 

TV, people shopping for new TV sets, man hooking up 

digital converter box to TV set. I; Margie Leiva, Best Buy 

associate, says installing the digital converter box is the 

cheapest way to prepare. V; Insignia converter boxes. 

Best Buy is offering to teach people how to install the 

digital converter box. V; people watching TV, TV 

broadcast. Gr; more information.

04:39 Fri 6/12/09 6:16:04 PM Neighborhoods

A group of senior citizens protested today against the 

Governor Schwarzenegger and his proposed budget cuts. 

V; elderly people protesting, governor speaking. I; elderly 

resident, is against proposal to cut Medicare and Medical. 

V; elderly in centers, governor meeting with legislators. I; 

Pancho Laguna, 65, is uncertain of his future if the cuts 

are made. I; Frank Zarate, 80, says the governor needs to 

return to Hollywood. V; elderly eating in center. I; Jessica 

Zuniga, El Monte center for the elderly, says the elderly 

will have no one to look out for them. I; Bertha Aceves, 

Bernardi center for the elderly, commented on the services 

the elderly will loose because of the budget cuts. V; elderly 

singing , elderly playing pool. The governor's cuts will also 

affect programs for children. V; meeting, child in doctor's 

office, child eating, kids in classroom, pharmacist, votes at 

poll. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:23 Fri 6/12/09 6:20:43 PM Crime & Gangs
One of the most wanted drug traffickers has been 

captured in Mexico. V; suspect in custody.

00:32 Fri 6/12/09 6:24:04 PM Crime & Gangs

A group of girls beat an Illinois teenage girl and cut off her 

hair. The group were fighting over a boy. V; teens beating 

girl and cutting her hair, picture of suspects. The fight was 

captured on cell phone video. The girls are from Chicago 

Heights high school. V; injured teen.

01:40 Fri 6/12/09 6:29:32 PM Culture

A weekend event calendar is available online at 

telemundo52.com. V; website. The movie Arrancame La 

Vida, which was chosen for an Oscar nomination, will be 

showing this Saturday during the film festival.
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03:04 Mon 6/15/09 6:00:57 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about the riot due to the Lakers victory. Lakers 

won their 15 NBA championship. Due to Lakers victory a 

riot was held leaving many businesses and properties 

damaged in Los Angeles. Reporter talks about the millions 

of dollars which will be spent to repair the damages of the 

riot. V; Scenes of a riot. V; Toyota logo. 6 buses were 

vandalized, fires were set up , police cars and cars were 

vandalized during the riot. 18 people were arrested. V; A 

man cleaning up a vandalized wall. I; Alonso Torres, City 

Employee, talks about cleaning after the riot. V; Broken 

glass, inside of a market. I; Charlie Mireles, Employee of a 

Store Which was Burglarize, says they took everything in 

the store. I; Jorge Martinez, Cashier of a Damaged Store, 

says most people say the people who started the riot are 

all Latinos. Reporter talks and demonstrates damages 

caused by the riot. I; Ernesto Salinas, In Charge of a 

Vandalized Building, talks about the vandalized building. 

Reporter questions about the respond on the day of the 

Lakers parade. Mariate Ramos reporting.

01:52 Mon 6/15/09 6:04:01 PM Crime & Gangs

Whittier boulevard will be closed to prevent any kind of 

vandalism. Reporter talks about Whittier Boulevard. V; 

roberto.lacayo@nbcuni.com., police, people cheering. 

Reporter talks about the vandalized held during the riot in 

Los Angeles due to the victory of the Lakers. People 

comment about the closing of a street to prevent any 

vandalism. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

05:19 Mon 6/15/09 6:05:53 PM Latino Issues

Actors give their opinion about the riot in Los Angeles. 

Edward James Olmos is very upset by the behavior of 

many people during a riot. I; Edward James Olmos, Actor, 

says he is very disappointed by the way people reacted 

during the celebration of the Lakers. I; Actor, says the 

people who are seen as responsible of the riot are the 

Latinos. I; Actor, says he feels very disappointed by his 

people. I; Erik Estrada, Actor, says most Latinos are fans 

of the Lakers. V; Scenes of a riot. I; Paul Rodriguez, says 

he feels really embarrassed by the way Latinos behaved 

themselves during a riot. I; Rodriguez, says every year the 

Lakers win, people are scared due to the damages done 

during their celebration. I; Rodriguez, says were are the 

parents of the people who caused damages to the city. 

Reporter says it as taken years to improve the image of 

the Latinos. Issues like this don’t benefit the Latin culture 

at all. I; Erik Estrada, says people should celebrate in a 

peaceful way a victory of a sports team. I; Estrada, people 

should be more cautious towards their behavior. Reporter 

says people should try to celebrate a victory in the most 

peaceful way. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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00:27 Mon 6/15/09 6:13:06 PM
Government, 

Politics

A new law allows people to prevent from losing their 

home. V; People in a meeting, houses, 

www.ushomeauction.com  The new law will give ninety 

days of extension to prevent home owners loose their 

homes. V; Notice of Violation, Saddleback sign.  Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:31 Mon 6/15/09 6:13:33 PM Minority Concerns

People talk about the programs which will be available in 

Santa Ana. Santa Ana has the highest rate of people not 

having health coverage. Santa Ana also has the highest 

rate diabetes, highest rate of obesity and the highest rate 

of gangs. V; People walking. Reporter talks about the 

amount people illegal immigrants in Santa Ana. Most of 

the illegal immigrants don’t have health coverage. I; Maria 

Zaragosa, Has No Health Coverage, says she waits when 

she gets sick and goes to the doctor only when she really 

needs to. Reporter talks about the Endowment foundation. 

V; Santa Ana Building a Healthy Community, people in a 

conference. I; Zaragosa, says she will be happy if a low 

cost clinic would be available. V; Health Program, Santa 

Ana Police. I; Victor Sanchez, Optimist Resident, talks 

about the new health program in Santa Ana. V; Girl having 

her blood pressure checked. I; Aracely Cazales, Director 

of a Youth Program. V; Construction site. Reporter talks 

about government housing. I; Cesar Covarrubias, Kennedy 

commission for Fair Housing, says Santa Ana also needs 

a housing program. Martin Plascencia reporting,

00:19 Mon 6/15/09 6:18:30 PM International Affairs

USA and Mexico sign a treaty to have a better control on 

the borders.  V; People signing documents.  This treaty will 

help stop with weapon trafficking and violence between 

cartels.  Azalea Ingiuez reporting.

03:05 Mon 6/15/09 6:18:49 PM International Affairs

Mexico news, highlights.  Reporter talks about an 

investigation held by the newspaper El Universal . V; Kids 

crying, people crying. Several relatives of the governor of 

Sonora are owners of several Daycare’s throughout 

Sonora. An investigation was held to several daycare’s. In 

one of the daycare’s, emergency exits were being made. 

Reporter comments about the incident of the kids who 

died in a daycare. Reporter talks about Alvara Cepeda 

Nery, journalist. Journalist, says the governor of Sonora 

steals from the poor to give to the rich. US doctors have 

complaint about the negligence of doctors in Mexico. 

Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:41 Mon 6/15/09 6:29:32 PM Neighborhoods

Three Chihuahua dogs saved a family from a Puma. V; 

Video. Reporter talks about the Chihuahua dogs.  Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.
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02:44 Tue 6/16/09 6:00:51 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Los Angeles' mayor says the parade to celebrate the 

Lakers world series victory will go on despite questions on 

how the city will foot the bill. V; NBA footage, riots post 

win. PC; LAPD commissioner, says there will be zero 

tolerance for violence during the parade. V; Lakers player 

at press conference. PC; Mayor Villaraigosa, LA’s mayor, 

says the Lakers and AEG will pay for production cost and 

that the city has raised the rest of the funds through 

donations. The event will cost 2 million dollars. V; footage 

of other Lakers parade, people out walking. I; residents, 

say spending so much money on a parade is not 

necessary. Some say the money should go towards 

helping businesses, such as the The Holy Grail, which was 

looted during post victory celebrations. V; closed up store. 

I; Carlos, LA Lakers fan, says spending so much money 

on a parade during a recession is a bad idea. Gr; breaking 

down the money. V; footage from previous parade. I; 

Eddie Jones, Los Angeles Civil Rights Association 

president, wants only true LA Lakers fans to come out. 

The parade will start at the Staples Center. Gr; map of 

city. Mariate Ramos reporting. 

00:29 Tue 6/16/09 6:03:35 PM Crime & Gangs

The FBI arrested 39 members of the 18th Street gang 

today in Los Angeles. V; police press conference, pictures 

of suspects.

00:21 Tue 6/16/09 6:04:04 PM Crime & Gangs

L.A. Emergency workers workers pulled a suspect from 

drainage pipes and sent him off to jail. V; emergency at 

scene, suspect in police car.

03:27 Tue 6/16/09 6:04:25 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People who live near auto parts recycling plants may be at 

risk for health problems. V; piles of car parts. The 

government is looking into shutting down such operations 

because of the pollution they cause. I; Jeanne Garcia, 

Toxic Substance Control Dept., commented on the types 

of by products left behind at these sites. I; Patricia Ochoa, 

Pacoima Beautiful, says many of these plants are located 

in low income neighborhoods. Local authorities have 

proposed a law which would prohibit plants from dumping 

left over material in thrash bins. I; Nathan Adlen, Adlen 

Brothers Auto Wrecking, commented on how this would 

affect his business. V; man cleaning up plant yard. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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03:18 Tue 6/16/09 6:09:50 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Hundreds of thousands of dollars are available to help 

small businesses, but many of these business owners do 

not trust the Small Business Administration enough to ask 

for such a loan. V; clothing stores in Santa Ana. I; Sylvia 

Gutierrez, SBA expert, says these loans are accessible. V; 

small business owners at an SBA event. Gr; more 

information. I; Amalia Cervantes, small business owner, 

says no one informed her on how to get assistance. I; 

Lourdes Kumar, jewelry store owner, says the SBA is only 

interested in helping bigger businesses. V; people out 

walking, people at a seminar. Gr; more information. Martin 

Plasencia reporting.

00:21 Tue 6/16/09 6:15:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Half of all Los Angeles county community clinics are about 

to close. V; patients in clinic. If Governor 

Schwarzenegger’s plan to cut Medical, Family Pack and 

Healthy Families go through over 100 of these clinics will 

close. V; doctor examining patient.

03:01 Tue 6/16/09 6:16:07 PM
Government, 

Politics

The state of California is out of money and has started to 

use IOU’s to cover its bills. V; Gov. Schwarzenegger 

meeting with legislators, office workers, construction 

workers, people out walking, auto plant workers, former 

governor Gray Davis, super market workers. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.

03:04 Tue 6/16/09 6:19:08 PM Minority Concerns

Many of the women in Hidalgo, Mexico have had to 

assume the roles of both mothers and fathers since many 

of the men have migrated to the US. V; woman warming 

agave leaves, women working. I; Maria Flores, Ya Muts’i 

Cooperative, says its been 2 years since the women in her 

village have stopped getting help from their husbands 

because of the recession. V; woman working. I; Felicitas 

Martin, artisan, says she has to work to take care of her 

children. V; woman cutting agave leaf, women making 

fabric from agave plant. I; Lorena Garcia, artisan, 

commented on their work. V; woman sewing. The women 

have become very efficient at what they do. Their business 

ships 15,000 loofahs made from agave plant to Europe 

every 2 months. V; women working. Agustin Olais 

reporting.

00:25 Tue 6/16/09 6:22:12 PM Culture

The Indian woman known as Amma, , who’s hugs are said 

to have healing powers, is visiting Los Angeles. V; Amma 

hugging people. She will be hugging tonight at the 

Radisson Hotel at LAX

01:31 Tue 6/16/09 6:29:58 PM Latino Issues

Father Alberto Cutie and Ruhama Canellis got married this 

morning in Miami. V; Father Cutie and his girlfriend at 

press conference, people inside court house where the 

marriage took place.  Viewers are invited to send their 

comments via telemundo52.com.
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06:20 Wed 6/17/09 6:00:50 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles Lakers celebrated their world series 

victory today with a parade through the city. The parade 

started at the Staples Center and ended at the LA 

Coliseum. V; Lakers parading through the street, fans 

celebrating, fans waiting outside the stadium which was to 

the detriment of some merchants. V; police on patrol, 

empty restaurant. I; Cristina Macias, merchant, prepared 

lots of food. Riot police were out in force in order to keep 

the fans in line. V; fans entering stadium through gate, 

others trying to enter through a hole in the fence, police 

removing them. I; fans, commented on the celebration. 

Fifteen people were arrested. Gr; more information. 

Roberto Lacayo and Maria Garcia reporting.

01:38 Wed 6/17/09 6:07:10 PM Minority Concerns

Street vendors in Los Angeles are having a good day 

thanks to the thousands of fans who came out to celebrate 

with the Los Angeles Lakers. V; people selling t-shirts. I; 

fans, commented on how much they paid for the team 

memorabilia. I; street vendor, says people are wiling to pay 

over 100 dollars for a Lakers t-shirt. V; Lakers parading 

through the street.  Dinorah Perez reporting.

03:32 Wed 6/17/09 6:10:55 PM Neighborhoods

Kobe Bryant was named MVP for the world series win 

against the Magic. V; Kobe holding trophy during parade. 

SI; Diana Alvarado, sports anchor, commented on the 

match and the world series victory. V; fans celebrating.

00:19 Wed 6/17/09 6:18:15 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama is proposing the biggest reform of the 

US financial system since the great depression. V; 

president speaking, brokers on NYSE floor.

00:18 Wed 6/17/09 6:18:34 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Los Angeles superior court reiterated their support for 

special order 40 which prohibits police from asking about a 

detainee's immigration status. V; police cruiser on patrol, 

detained immigrants.

00:29 Wed 6/17/09 6:18:52 PM Crime & Gangs

A large cargo of cocaine was discovered in Mexico 

packaged in the bodies of frozen sharks. The drugs came 

from Texas. V; frozen sharks, packages of cocaine.

02:21 Wed 6/17/09 6:19:21 PM Children's Issues

Sonia, Dulce and Maria are sisters looking for a home. V; 

children at Long Beach Aquarium. I; Sonia, likes to read 

and do math. I; Maria, likes sharks. I; Dulce, wants to be 

like Maria. V; kids playing with animals. Gr; more 

information.

02:00 Wed 6/17/09 6:28:40 PM Minority Concerns

Viewers are invited to log unto telemundo52.com for more 

information and images of the Lakers victory celebration. 

V; Lakers parade. Telemundo52.com is now on facebook.
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07:09 Thu 6/18/09 6:00:37 PM Minority Concerns

The Survivors of Priest Abuse organization has filed a 

lawsuit against Mexican cardinal Norberto Rivera and Los 

Angeles cardinal Roger Mahony accusing them of 

protecting Father Nicolas Aguilar who raped over 100 

children in Mexico and California. V; unidentified victim at 

a press conference, picture of accused priest. I; Juan, 

says he was only 10 years old when the priest raped him. 

V; court documents. V; Cardinal Mahony celebrating 

mass. I; Eric Barragan, director of SNAP Mexico, 

commented on the lawsuit file by a Mexican man in Los 

Angeles. This suit was thrown out because the crime was 

committed in Mexico. V; Los Angeles archdiocese. I; 

Carolina Guevara, Los Angeles archdiocese 

spokesperson, says these accusations are false. V; 

pictures of other accused priest. The Catholic church has 

already paid out millions of dollars to settle suit. V; 

celebrating mass, people protesting. Gr; more information. 

SI; Eric Barragan, director of SNAP Mexico, says this suit 

will force Mahony and Rivera to face the music. V; 

Cardinal Rivera celebrating mass in Mexico. Pepe 

Rodriguez has written a book entitled Pederastia en la 

Iglesia Catolica on the issue of priest abuse. Mariate 

Ramos reporting.

00:23 Thu 6/18/09 6:07:46 PM Crime & Gangs

Santa Ana FBI officials arrested 2 men accused of using 

the Internet to prey on children for sex. V; picture of 

suspects, official press conference. Another man was 

arrested for child pornography.

00:17 Thu 6/18/09 6:08:09 PM Education

The Los Angeles Unified School District teachers’ hunger 

strike has come to an end. V; tent in which striking 

teachers were living.

00:29 Thu 6/18/09 6:08:26 PM Children's Issues
Chino parents are upset over the closing of 3 schools. V; 

students at school, exterior of Gird Elementary

02:14 Thu 6/18/09 6:11:05 PM Children's Issues

Dozens of children are preparing to visit their fathers 

behind bars on father’s day. V; Bianca at home. I; Bianca, 

says she will tell her father she loves him. Bianca’s dad is 

serving a 4 year sentence in San Luis Obispo prison. I; 

Lucila Mendoza, Bianca’s mother, commented on her 

daughter visiting her father. Several Catholic ministries are 

sponsoring the trip. V; Bianca’s pictures and awards she 

plans on taking to her father. Martin Plascencia reporting. 

02:19 Thu 6/18/09 6:16:16 PM Neighborhoods

Courtyard Square, the most popular and most 

photographed area of Universal Studio was damaged by 

fire last year. Repairs have been made and Courtyard 

Square has been re-opened. I; Raul Becerra, Universal 

Studios spokesperson, commented on the re-opening. V; 

parade to celebrate re-opening. Universal Studios is 

offering a package deal where people can purchase a 6 

month pass for only 60 dollars. An all you can eat pass is 

also available.

00:27 Thu 6/18/09 6:19:06 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

At least 81 healthcare workers around the country have 

contracted the swine flu. Most of them did so at work. V; 

person getting vaccine, lab worker, box of Tamiflu.
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02:42 Thu 6/18/09 6:19:33 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A group of women in Mexico are training to be 

bodyguards. V; women training with guns. I; Maricela 

Lopez, bodyguard, commented on providing security. I; 

Claudia Macias, bodyguard, says they can provide greater 

protection to female clients, because they can enter places 

like restrooms. V; women training at shooting range. I; 

Ciro Mendoza, Seguridad Auxiliar Edomen, commented on 

the important role played by female bodyguards. V; 

women training in martial arts. Agustin Olais reporting.

03:45 Fri 6/19/09 6:00:35 PM Children's Issues

A group of California children had the opportunity to visit 

their fathers in prison today. V; children getting ready for 

the trip. I; Rubi Mendoza, says she will tell her father she 

loves him. I; Paulina Ravelo, visit prison, says her children 

are excited. V; inmates in prison, kids visiting their fathers 

behind bars. I; Joel Esparza, father in prison, says this is 

the best father’s day gift. I; Rosario Esparza, is happy to 

see her father. V; kids playing cards and board games with 

their fathers. I; unidentified child, says she will cry when 

she lives the prison. Gr; more information. The Board a 

Bus for Father’s Day program has been taking children to 

see their dads in prison for the past ten years. V; children 

aboard bus. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:40 Fri 6/19/09 6:04:20 PM Crime & Gangs
A driver was charged today for causing the deaths of 2 

people.  V; suspect in court, scene of crash.

00:36 Fri 6/19/09 6:05:00 PM Children's Issues

A local council man man and other child services officials 

got together today to launch an alert to parents about the 

dangers of having their babies sleep in the same bed with 

them. V; picture of baby sleeping, doll in a crib, public 

service ad campaign poster. 

00:23 Fri 6/19/09 6:05:36 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A new system to monitor ground movement and measure 

the intensity of earthquakes was installed today in San 

Bernardino. V; researchers working to set up the system.

00:21 Fri 6/19/09 6:05:59 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities confiscated 10 pounds of marijuana from a 

baby’s stroller today at the border. V; pictures of packages 

of drugs.

04:05 Fri 6/19/09 6:08:29 PM
Government, 

Politics

Gov. Schwarzenegger is proposing cutting healthcare 

programs which benefit children and elderly residents. V; 

doctor examining child, older people out walking, 

governor, elderly patient in doctor’s office, elderly in a 

home. I; Castulo De La Rocha, president of AltaMed 

Health Services, says this will end up costing the state 

much more. V; exterior of hospital, governor speaking, 

people out walking, workers repairing road, children in 

classroom, legislators meeting. I; Ivan Gonzalez, financial 

advisor, commented on ways the government could cut 

back. Mariate Ramos reporting. 

01:29 Fri 6/19/09 6:17:03 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

President Obama said again today that an immigration 

reform will take place. V; president speaking. PC; 

President Obama, says he’s committed to an immigration 

reform. V; people out walking.
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00:40 Fri 6/19/09 6:18:32 PM Employment
Unemployment rate in California has surpassed 11 

percent.  Gr; more information.  V; unemployed.

00:32 Fri 6/19/09 6:19:12 PM Neighborhoods

Directors of the new Pixar movie Up granted a 10 year old 

girl’s dying wish to see the movie. V; pictures of the child, 

scenes from the movie. She was given a copy of the 

movie to watch at home. She died hours after watching 

the film.

02:15 Fri 6/19/09 6:19:44 PM Culture

The actors of the new soap entitled Los Victorinos visited 

the Telemundo studio. V; actors in studio. I; Arap Bethke, 

actor, commented on their characters. I; Roberto 

Manrique, actor, commented on the plot. Mauricio 

Ochmann is the third star of the soap. V; scenes from the 

soap, actors touring the studio. The actors will be greeting 

fans at the A Mi Hacienda Club in Pico Rivera tomorrow. 

Azucena Gomez reporting.

01:42 Fri 6/19/09 6:24:46 PM Neighborhoods

Diana Alvarado: >Soccer trade update. V; soccer footage. 

>Tennis injury update. V; Nadal, injured player. >The 

Cleveland Browns has suspended Donte Stallworth 

indefinitely because of his involvement in a fatal car 

accident. V; Stallworth in court, NFL footage, picture of 

Stallworth. The NFL player was sentenced to only 30 days 

in prison after he killed a pedestrian while driving drunk. 

*segment sponsored by Volkswagen*.

00:34 Fri 6/19/09 6:29:45 PM Neighborhoods

One of the acrobats from from The Ringling Brothers held 

a circus trick clinic today in Los Angeles. The Ringling 

Brothers and Barnum and Bailey circus will be at the 

Staples Center starting next month. V; kids learning to do 

circus tricks.

03:16 Mon 6/22/09 6:01:01 PM
Government, 

Politics

People talk about the budget cuts for California. V; 

Governor Schwarzenegger, people in a conference. V; 

Healthcare Cuts. Reporter talks about the healthcare 

program cuts. I; Lilibeth Navarro, Director of the Calif 

Program, talks about the cuts and how its going to affect 

her disabled sisters. V; Education Cuts. Reporter talks 

about the education cuts. Governor Schwarzenegger 

wants to eliminate the Cal Grants. V; Students. I; Edgar 

Walton, Goes to School with Grants, talks about the 

grants cut and how many students will drop out of school 

due to money issues. Reporter talks about the Democrats 

and the Republicans cut plans. V; The Terminator 

Governor Arnold's Budget Cuts poster. I; Navarro, says we 

have to function as a family. Reporter comments on the 

budget cut plans. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:56 Mon 6/22/09 6:04:17 PM
Government, 

Politics

During a live interview by CNN, the Los Angeles mayor, 

announced he will not be running for Governor of 

California. V; Antonio Villaraigosa. Mayor said he still has 

lots of work to do with Los Angeles. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.
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03:36 Mon 6/22/09 6:05:13 PM
Government, 

Politics

A political analyst talks about the career or Antonio 

Villaraigosa. SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, gives his 

opinion on having Antonio Villaraigosa as governor of 

California. V; Antonio Villaraigosa. SI; Analyst, says its not 

wise for Villaraigosa to become governor due to the deficit 

California is facing. V; William Bratton. SI; Analyst, says 

Villaraigosa has been a efficient mayor. SI; Analyst, says 

Villaraigosa has not made many changes to the city of Los 

Angeles. Ruben Luengas reporting.

02:32 Mon 6/22/09 6:10:54 PM Neighborhoods

In Santa Ana, people talk about trash bins with locks. V; 

Bin with bottles, Waste Management truck, lock. I; Susan 

Aguilera, Is in Favor of the Trash Bin Locks, talks about 

trash pickers. Reporter says trash pickers go through trash 

bins to look for recyclable items. These items helps them 

make money. V; Trash cans. I; Elvira Otero, Is Not in 

Favor of Trash Bin Locks, says many trash pickers make a 

living by picking up recyclable items from trash bins. V; 

Trash bins locks. I; Lucy Batenson, Protects Her Trash, 

says she is against trash pickers. V; Sign. Reporter says 

they're testing how trash bin locks will work. I; Maria 

Espinosa, Is Against Trash Bin Locks, talks about the 

economic crisis. V; Waste Management logo. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:25 Mon 6/22/09 6:13:26 PM
Government, 

Politics

A new law will allow the FDA to have more control on all 

tobacco products. V; President Obama. Today, President 

Obama signed the new tobacco law. President Obama 

hopes this will help kids stay away from cigarettes. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.

00:31 Mon 6/22/09 6:16:35 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The first tropical storm has hit the Pacific and part of 

Mexico. V; Scenes of a flood. The tropical storm is called 

Andrew. Mexico has prepared several shelters. Ericka 

Pino reporting.

00:24 Mon 6/22/09 6:18:22 PM Neighborhoods
Reporter sends a graduation greeting. V; Photo. Ericka 

Pino reporting.

00:27 Mon 6/22/09 6:18:46 PM Latino Issues

Mexico news, highlights. Seven people are arrested for 

being responsible for the daycare fire in Sonora. V; 

Scenes of a fire. Ruben Luengas reporting.

01:57 Mon 6/22/09 6:19:13 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Carmen Villalobos talks about 

her latest soap opera. V; Show 12 Corazones . I; Carmen 

Villalobos, Catalina in Sin Senos No Hay Paraiso , says 

everyone tells her she looks really young. V; Scenes of the 

soap opera, Sin Senos No Hay Paraiso . I; Actress, talks 

about the last episodes of the soap opera. V; Last Episode 

of the soap opera, 12 Corazones. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:51 Mon 6/22/09 6:29:12 PM Children's Issues

A sixteen year old girl with cancer made her dream come 

true by becoming a Sheriff. V; Sheriff, sheriff car, teen 

sheriff. Reporter thanks the Debbie Chesholm foundation. 

Teen has cancer in her ovaries. Ruben Luengas reporting.
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03:17 Tue 6/23/09 6:00:52 PM Latino Issues

Oscar is a Guatemalan immigrant who died while 

attempting to cross the dessert into the US. The man 

became ill and was evidently abandoned in the dessert by 

the trafficker who he was travelling with. V; pictures of 

victim, grave where the man was buried. I; Patricia Artiga, 

victim’s cousin, commented on the tragedy. Gr; area map. 

I; Kathy Cortez, relative, commented on the last time she 

heard from the man. V; more pictures, copy of death 

certificate. The man’s family was not notified, instead his 

body was buried in a common grave. V; man’s relatives at 

home. The Guatemalan consulate is asking for an 

investigation. I; Guatemalan consulate, says they are 

usually notified when a Guatemalan immigrant’s body is 

found. The family wants to exhume the body. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

03:39 Tue 6/23/09 6:04:09 PM Minority Concerns

Students in Hidalgo, Mexico took part in an exercise 

simulating immigrants crossing the dessert into the US. V; 

students taking part in the exercise. I; Poncho, guide, says 

the participants get to feel what it’s like in the dessert. I; 

Saul Hinojosa, student, commented on the dangers of 

crossing the border. I; Octavio Vivar, student, commented 

on those who’ve died crossing the border. V; people taking 

part in the event. I; Paola Salazar, student, commented on 

the experience. Agustin Olais reporting.

01:58 Tue 6/23/09 6:09:47 PM Employment

Authorities say there will be over 30,000 summer jobs in 

California this year. Many of those jobs are in restaurants. 

V; job seekers in unemployment office. I; Samuel Melara, 

restaurant employee, says his clientele has fallen. V; man 

serving food, kitchen workers, patrons in restaurant. I; 

residents, commented on eating out during the summer. 

Dunia Elvir reporting.

01:06 Tue 6/23/09 6:14:28 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Hurricane Andres has has made fall in Mexico. V; 

hurricane damage, residents out. I; resident, described the 

storm.

05:39 Tue 6/23/09 6:15:34 PM Education

LAUSD workers protested over cuts today. V; workers 

protesting. I; Yolanda Santoyo, protestor, says what the 

governor is doing is not fair. I; Lilia Garcia, protestor, only 

works 3 hours per day. Gr; more information. I; Monica 

Garcia, president of LAUSD school board, commented on 

the cuts. Gr; more information. I; Yoly Flores, LAUSD, 

commented on the cuts. V; people dancing in protest, 

students in classroom, school board meeting.

00:34 Tue 6/23/09 6:30:03 PM Minority Concerns
The new soap Los Victorinos premiers tonight on 

Telemundo. V; scenes from the soap.
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08:28 Thu 6/25/09 6:00:13 PM Culture

Michael Jackson has died at the age of 50. V; outside 

hospital where Jackson died, ambulance transporting him 

to UCLA Hospital. Jackson rose to international fame with 

his album Thriller released in 1982. Farrah Fawcett, star of 

the show Charlie's Angels, died earlier today in Los 

Angeles as well. Fawcett was battling cancer. V; Jackson 

performing, Jackson leaving court, fans outside hospital. 

Jackson was preparing for a tour in London. V; Jackson at 

a press conference. Jackson was one of the biggest stars 

in the world comparable to Elvis Presley and the Beatles. 

Jackson was married to Lisa Marie Presley who is Elvis' 

daughter. I; Jorge Pino, representative, says Jackson 

showed incredible talent from an early age. V; Jackson's 

music videos. Thriller is still the best selling album in music 

history. I; Aleks Syntek, singer, says Michael Jackson 

influenced him as a singer. Jackson was involved in 

several scandal throughout his career. Jackson was 

accused of a sexually abusing a minor in 1993. V; more 

music video, Jackson speaking on his innocence, Jackson 

with a group of children. I; Jose David Cohen, 

psychologist, says Michael Jackson suffered from the 

Peter Pan syndrome where an adult refuse to grow up. V; 

Jackson dangling his baby over a balcony. Dinorah Perez 

and Maria Garcia reporting.

04:02 Thu 6/25/09 6:10:34 PM Neighborhoods

Michael Jackson has died at the age of 50 from a heart 

attack. V; Jackson performing as a child. Jackson died at 

UCLA Hospital's Ronald Regan Unit. Thriller is still the 

best selling album in music history. Michael Jackson's star 

on the Hollywood walk of fame was unveiled in 1984. V; 

fans congregating on the walk of fame. I; Ricardo, fan, is 

saddened by the death. I; fan, says the world has lost a 

great person. V; fans leaving flowers and candles on 

Jackson's walk of fame. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:39 Thu 6/25/09 6:14:36 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Actress Farrah Fawcett lost her battle with cancer today. 

Fawcett gained fame with her role in the TV show 

Charlie's Angels. V; footage from Farrah's documentary, 

flowers left on the walk of fame in Hollywood, picture of 

Farrah.

03:17 Thu 6/25/09 6:18:21 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

President Obama met with Hispanic legislators today to 

talk bout the possibility of an immigration reform. V; 

president speaking, construction workers building a house, 

seamstress working on a dress, immigrant field workers, 

man cutting lawn. I; Jorge Mario Cabrera, CHIRLA, says it 

seems like both parties are willing to work together. V; 

senate meeting, people out walking, more workers.

01:29 Thu 6/25/09 6:29:25 PM Culture
Fans have been sending in their messages regarding 

Michael Jackson's sudden death. V; Jackson performing.
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05:04 Fri 6/26/09 6:00:44 PM Neighborhoods

Fans have congregated in front of the coroners office 

where Michael Jackson's body is. V; fans holding vigil. The 

autopsy on the body is done, but authorities have not 

revealed any information. V; transporting body to morgue. 

I; Anthony Hernandez, forensic doctor, says there was 

nothing out of the ordinary. V; coroner's office press 

conference, police officers outside coroner's office. There 

are reports that Jackson was taking heavy doses of 

prescription medication such as Demerol and that he was 

given injection right before the cardiac arrest which killed 

him. V; Jackson at his walk of fame unveiling, ambulance 

transporting the singer to the hospital. Someone made a 

call to 911 after Jackson stop breathing. The caller said 

the doctor was performing CPR on Jackson. Authorities 

are now looking for Dr. Conrad Murray, who was 

Jackson's cardiologist. V; picture of doctor, tow truck 

removing doctor's BMW from Jackson's home. V; fans 

holding posters with Jackson's pictures. I; fan, says she 

and her children were fans of Jackson's music. The 

Jackson family can pick up the body at any time now. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:08 Fri 6/26/09 6:05:48 PM Neighborhoods

Michael Jackson reportedly owed close to 500 million 

dollars. V; aerial view of his mansion, kids riding rides at 

Neverland Ranch. Jackson had hoped to earn a few 

million dollars from his 50 concert planned in London later 

this year. Many are also wondering what will happen to 

Jackson's children. Jackson's first 2 children were 

conceived with Debbie Row. V; picture of Michael, Row 

and the kids. The identity of the mother of Michael's third 

child is still a mystery. V; Jackson dangling his baby over a 

balcony. TMZ reports that Debbie Row still has rights over 

the children and that under California law she can gain 

custody of the kids.

03:18 Fri 6/26/09 6:06:56 PM Culture

The sale of Michael Jackson's records has increased 

dramatically since the news of his death broke. V; scene 

from music video, radio DJ in studio, fans taking part in a 

tribute concert. Fans across the world are mourning his 

death. V; fans all over the world, Mexican Jackson 

impersonator. President Calderon calls Jackson's sudden 

death tragic. Even fans in Cuba are paying tribute to the 

king of pop. V; people out on the island, fans holding 

candle light vigil, Jackson's music video. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

02:45 Fri 6/26/09 6:12:20 PM Children's Issues

Dozens of California children visited their mothers in prison 

today. V; mother hugging her daughter. I; Nancy Nunez, 

inmate, wants to start a new life with her daughter. V; 

children visiting their parents in prison, kids playing at the 

prison park. I; Daisy Nunez, inmate's sister, commented 

on visiting her sister. I; Gina Trevino, inmate, commented 

on getting to see her grandchild. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.
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03:32 Fri 6/26/09 6:18:36 PM Neighborhoods

Hundreds of fans are lined up to get a chance to leave 

flowers and other items on Jackson's star on the walk of 

fame. V; fans holding vigil at the Hollywood walk of fame. 

I; fans, commented on the singer's passing. V; Jackson 

performing. Mariate Ramos reporting.

04:31 Mon 6/29/09 6:00:59 PM International Affairs

People talk about the crisis in Honduras. Reporter talks 

about the crisis in Honduras. V; Protests. I; Man, says the 

police and the military of Honduras are beating up people. 

The military of Honduras took over the country and took 

the president out of office. V; President Zelaya. SB; Hillary 

Clinton, Secretary of State, says the US has been working 

with OEA to work on the issue of the expulsion of 

president Zelaya. V; Roberto Michelti. SB; Roberto 

Mcheletti, President of Honduras, says he is a server of 

his country. V; President Zelaya, president Ortega, 

president Chavez, president Morales. The leaders of the 

ALBA-Bolivian Alternative for Latin America and the 

Caribbean decided to withdraw the ambassadors of 

Honduras until president Zelaya returns to office. I; Man, 

talks about the withdraw of the ambassadors. SB; Hubo 

Chavez, President of Venezuela, says this is just a test. V; 

Protest. I; Manuel Zelaya, President of Honduras, talks 

how he was arrested and deported. V; L.A. Honduran 

Alliance banner. SB; Erick Midenece, Is Against the 

Participation of Hugo Chavez, talks about the threats 

president Chavez made. I; Man, says the military in 

Honduras is very corrupt. V; Comments made by people 

on the Crisis in Honduras. Dunia Elvir reporting.

00:24 Mon 6/29/09 6:05:30 PM International Affairs

President Obama says the US still considers Manuel 

Zelaya as president of Honduras. V; President Obama, 

president Uribe, protest. President Obama says the way 

he was taken out of office was illegal. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

04:32 Mon 6/29/09 6:05:54 PM Latino Issues

Crisis in Honduras, highlights. People talk about the crisis 

in Honduras. V; Restaurant. Reporter talks about the 

concerns of Hondurans who live in Los Angeles who have 

relatives in Honduras. I; Walter Ponce, Honduran, says 

her mother was headed to Honduras and her flight was 

cancelled. I; Ponce, says he is very worried about the 

crisis in Honduras. I; Man, says its not fair for the arrest of 

president Zelaya. V; Protest. SI; Carlos Rajo, Political 

Analyst, says the crisis in Honduras was going on from 

sometime. V; President Zelaya. SI; Analyst, says president 

Obama says what was done to president Zelaya was 

totally illegal. V; President Zelaya. SI; Analyst, talks about 

the OEA. Roberto Lacayo and Carlos Rajo reporting.
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02:14 Mon 6/29/09 6:12:56 PM Culture

People talk about Michael Jackson. Reporter talks about 

the custody of the kids of Michael Jackson. V; Body being 

transferred from a helicopter to a van. V; Michael Jackson. 

The family of Michael Jackson still are questioning his 

death. SB; Joe Jackson, Father of Michael Jackson, says 

they're not ready for the funeral service because they need 

to know what happen to Michael. V; Michael Jackson. The 

first autopsy says Michael Jackson did take prescription 

medications but did not know which ones. V; Photo of 

Conrad Murray, Global Cardiovascular Associates, Inc. 

Conrad Murray, M.D. The police interrogated Dr. Muray 

and said he's cooperating with the case. I; Michael 

Jackson, Dr. Murray's Attorney, says Dr. Murray did not 

prescribed any type of narcotics to Michael Jackson. The 

mother of Michael Jackson has temporary custody of 

Michael's kids. V; Michael Jackson and Debbie Rowe. The 

attorney of the mother of Michael says the kids of 

Jackson's are the beneficiary's of Michaels assets. V; 

Crowd of people. People still arrive at the home of 

Michael's parents. V; Scenes of a tribute to Michael 

Jackson. BET awards ceremony held this tribute. SB; 

Janet Jackson, talks about Michael Jackson and says he 

will live in everyones heart. SB; Janet, says they miss 

them so much. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:09 Mon 6/29/09 6:18:16 PM Neighborhoods
Reporter sends out a greeting to a high school graduate. 

V; Christopher Dowing, Fountain Valley High School.

00:21 Mon 6/29/09 6:18:25 PM Neighborhoods

The Orange Coutny Fair will talke place from June 29 to 

July 10. V; Orange County Fair. Reporter talks about a 

ticket giveaway contest. Ericka Pino reporting.

02:11 Mon 6/29/09 6:19:01 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A woman talks about the case of her sister who is facing 

deportation order. I; Ericka Rodriguez, Her Sister is 

Arrested, says she misses her sister a lot. V; Photo. Irma 

Rodriguez received a letter from the DMV-Department of 

Mother Vehicles office. V; Department of Motor Vehicles 

Investigation Division, DMV logo. Reporter says the letter 

came up to be an immigration raid. I; Ericka, says she told 

her sister she taught this was going to be an immigration 

raid. Ericka's sister was arrested at the DMV. I; Alma Rosa 

Nieto, Immigration Attorney, says if an immigrant has an 

order of deportation and does not leave the US then ICE 

takes the case and has the right to search for the person. 

Five years ago Irma was caught carrying a gun. The 

government cancelled her TPS-temporary protective 

service and ordered a deportation order. The DMV has the 

right to call immigration if the customer is illegal. Reporter 

talks about the job of Irma Rodriguez and her kids. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:24 Mon 6/29/09 6:21:12 PM Crime & Gangs

Bernard Madoff was sentenced for 150 years in prison. V; 

Bernard Madoff. Madoff is charged with fraud. Madoff 

confessed his investments was a lie. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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00:36 Mon 6/29/09 6:28:44 PM Neighborhoods

In Dallas, a police chase was caught in tape. V; Scenes of 

a police chase. Reporter talks about the chase. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:45 Mon 6/29/09 6:31:02 PM Minority Concerns

The news station received an award for having the best 

coverage. V; Fires, Award, APTRA award, people eating. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:49 Tue 6/30/09 6:01:48 PM Neighborhoods

Merchants on 4th street are angry over an ongoing 

construction project which is causing customers to stay 

away from their businesses. V; shoppers in store. I; Braxy 

Gomez, clothing store owner, says there's hardly any foot 

traffic. V; workers working on road project. I; Tina 

Delgado, jewelry store owner, says her sales have been 

affected. V; road closed sign. I; resident, says he's 

stopped coming to the shopping center because of the 

construction. I; Orlando Garcia, public works inspector, 

says the material first used in the project was defective so 

they had to start the whole thing over again. I; Erick 

Santillan, merchant, says the city is wasting a lot of money 

on the renovation. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:53 Tue 6/30/09 6:04:37 PM Culture

Michael Jackson left a will which will be presented to a 

judge. This could complicate things for Katherine Jackson 

who had asked for complete control over the singer's 

estate. V; Jackson during one of his court trials, Michael 

performing. There are reports that Michael's father is not 

named in the will. The family has also denied reports that 

the singer would be buried at Neverland Ranch. Hundreds 

of fans have congregated in front of the Apollo Theater in 

New York to remember Jackson. V; fans in front of 

theater.

02:07 Tue 6/30/09 6:07:46 PM Crime & Gangs

A federal judge has denied bail to Alex Sanchez, leader of 

the organization Homies Unidos. Sanchez is accused of 

conspiracy to murder a rival gang member. Dozens of 

supporters protested today asking for the man's release. 

V; Sanchez, people protesting. I; Alfonso Gonzalez, wants 

Sanchez to be released. The crime is reported to have 

taken place while Sanchez was working for Homies 

Unidos, an organization dedicated to keeping the youth out 

of gangs. V; pictures of arrested gang members. I; Mirna 

Solorzano, Homies Unidos, says Sanchez will have to be 

proven guilty. Gr; statement from Homies Unidos. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

01:38 Tue 6/30/09 6:12:31 PM Neighborhoods

Universal Studios in Hollywood debuted a new attraction 

today. The press was introduced to the musical based on 

the Creature from the Black Lagoon. V; scenes from new 

musical. Universal Studios is offering 6 month of park 

entrance for only 60 dollars. Ericka Pino reporting.
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04:37 Tue 6/30/09 6:15:17 PM International Affairs

Honduran officials say they will arrest ousted president 

Manuel Zelaya if he sets foot in the country. I; Roberto 

Micheletti, interim Honduran president, says several 

officials will travel to Washington to explain what is going 

on. Manuel Zelaya addressed the UN today. V; Zelaya 

speaking at the UN. Meanwhile, the world bank has cut off 

Honduras' credit line and El Salvador, Nicaragua and 

Guatemala have closed their borders. Mexico has 

withdrawn it's ambassador and the European Union is 

about to do the same. SB; Manuel Zelaya, ousted 

president, commented on the situation in his country. V; 

Honduras protesting.

00:27 Tue 6/30/09 6:19:54 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The FDA recommends that the level of acetaminophen be 

reduced in medications such as Tylenol, Excedrin and 

NyQuil. V; boxes of Tylenol. The FDA says the 

consumption of acetaminophen is the number one cause 

of liver failure in the country. V; bottle of Vicodin.
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